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ABSTRACT

IMAGES OF CHINESE PEOPLE, CHINESE-AMERICANS AND
CHINESE CULTURE IN CHILDREN’S AND
ADOLESCENTS’ FICTION (1980-1997)
MAY 1998
LI LIU, B. A., SHANNXI TEACHERS’ UNIVERSITY, XIAN. P.R.C.
M. Ed, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ed. D, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Masha K. Rudman

Since the United States has become an ethnically and culturally diverse
country and has become a microcosm of the world, multicultural children’s
literature has attracted more and more attention and raised questions about its
quality. The purpose of this study was to determine what images of Chinese
people, Chinese-Americans, and Chinese culture were attributed in children’s and
adolescents’ fiction. The study was achieved by examining 57 fictional books
written by Chinese-American authors and other-American authors for readers
from kindergarten through junior high school published in the United States from
1980 to 1997.
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This study was an example of the descriptive method of research using
content analysis, a technique for evaluating the descriptions and information from
the selected books in a systematic and objective manner, to achieve “systematic
examination” by analyzing the information identified in the books under the
study. The content of the books was analyzed to discover the ways Chinese
people were portrayed and the ways Chinese cultures were represented, and to
examine whether or not they were stereotyped. This study used two instruments,
including a total of thirteen categories, to examine the images and representations
from different perspectives.
The results of the study indicated that the images of Chines people were
attributed both realistically and in a stereotypic manner, and the representations of
Chinese culture in many books were inaccurate and unauthentic. It was also found
that most of the inaccurate information and misrepresentations were made by nonChinese-American authors and illustrators, though a few inaccurate pieces of
information were made by Chinese-American authors and illustrators. The present
study may be helpful to authors, illustrators, book reviewers, curriculum
specialists, and others working with written materials about China, Chinese and
Chinese-Americans, and also to scholars of children’s literature who wish to
analyze other cultures well. Directed toward the elimination of the stereotypes of
Chinese and Chinese-Americans in Children’s and adolescents’ literature, the
study promotes the realization of intercultural understanding, a necessary
concomitant to the further development of cultural pluralism in this country.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Literature reflects society; literature shapes and influences society; and
literature is a means of social control (Albrecht, 1954; Coser, 1963). This belief in
the power of literature to change the world has underlies many controversies in
the field of children’s literature, in particular, it underlies the belief in the power
of literature to shape or influence children’s beliefs, images, attitudes and
behaviors. As the United States has become an ethnically and culturally diverse
country, and “a microcosm of the world” (Henry, 1990, p. 29), multicultural
children’s literature has attracted more and more attention and raised questions
about its quality.
Before the 1960s, very few studies had analyzed the images of minority
groups presented to children in fictional literature. Gast found that “The limited
research which has been done has shown that minority peoples have been
stereotyped and that stereotypes are perpetuated in the face of the changing reality
of social fact” (Gast, 1967, p.12). Although these omissions and
misrepresentations were recognized as early as the mid-1960’s, this initial
concern and attention appeared to have been replaced by “benign neglect”. In the
1960’s and 1970’s, influenced by the Civil Right Movement, more Black, Indian,
Asian and other minority researchers began to explore the quality and quantity of
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children’s books relating to their ethnic groups. However, since the 1980’s there
have been few studies concerning the representation of Chinese people in
children’s books. Research by Chew (1987), Su (1991) and Liu (1993) discussed
the characteristics, cross-cultural interactions and Chinese culture in each book
they analyzed, and examined misrepresentations, stereotypes and distortions in
children’s books.
However, no study has specifically examined stereotypical images of
Chinese people in China and Chinese-Americans in the United States found in
currently available American children’s fictional books by non-Chinese-American
authors or Chinese-American authors. None of the studies analyzed the accuracy
and authenticity of the cultural representations of Chinese people and ChineseAmericans in the books written by non-Chinese-American authors and ChineseAmerican authors. Thus, the present study is the first to investigate the images,
characteristics, and stereotypes of Chinese culture and Chinese people in these
books. This dissertation surveys the cultural accuracy and authenticity in these
representations, and evaluates the portrayals of Chinese and Chinese-American
main characters in American children’s and adolescents’ fiction published from
1980 to 1997.
Statement of the Problem

One way for children to understand a group and its people is through
multicultural children’s literature. However, stereotypes and inaccurate
information in children’s books may create bias and influence children’s concepts
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and attitudes about outgroups or even about their own group. Although
considerable research was conducted concerning the representation of minority
populations in children’s textbooks and literature during the period of the late
1960’s to the late 1970’s, research interest has been declining, at the same time
that minority populations have been rapidly increasing. At present, there are few
studies investigating the images, characteristics, and stereotypes of Chinese
culture and Chinese people in currently published children’s literature. However,
certain stereotypes of Chinese groups have become even more acceptance than
reality, and form the basis of distorted generalizations about the group.
As a student, educator, and parent, I had the chance to meet and talk with
teachers in schools, and have found that teachers also need information about
Chinese people and China. An American teacher, who teaches European history
in fourth grade, told me it is hard for him to collect books relating to China
because he is confused by the complicated Chinese culture and Chinese history.
He told me: “When I was a child, my parents told me China is a yellow place on
the other side of the earth. One day I dug and found yellow sand, and I thought I
could get to China soon.” It is hard for most Americans to imagine the people or
the life in China because it is a mystical and far distant place for them.
When I taught Chinese language and literature in a private high school in
Massachusetts, a Korean-American student bom in America, who had little life
experience in Asia, misunderstood Chinese culture and people. One day, he asked
me a question in class. “I heard people in China like eating mice and dogs. Is it
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true?” “ No.” I told him, “That is not true, although I know some people in the
South-Eastern part of China eat field mice when they do not have enough food to
survive ... There is a proverb in China expressing Chinese culture that says: “Dog
meat cannot be served at a feast.”
Some Chinese-Americans, bom and living in America, misunderstand or
even misrepresent China and Chinese culture. For example, Maxine Hong
Kingston, a famous Chinese-American woman writer, misrepresents Chinese
culture in her imaginative fiction Woman Warrior, which is neither a biography
nor an autobiography. The author’s mother who lived in China before the 1950’s,
is one of the main characters in her book. In Kingston’s book, her mother went to
a market to buy a housemaid. When meeting a girl in the market, the mother told
the girl, “Open your mouth,” and examined the girl’s teeth (Kingston, 1975.
p. 80). In China, people check a horse’s teeth to make sure of the horse’s age and
health when buying a horse, but never check a human being’s teeth when hiring a
housemaid or a servant. Black people were sold at market and their teeth were
checked by buyers under the slave system in America. This kind of racial
discrimination happened in the history of America but it is not a part of the
Chinese culture.
Although misunderstanding China and the Chinese people seems to be a
common phenomenon due to many reasons, reading is believed to be one of the
most important opportunities to mold and shape readers’ beliefs and attitudes.
“Because reading is often considered a behavior-influencing activity, books can
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initiate and refine concept-building in relation to the child’s role in society, to
feelings or attitudes toward other people and relationships, and especially to
acceptance of members of cultures other than the child’s own” (Burgess, 1990,
p. 6). Educators believe that multicultural children’s books perform a dual
function. For minority children, these stories can be a mirror, imaging and
reflecting their special heritage and validating their worth as members of a unique
culture. For mainstream children, these books are a window into another’s world,
a means of gaining knowledge and understanding of peoples different from
themselves (Cox & Galda, 1990).
Educators know that what child read is important. It is also known that
minority populations are rapidly becoming a viable presence in the nation’s
schools. In some places, an America beyond the melting pot has already arrived.
In New York, some 40% of elementary and secondary school children belong to
ethnic minorities. In California, white pupils are already a minority (Henry,
1990). Looking ahead to the year 2000, it is estimated that Asian American,
African American and other minority students will comprise roughly one-third of
the nation’s students (Depalma, 1990). Consequently, by the year 2000, at least
one-third of all children’s books published should be directed to minority
audiences to address the pressing needs of a rapidly increasing and significantly
larger minority population. If educators are to meet the challenge of literacy for a
diverse culture in the coming two decades, then culturally relevant and
appropriate learning materials must be developed.
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Because books wield such a powerful impact, it is important that the
quantity of books about Chinese people meet the needs of this growing population
without sacrificing the quality needed to reflect authentically the Chinese and the
uniqueness of Chinese culture. Rudman reminds us that, “knowledge about one’s
own heritage, characteristics, and the problems imposed by society are essential
for learning and growth” (Rudman, 1995, p. 220). Educators thus have a
tremendous responsibility to be informed about the contents of multicultural
children’s literature books and the images of minority groups portrayed in those
books. Investigations of minority portrayals in multicultural trade books and
textbooks are sorely needed because these surveys can examine the quality of
information in children’s books and evaluate whether this information meets the
needs for understanding other groups and one’s own group.
Although some publishers have endeavored to print more multicultural
trade books, their approaches have usually slanted towards the linguistic and
aesthetic aspects of literature, but omitted the factual reality of literature. Even
though some publishers have begun to consider the accurate and authentic value
of literature, the treatment has been superficial and passive, lacking a critical
judgement.
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Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this study is to determine what stereotypical images of
Chinese, Chinese-Americans and Chinese culture exist in children’s and
adolescents’ fiction books written by Chinese-American authors and other
American authors published in the United States from 1980 - 1997 for children
from kindergarten through junior high school. Specifically, the research was
guided by the following questions:
1. How are Chinese and Chinese-Americans portrayed in the selected
children’s and adolescents’ fictional books?
2. How accurate and authentic are the descriptions in the selected fiction
books in terms of the characteristics of Chinese culture, social customs, attitudes,
beliefs, experiences and others?
3. What stereotypic terms are used in describing Chinese and ChineseAmerican characters in children’s and adolescents’ fiction books?
4.

How do inaccurate and unauthentic descriptions and stereotypical

images of Chinese, Chinese-Americans and Chinese culture in the selected books
written by Chinese-American authors differ from the descriptions and images in
selected books written by other American authors?
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Theoretical Framework

This study is grounded in the theoretical framework of the authenticity of
multicultural children’s literature, which is assumed to help liberate children from
preconceived stereotypes. This study is conducted with the following theoretical
assumptions:

Literature Is A Mirror

The assumption that literature is a mirror that reflects human life (Bishop,
1992) can be traced back to the work of Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle, who shared
the belief that works of art are imitations of the nature (Albrecht, 1954;
Vandergrift, 1990). Literature, according to this hypothesis, is one of the ways in
which children learn about the world through the books they read and the books
that are read to them. Literature is a mirror that reflects human life, and all
children can see themselves reflected in literature as part of humanity.

Literature’s Influence on Audience

This theory assumes that children are more or less passive and easily
influenced and swayed by literature (Albrecht, 1954). Books that present accurate
and authentic depictions of children’s cultural backgrounds validate those cultures
and communicate to all children a strong, positive message about our diverse
society. When literature excludes certain cultures or contains misinformation and
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warped images, however, children’s identities, attitudes, and understandings are
negatively influenced. “If children are not, or their reflections are distorted and
ridiculous, there is the danger that they will absorb negative messages about
themselves and people like them. Those who see only themselves or who (are)
exposed to errors and misrepresentations are miseducated into a false sense of
superiority, and the harm is doubly done” (Bishop, 1992, p. 43).

Literary Authenticity

This study assumes that authenticity is the first criterion for children’s
multicultural literature. “Cultural authenticity is the basic criterion in the sense
that no matter how imaginative and how well written a story is, it should be
rejected if it seriously violates the integrity of a culture” (Cai, 1995, p. 3).
Literature authenticity, according to this assumption, is the foundation on which
to build literary excellence. Without this foundation, literary excellence is but a
mirage. To achieve authenticity, the author’s ability to take on the perspective of
other people living in the past or in other cultures is crucial (Cai, 1995).

Insiders and Outsiders

The debate over who can create authentic books about a particular group
has been raised intermittently since the late 1960s. In the debate, some claim that
only an insider can write culturally authentic literature about ethnic experiences,
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while others counter that through imagination, outsiders can also succeed in
capturing ethnic experiences (Bishop, 1992).

Role and Responsibility

This theory assumes that the role of author can be deferred to the role of
literature in learning a culture (Jenkins & Austin, 1987). To achieve authenticity,
according to this hypothesis, the author’s life experiences can be approached
through the following ways: by visiting or living for a time in other countries or
other groups; by viewing and discussing cultural characteristics; by becoming
involved in activities and festivals organized by outgroups; by attending
workshops or college courses (Jenkins & Austin, 1987).
“Because authors and illustrators play a part in children’s developing
knowledge and attitudes, it is critical that they be responsible to their young
audiences for portraying cultures accurately and authentically” (Noll, 1995,
p. 30). Noll believes that authors and illustrators who choose to portray particular
group to children through literature do have a responsibility to ensure that they are
providing accurate information and authentic cultural images. “Their work offers
young readers a powerful means for developing personal understanding of the
diversity and uniqueness of all people. It is crucial that those understandings be
built upon a foundation of facts, not misinformation, distortions, and stereotypes”
(Noll, 1995, p. 40).
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Significance of the Study

The implications of the study for educators, especially teachers of
literature, and for librarians, and parents are substantive and methodological. This
study attempted to analyze the images of Chinese, Chinese-Americans and
Chinese culture in children’s trade books for the periods from 1980-1997, and to
distinguish authentic from stereotypical images. Perhaps, the greatest significance
of this study lies in its contribution to the issue of authentic value in selected
works by insider authors and outsider authors. The findings of the study are
helpful to educators, librarians, parents and others who select books for children.
This study also provides character analysis and cultural information
analysis for examining the images of China, Chinese and Chinese-Americans in
trade books. The data analysis is helpful to writers, book reviewers, curriculum
specialists, and others working with written materials about China, Chinese
people and Chinese-Americans. By identifying stereotyping of Chinese people
and Chinese-Americans in children’s literature, the study helps to achieve
intercultural understanding, a necessary concomitant to the further development
of cultural pluralism in this country. The researcher believes that the availability
of quality books and authentic information about China, Chinese people and
Chinese-Americans is a contributing factor in children’s understanding of realistic
ingroup or outgroup, and that it helps to liberate children from preconceived
stereotypes.
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Delimitation of the Study

The present study is limited to the scope of children’s books relating to
Chinese, Chinese-Americans and Chinese culture. The following limitations were
set:
1.

The Children’s books were limited to contemporary realistic
fiction, historical fiction, folktales, and pictorial books. With the
exception of biographies and autobiographies, non-fiction books
were not included.

2.

All works are set in a geographical area inside China or the United
States.

3.

The works were initially published in the United
States from 1980 to 1997.

4.

The works were written for children in kindergarten through ninth
grade.

5.

All the authors are Chinese-Americans or other Americans.

6.

Over 50 titles were selected

Definitions of Terms

Chinese-American Writers: refers to those writers who are Chinese
descendants bom in America or who came to U.S.A. as young children and
received their formal schooling in the United States.
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Chinese Immigrant Writers: Refers to those writers who were bom, raised,
and educated in China, and late emigrated and settled in America.
American Writers: Refers to those who wrote fiction about Chinese people
or Chinese-Americans, but who do not have a Chinese heritage.
Stereotypes: An unvarying conception or a fixed generalization about a
group of people that distinguishes those people from others, a rigid or biased
perception in which individuals are usually ascribed certain negative traits,
regardless of whether they possess these traits, merely because of their
membership in a specific national or social group.
Insider: One who is a member of the ethnic group about which he/she
writes.
Outsider: One who does not belong to the ethnic group about which he/she
writes.
Ingroup: One group that all members belong to and see from the inside.
Outgroup: One group that others belong to and see from the outside.
Trade books: Children’s books, either fiction or non-fiction, printed by
publishing firms and sold to schools, public libraries, and parents. These books
are also referred to in the present study as children’s literature. The trade book
may be a non-fiction book; however, the trade books in the present study only
include fictional books with the exception of biography and autobiography.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Multicultural children's literature is a powerful means for children to learn
about a group and its people because it often reveals the information about the
group’s life, beliefs, and behaviors. Over the years, there have been many
children's books about different racial groups and their people. Unfortunately,
many portraits of groups and their people are not accurate; stereotypes and
inaccurate information about minority groups are especially serious (The Council
on Interracial Books for Children, 1977). Because stereotype is a fixed image, an
inaccurate generalization lacking in individuality, it is easy for children to
misunderstand an outgroup or their own group. With more Chinese immigrants
coming to the United States, more and more books are being written to portray
Chinese people and describe their life experience in America. In the review of the
literature, I represented other researches on multicultural children’s literature, etc.
and discuss why it is important to understand other people through children’s
literature.
The literature review contains three sections. The first section,
“Multicultural Children’s Literature”, stresses understanding other groups and
one’s own group through multicultural children’s literature, and explores
stereotypes which prevent people from distinguishing individuals from their
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group. The second section, “Prevalence and Continuation of Stereotypes”, is a
theoretical discussion which includes general information about stereotypes;
stereotypes and prejudice; and the persistence of stereotypes. The last section,
“A Review of the Studies of Chinese and Chinese-Americans in Children's
Books”, shows the implication of stereotypes and inaccurate information in
children's books relating to Chinese and Chinese-Americans.

Multicultural Children’s Literature

Since the founding of the United States, immigrants have flocked from
distant lands to realize the American dream. The United States has become an
ethnically and culturally diverse country and has become “a microcosm of the
world” (Henry, 1990, p. 29). The flow of immigrants into the United States has
aroused a widespread awareness of the necessity to learn and to understand
different groups. This understanding can lead to harmony, unity and peace, but a
lack of understanding of other groups may lead to violence and conflict. As
Rudman points out, it is important that people understand others; people learn to
live with each other respectfully and appreciatively (1993).

Understanding through Multicultural Children's Literature

The need for multicultural education in the United States has become
more and more apparent because multicultural education is for and about
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American group populations such as Latin Americans, European Americans,
African Americans, Asian Americans, and Native Americans. As defined in the
Encyclopedia of Educational Research (1992, 3, p. 870), multicultural education
is “a process whose major aim is to change the social structure and culture of
schools and other educational institutions so that students from all cultural, racial,
ethnic, gender, and social-class groups will have an equal opportunity to
experience academic success”. This is much more than the simple goal of
assimilating new groups of immigrants into the mainstream.
One way of understanding a group and its people, for children, is through
multicultural children's literature, which embodies people's characteristics,
customs, attitudes, beliefs, behaviors, and so on. Literature provides a compelling
means for achieving cross-cultural understanding since it represents people’s
characteristics and culture of the group. As Jenkins and Austin (1987) state,

Literature mirrors a culture. Through well-written books a reader can
learn about an individual or group of people whose story takes place
in a specific historical and physical setting. The ways of life—family
patterns; male and female roles; social, governmental, and economic
organizations; moral and ethical values and prevailing attitudes that
provide the undercurrent of life as a whole for that group—are
generally revealed in some form in a good story.
(p. 1)

Literature, thus, can be a powerful way for children to learn about and learn to
appreciate other groups (Austin & Jenkins, 1983; Norton, 1987; Rasinski &
Padak, 1990; Rudman, 1993) because it is an extender of experience that allows
children to step into another place or time and even into the character of another
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person who comes from a different group. Through children's literature, children
gain understanding of the beliefs, values, and customs of different groups (Austin
& Jenkins, 1983). Provided with multiple ways of seeing the world through
literature, children learn to take different perspectives, to consider the
perspectives of different groups, and to appreciate their cultures. In addition,
when children view their own group from the perspective of another, they are able
to understand their own group more fully and to see how it is unique and distinct
from others as well as how it interrelates to and interacts with other cultures
(Banks, 1991). Simultaneously, the ability to understand and to work with the
people of other groups may be potentially developed through reading literature
about different groups and cultures.
Schools have been charged with helping students learn tolerance and
appreciation of other cultures and persons. “Curricula in multicultural education,
the inclusion of characters and stories from other cultures in textbooks, and even
school integration policies are attempts to make schools places where tolerance,
patience, appreciation and friendship among children of different backgrounds
and cultures are fostered” (Rasinski & Padak, 1990. p. 576).
Unfortunately, in 1990, an Ohio local newspaper reported an incident
involving a teenager who was beaten by four others of another race. The beaten
teen suffered a fractured skull and faced the possibility of surgery because of
bleeding in his brain. The motivation for the incident was that the attacking
teenagers were looking for a kid of another race to beat up. What does such an
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incident suggest? The answer to this kind of racism is complex; it has no simple
solution. However, Rasinski and Padak believe that children's literature can be a
powerful way for children to learn about and learn to appreciate other cultures and
persons because literature presents readers with new worlds, new ideas, and new
options. They also believe that in the context of an environment that promotes
interpersonal caring, the development of personal behaviors and attitudes,
selflessness, and citizenship, children can use literature to explore and act upon
their cultural values and beliefs (Rasinki & Padak, 1990).
How is multicultural literature exemplified in children's books? By the
mid-1980s only 1% of the children's literature published in the US was about
African Americans; there were even fewer books about Asian Americans,
Hispanics, and Native Americans (Bishop, 1987). Entering the 1990s, Bishop is
optimistic that despite the significant decrease in multiethnic children's books in
the 1980s, the numbers are rising again. However, less than 2% of the 2,500 to
3,500 children's books published each year are about African Americans (1991).
Although quantity is a clear indicator of the status of multicultural children's
literature, it does not address the quality of literature available for different ethnic
groups.
Mills studied African American literature in 1975 and found that the major
theme of the 24 picture books published in 1974 and 1975 tended to be
love/understanding for others across races. More than half of the eight folktales
was retellings of old tales. In some books, the main characters were involved in
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child-like activities, or in gangs and violence, while other books offered role
models and a sense of identity. Another researcher, Sims (1982), studied 150
realistic fiction books about African Americans. She found that realistic fiction
during the 1970s focused on the importance of warm and loving human
relationships, especially within the family; a sense of community among African
Americans; African American history, heritage, and culture; a sense of continuity;
and the ability to survive, both physically and psychologically, in the face of
overwhelming odds (p. 560).
According to Nieto (1982), in 1972 there were 100 children's books
available about the Puerto Rican experience, “all pervaded by sexism, racism, and
ethnocentric colonialism” (p. 6). Most of these books were written about Puerto
Ricans, not by them. Nieto found that assimilation into the culture of the United
States was the primary theme of most of the books, which were about Puerto
Ricans published between 1972 and 1982. The characters in the books were
frequently caricatures. There was no indication of physical diversity among
Puerto Ricans, classicism was pervasive, women were ignored, and Puerto Ricans
were portrayed as helpless and passive and the cause of their own oppression.
Chinese, Japanese, Koreans, Vietnamese, and Filipinos all have distinctly
different cultures, traditions, and literary heritages. In the most recent
comprehensive bibliography of Asian American literature (Jenkins & Austin,
1987), each nationality is discussed separately, but in all traditions the emphasis
in children's literature has been on folktales, myths, and legends. Similar to Puerto
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Rican and other children’s literature, most of these tales were written about
Asians rather than by Asians. In the past few years, there has been an increase in
the number of books about the Asian experience in America, usually written by
Asian Americans. They tell of their own assimilation experience or remembrances
as children in the United States (Reimer, 1992, p. 16).
Of 800 titles listed in Stensland's Literature by and about the American
Indian (1979), most are myth, legend, fiction, or biography. The most frequent
genre, folktales and legends, were traditionally for adults and often written for
older readers. Fiction tends to be predominantly about Navajos and is often
written as if tribes were a people of the past from the 18th, 19th, and early 20th
centuries. In most of the fictions and biographies, women are absent (LassWoodfin, 1978). Many books about Native Americans use loaded vocabulary
such as “noble” and “savage” and stereotypical characters. There were few
examples of Native Americans that were not stereotyped in books for children
(Gilliland, 1980; Lass-Woodfin 1978).

Individuals Are Always Different from Each Other

Literature can help children learn about and understand themselves as well
as people in other groups. Inaccurate, stereotyped characters in multicultural
literature should not be tolerated because inaccuracies and stereotypes in
multicultural children's literature can denigrate the minority child, mislead
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mainstream readers, and reinforce existing beliefs (Jackson, 1991). When a white
girl grows up with the prevailing stereotypes of Indian people, her belief is that
“Indians are silly, strange and savage; they smear paint all over themselves, they
whoop and holler and run around in little more than feathers...” (Slapin & Seale,
1989, p. 20).
Wide exposure to children from different groups not only leads to
harmony, but to an understanding of a major multicultural axiom: There are
greater differences within cultural groups than there are between cultural groups.
When this simple yet profound concept is realized, children begin to look at
people from different cultures in broader, less pigeon-holed ways (Roberts &
Cecil, 1993). A case in point is taken from a recent article in National Geographic
%

on the people from the Trobriand Islands of Papua, New Guinea (Theroux, 1992).
The author's attempts at describing not only the personality traits but the physical
traits of the Trobriand Islands were in vain. He finally admits: “There is no
'typical' Trobriander...The people are all sorts, some Negroid, some Papuan or
Polynesian, some with straight hair and some with tightly curled hair; some are
very dark and some are light brown; most tend to be small in stature, but some are
tall...” (Theroux, 1992 p. 122) Such observations might well be generalized to all
traits in all cultures. Only when children begin to appreciate the diversity within a
culture, are they able to accept each representative from a discrete cultural group
as a unique individual (Roberts & Cecil, 1993).
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The Council on Interracial Books for Children (1977) examined textbooks
and found that the newer texts gave greater attention to ethnic groups previously
invisible. Blacks and Native Americans were receiving more “sympathetic”
treatment (p. 125). Asian Americans were frequently omitted or were often
misrepresented when they were mentioned. Shawn Wong, a Chinese American
associate professor, complains about his own schooling because when he was a
boy, he never learned that the Chinese built the Central Pacific Railroad over the
Sierra Nevada Mountains, or that the Chinese were a major force in establishing
California's agricultural industry, or that they survived years of exclusion and
anti-Chinese legislation at all levels of government (Wong, 1993). Price, an
African American woman who is a vice president of the Rockefeller Foundation,
i

argues that history texts have not gone nearly far enough in portraying cultures
and contributions of minorities. The texts are rife with glaring omissions, cultural
stereotypes, and misrepresentations of their histories. In addition, Price mentioned
one thing I did not know: “I, for one, was an adult before I learned that Pushkin,
the celebrated Russian poet, and Alexandre Dumas, the noted French author, were
Black. No one in secondary school or college taught me those salient facts”
(Price, 1992, p. 209). She asks why there was no mention of these facts in the
standard literary anthologies.
The Council on Interracial Books for Children (1977) found that
children's books perpetuated two interrelated stereotypes of Asian Americans:
Asian workers are repeatedly described as "willing" to work for low
wages, evoking an image of "coolie" laborers who are faceless beasts of
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burden. This stereotype ignores the oppression which forced Asian
laborers to take any available work in order to survive. Related to this
distortion is the stereotype of Asians as "docile", "complacent" or
"subservient". This stereotype "explains" their supposed willingness to be
exploited. Both stereotypes are reinforced because textbooks do not
present the persistent labor struggles and legal battles carried on by Asian
Americans.
(p. 34)
Helmreich (1984) identified several stereotypes of Chinese people based
both on general impressions and scientific studies that show how Chinese were
perceived by Americans. Positive characteristics of the Chinese, included being
wise, quiet, polite, respectful, and having strong family ties. On the negative side,
the Chinese were thought to be sly, sinister, and deceitful, inscrutable, cruel, and
loving gambling and eating. Working in laundries and restaurants were the
professional stereotypes for the Chinese.
0

Children's books with stereotypes are detrimental. Educators, teachers,
libraries, and parents should reject books that encourage stereotyping of any
group through language usage or descriptions of physical appearance, living
conditions, occupations, religious beliefs, and general outlook on life (Jenkins &
Austin, 1987). Stereotypes should be rejected in children's literature, regardless of
whether it is a positive or a negative stereotype. As Rudman (1984) points out,
“In any case, stereotypes—both visual and literary-should be avoided” (p.17). But
oddly, it has been found that in children's books “certain stereotypes become even
more ‘acceptable’ to readers than reality, forming the basis of distorted
generalizations about a people, their culture, traditions, attitudes and history”
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(The Council on Interracial Books for Children, 1976, p. 4). Stereotypes
influence children's attitudes to outgroups through literature. What is the link
between literature and stereotypes?
The relationship between literature and stereotypes is that “literature
reflects and mirrors society” (Albrecht, 1954), and stereotypes in literature tend to
distort the truths of the society. Literature shapes and influences the society
(Albrecht, 1954), and in turn, stereotypes in literature shape or influence readers'
beliefs. If literature is a part of the society because it tends to reflect the society of
which it is a part, then stereotypes are a component of literature because they
influence the quality of the literature. So the relationship between literature and
stereotypes is not that of a whole and a part, but of a part of the society and a
component of that part.
The quality of multiethnic children's literature is very important. Quality
children's literature, according to James (1968) and Rosenberg (1972), should
reveal an accurate, adequate, and objective presentation of basic concepts of race
and culture, and sufficient facts to eradicate the prejudgments and generalizations
about minorities. Stereotypes should be absent from all good literature (Rudman,
1993). Well-written children's books should provide information on a group
without stereotypes and should emphasize the dignity and worth of each
individual.
On the whole, stereotyped characteristics of a group or an individual in
multicultural children's literature should not be tolerated. A stereotype is a “fixed
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image, idea, trait or convention, lacking in originality or individuality, most often
negative,” which robs “individuals and their cultures of human qualities and
promotes no real understanding of social realities” (Verrall & McDowell, 1990).
It is evident that ensuring the availability of multicultural literature to all children
will result in greater understanding, acceptance, and harmony of each other.
Multicultural children's literature encourages students to learn and understand
their own group as well as encourages them to learn, appreciate, tolerate, accept,
and understand outgroups. Only when children understand a cultural group can
they recognize an individual within it, who has his own personal characteristics,
attitudes, and behaviors which differentiate the individual from others in the
cultural group. When children recognize individuals, they will better understand
the cultural group and not a stereotyped impression. Through multicultural
children's literature, students learn that all different social groups have made
significant contributions to American society and continue to play an important
part in the development of American society. The understanding of each other
enriches students while at the same time affirming that they are all members of
one human family (Rudman, 1993).

Prevalence and Continuation of Stereotypes

This section will look at the findings in the following areas: (1) general
information on stereotypes, (2) stereotypes and prejudice, and (3) the persistence
of stereotypes.
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General Information on Stereotypes

A stereotype is a generalization about a group of people that distinguishes
those people from others, a rigid or biased perception in which individuals are
usually ascribed certain negative traits, regardless of whether they possess these
traits, merely because of their membership in a specific national or social group.
It is also an attitude towards, or belief about, people or things of a certain category
that is probably over-simplified and incorrect, but, nevertheless, leads all of us
who share that stereotype to expect, for example, Chinese are superstitious or
Japanese are shrewd (Bergmann, 1994; Bolt, 1985; Katz & Braly, 1935;
Rowntree,.1981). Over the years, stereotypes have been characterized as
inaccurate, rigid, irrational, exaggerated, unjustified, oversimplified,
overgeneralized and so forth (Allport, 1954; Ashmore & Del Boca, 1981;
Brigham, 1971; Katz & Braly, 1935; Lippmann, 1922). Stereotypes tend to be a
kind of impression that conforms very little to the real world (Katz & Braly,
1935). Since society attributes specific characteristics to categories such as race,
sex or age, stereotypes are not only confined to race or sex. Stereotypes may also
include the aged, the handicapped or religious groups; in fact they may be applied
to any human group. This study focuses on stereotypes relating to ethnic groups.
The term “stereotype” was first introduced into the social sciences by
Walter Lippmann in Public Opinion (1922). Lippmann was a leader in the study
of stereotypes. He describes stereotypes as the “picture in the head” that we have
of others. Our stereotyped world is not necessarily the world we should like it to
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be; it is simply the kind of world we expect it to be (Lippmann, 1922). After
Lippmann’s writings, there have been many definitions of stereotypes as being
inaccurate, rigid, unjustified, irrational impressions or overgeneralizations
(Allport, 1954; Ashmore & Del Boca, 1981; Brigham, 1971; Katz&Braly,
1935; Lippmann, 1922; Middlebrook, 1974; Myers, 1990).
Brigham (1971) defines a stereotype as a generalization made about an
ethnic group, concerning a trait attribution which is unjustified and inaccurate.
Allport (1954) describes stereotypes as an exaggerated belief about a category. An
early definition by Katz and Braly (1935) proposed that a stereotype is a rigid
impression, conforming very little to the facts, which arises first from our defining
and secondly from our observing. A later definition by Myers (1990) states that a
stereotype is a generalization about a group of people that distinguishes those
people from others. Stereotypes can be overgeneralized, inaccurate, and resistant
to new information. All these definitions show that stereotypes are an inferior
cognitive process which is reflected in definitions such as the one proposed by
Middlebrook (1974). Middlebrook describes stereotypes as being often defined as
inaccurate, irrational overgeneralizations. But what, then, about characteristics?
What is the distinction between stereotypes and characteristics? If a Chinese boy
does well at mathematics, it is a valid characteristic that he is good at math, but
does not mean all Chinese boys are good at math. It is not accurate and justified to
define all Chinese boys as good at mathematics because of some Chinese boys'
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characteristics. A part is not a whole, and a whole is not a part. That is the
difference between individual characteristics and a stereotype of a group.
Simpson and Yinger (1965) tried to explain the reason why stereotypes
tend to be inaccurate, irrational and unjustified. They state, “Stereotypes are an
easy way of explaining things; they require less effort and give an appearance of
order without the difficult work of true understanding” (p.l 19). Lippman (1922)
would not have rejected such a view, as we can see by his following statement:
“We are told about the world before we see it. We imagine most things before we
experience them” (p. 59). Following Lippmann and Simpson and Yinger, Harding
(1968) explained the term “stereotype” as follows:
(1) It is simple rather than complex or differentiated; (2) it is
erroneous rather than accurate; (3) it has been acquired second-hand
rather than through direct experience with the reality it is supposed to
represent; and (4) it is resistant to modification by new experience...
because people see mainly what they expect to see rather than what is
really there.
(p. 259)
Harding’s description of stereotype is similar to that of Simpson, Yinger, and
Lippmann. He offers a concise summary of the definitions by saying that
stereotypes have four main points. I would strengthen his third point by adding
that stereotypes come from any type of indirect source, such as TV, film, written
media, and verbal communication.
From these different definitions and explanations, it is clear that a
stereotype refers to people’s misperceptions or misimpression about others. What
causes such stereotypes? Are individuals' moral codes and social environments
important elements in generating stereotypes? It may be thought that only an artist
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or a sculptor gives stereotyped shapes to the world, but that is not the truth. The
stereotyped shapes given to the world come not only from art forms such as
painting, sculpture and literature, but from our moral codes and our social
philosophies and our political agitation (Lippmann, 1922). Lippmann's moral
codes include aspects that are personal, familial, economic, professional, legal,
patriotic, and international. At the center of each moral code, “There is a pattern
of stereotypes about psychology, sociology, and history” (Lippmann, 1922, p. 81).
Lippmann analyzed the system of stereotypes at both a surface level and a deeper
level; he also analyzed stereotypes from a person’s inside to outside and from part
to whole. On the whole, stereotypes are influenced by many elements such as
personal moral codes, social philosophies, political elements, economics, history
and so forth. For Lippmann, stereotypes are cognitive structures that help
individuals process information about the environment. The process of
stereotyping is not simple because stereotypes are largely defined by many inside
and outside elements, though stereotypes are thought to be shared beliefs.
Over the years, the concept of stereotype has had an excess of meanings,
but there is general agreement that stereotypes are beliefs, though there are some
differences in the meaning attached to stereotypes. According to Allport, a
stereotype is “an exaggerated belief associated with a category” (Allport, 1954,
p. 191). People use stereotypes to justify and rationalize their conduct in relation
to that category. Similarly, Stroebe and Insko (1989) define stereotype as “a set of
beliefs about the personal attributes of a group of people” (p. 5). Allport, Stroebe
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and Insko define stereotypes as beliefs, and they think that people use their beliefs
to get information about other groups of people. According to these definitions,
beliefs are ways to justify or to know other groups of people. The limitation of the
above concepts is that people can justify and come to know other groups of
people through their beliefs, but the above concepts do not mention the necessity
of communication among members ingroup to outgroup.
Since the 1970s, stereotypes have been defined as shared beliefs by some
researchers. Taylor (1981) defines stereotypes as “consensus among members of
one group regarding the attributes of other” (p. 155). Stereotypes are “shared
beliefs. That is a central feature of stereotypes. One person's beliefs about a group
do not constitute a stereotype” (Taylor, 1981 p. 155). According to Taylor,
stereotypes are shared beliefs regarding the traits of outgroups through
communication by ingroups. Since the 1970s, Gardner and his colleagues have
consistently emphasized stereotypes as shared beliefs. Gardner, Kirby and Finley
(1973) have demonstrated that the shared feature of stereotypes facilitates
communication among ingroup members about an outgroup.
In the 1990s, Gardner proposed the term “consensual stereotypes”. He
explains, “Consensual stereotypes tell not only something about an individual's
beliefs, but also something about the beliefs that tend to be shared within a
particular group” (p. 4). According to Gardner’s theory, stereotypes are both
individuals’ beliefs and the sharing of emerging beliefs through communication,
or among members of ingroup to outgroup.
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Stereotypes have been defined as beliefs, shared beliefs, or consensual
stereotypes. Stereotypes are beliefs, no matter what they are called. However, the
concept of stereotypes can not be restricted to individuals’ beliefs; instead, the
concept of stereotypes should include both shared beliefs and sharing of emerged
beliefs within a group. Although stereotypes are stable over time, social, culture,
and economic change will cause new stereotypes of an outgroup to emerge. My
interpretation of shared beliefs is the beliefs an individual has shared already,
while sharing beliefs is the process by which beliefs tend to be shared within the
group through their communication. So I think the recent concept of stereotypes
by Gardner (1994), which contain both shared beliefs and the sharing of emerged
beliefs, is more reasonable, more explicit, and more explanatory.

Stereotypes and Prejudice

Stereotypes are often considered the language of prejudice. Some
researchers (Stroebe & Insko, 1989) argue that stereotypes are the basis for
prejudice. Is there a link between stereotypes and prejudice? Prejudice involves
prejudgment, as a forming of an opinion prior to being exposed to all the evidence
(Taylor, 1981). I believe that prejudice is destructive. As Stroebe and Insko
(1989) state, “Prejudice as a negative attitude towards an outgroup or the
members of that group is usually based on a negative stereotype, that is, on beliefs
that associate that group with predominantly negative attributes” (p. 4). In this
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sense, stereotypes can be equated with prejudice since stereotypes refer to beliefs
about the attributes of outgroup members based on myth. Just like stereotypes,
prejudice is unhealthy.
In another sense, however, stereotypes and prejudice can not equated.
As Taylor (1981) defines, “Prejudice usually implies an emotional, attitudinal, or
evaluative attribution, and in the case of ethnic groups the attribution is usually
negative. A stereotype is not by definition a negative attitude. Stereotypes are
shared beliefs; attitudes are evaluative orientations” (p. 159). People have
prejudice against other people because they are somehow different--by way of
race, sex, ethnicity, nationality, religion, lifestyle, and so on. However, people
stereotype an outgroup by a set of beliefs that ascribe to one and all, a set of
shared attributes of character and propensities of behavior because they belong to
a social category (Snyder & Miene, 1994). So I think the difference between
prejudice and stereotypes is that prejudice is a discrimination against an outgroup,
but a stereotype is a myth, a folk impression of an outgroup. Again Taylor asserts,
“In one way stereotypes are the same as prejudice in the sense that they both
represent prejudgments. In another way they should not be equated. Prejudice
implies a negative attitude and this is not necessarily the case for stereotypes”
(1981, p. 169).
The investigations of beliefs show “stereotypes have been treated in
conjunction with prejudice,” and the researchers agree that “there is an association
between stereotypes and prejudice” (Ashmore & Del Boca, 1981, p. 10). Tajfel
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(1969), who exemplifies the cognitive perspective, agrees that stereotypes are
related to prejudice and are important ingredients in understanding intergroup
relations. Snyder and Miene (1994) studied the functions between stereotypes and
prejudice. They state that, “Much of the theoretical and practical importance of
understanding stereotypes derives from the fact that the targets of so many
stereotypes are groups that are also the targets of prejudicial attitudes and
discriminatory behaviors ... negative stereotypes are expressed in prejudice and
discrimination” (Snyder & Miene, 1994, p. 46-47). Stereotypes are related to
prejudice, but contemporary researchers do not equate stereotypes and prejudice
as did many researchers in the 1930s and 1940s. However, Mcguire states that
“Stereotypes are generally regarded as equivalent to or part of the cognitive
component of intergroup attitudes” (Mcguire, 1969, p. 155).
Stereotypes are associated with attitudes. Clearly, positive or negative
stereotypes depend on different attitudes. A community may have a stereotype of
a particular group, and the members of the community may have a positive
attitude or a negative attitude toward outgroup in terms of the ingroups' attitudes.
Unfortunately, both positive and negative stereotypes oversimplify and
overgeneralize outgroups without regard to individuals and their differences. Are
all Chinese conservative? Loyal to family? Are all Japanese intelligent? Sly? In
Rudman's Children's Literature (1994), she states that stereotypes “are still used to
foster and maintain divisions among people. Even so-called positive stereotypes
are detrimental because they deny human variation” (p. 220).
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Therefore, we can say that stereotypes are unhealthy, regardless of
whether they are positive or negative. Stereotypes do not necessarily result in
prejudice, but are influenced by ingroups’ attitudes. Prejudice is related to
stereotypes because stereotypes are the basis for prejudice (Stroebe & Insko,
1981), but stereotypes must not be equated with prejudice.

Persistence of Stereotypes

The studies on stereotypes identified by Katz and Braly (1935) and the
following investigative studies by Gilbert (1951), and Karlins, Coffman and
Walters (1969) are often cited as examples of the evidence of the persistence of
stereotypes. At Princeton University in Princeton, New Jersey, three generations
of undergraduate students were studied in three separate projects by researchers
interested in the nature of social stereotypes. In the pioneer investigation, Katz
and Braly (1932) studied the traits that 100 Princeton students used to describe ten
cultural groups. They found Chinese people stereotyped into five most frequently
assigned traits: superstitious, sly, conservative, tradition-loving, and loyal to
family ties. The investigation of trait and percent is shown in Table 1.1.
Some eighteen years later, Gilbert (1951) repeated the investigation to see
if the succeeding generation of Princeton students showed the same stereotypical
tendencies. Gilbert's procedures were similar to Katz and Braly's except that he
used a much larger sample, collecting data from 333 students instead of 100.
After his investigation, Gilbert found some differences. The most frequent traits
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about Chinese people were loyal to family, tradition-loving, superstitious, and
conservative.
Another sixteen years later, Karlins, Coffman and Walters (1969) repeated
the investigation once again, with a third generation of 200 Princeton students.
They found that Chinese still were considered to be loyal to family, traditionloving, and conservative, but not as superstitious and sly as previously noted.
Instead, new stereotypes had emerged. Chinese were thought to be courteous,
extremely nationalistic, humorless, and artistic.

Table 2.1. Stereotypes of Chinese from the Three Classic Studies

Attributes

Superstitious
Sly
Conservative
Traditional loving
Loyal to family ties
Industrious
Meditative
Reserved
Very religious
Ignorant
Deceitful
Quiet
Courteous
Extremely nationalistic
Humorless
Artistic

Katz and Braly

Gilbert

%
18
4
14
26
35
18

%
34
29
29
26
22
18
19
17
15
15
14
13

18

19

Karlins, Coffman,
and Walters

%
8
6
15
32
50
23
21
15
6
7
5
23
20
19
17
15

Adapted from Karlins, Coffman, and Walters (1969)

These three studies are often cited as evidence for the stability of the
stereotypes about Chinese. The results show that the stereotypes about Chinese
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were remarkably unchanged from 1935 to 1969 although the stereotypes appeared
a little different among the three studies. It seems that once a stereotype becomes
formulated, it is extremely resistant to change. Bolt (1985) analyses the situation
by looking at research. Once people have stereotypes of an outgroup, “the
stereotypes perpetuate themselves by influencing people’s attention,
interpretations, and memories. Individuals are more likely to notice instances that
confirm rather than disconfirm their expectations” (p. 1118) because people best
remember those facts that support their own beliefs, and constitute self-fulfilling
prophecies, in which prior expectations confirm themselves (Bolt, 1985, p. 1118).
Although we know that stereotypes are resistant to new information, they
occasionally change in light of disconfirming facts. The results of the three
studies show that the stereotypes about Chinese people are unchanged but that the
stereotypes appear a little different. In fact, once people become acquainted with a
member of another group, they are often able to set aside their stereotypes and
judge that person on his or her own merit.
To summarize the discussion of stereotype research and theory, it is
apparent that a great deal of research has been conducted on the psychological
aspects of stereotypes in general, but that very little research has been done on the
effect of stereotypes in literature on children. However, no research was found
relating to Chinese American children's cognitive processing of images they see
in children’s literature. Clearly, an unshared personal opinion is not a stereotype.
A stereotype, a harmful, inaccurate generalization about another group
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(outgroup), is shared within one’s own group. As society develops (financially,
culturally, etc.), certain shared beliefs will persist, while new stereotypes will
emerge with the consensus of others in one’s group. As we know, through
literature, children learn a great deal about understanding themselves and others,
so the quality of children's books is vitally important. In the next section, I will
examine the studies of how Chinese Americans are portrayed in children’s books.

Review of the Studies of Chinese and Chinese-Americans in
Children’s Fictional Books

In this section, I will review the available studies that examine content
related to Chinese and Chinese-Americans in children's books. The studies were
carried out by Chinese American and Chinese immigrant researchers, as well as
by American researchers who studied Chinese and Chinese American content of
children's textbooks and fiction. The studies are presented in chronological order.
Ever since the mid 1850s, the Chinese people have been an integral part of
the ethnic minority population in America, especially in the western states and
particularly in California. As their roots in America grew, so did their literary
expressions. Chinese immigrants began to write in America as early as the 1880s.
They established several literary societies and poetry clubs in San Francisco’s
Chinatown. Only a few of their works, written in Chinese, deal with those who
were bom or grew up in America. Since the 1850s, many creative works have
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been written by American writers, Chinese Americans and Chinese immigrant
writers, such as Ti: A Story of San Francisco's Chinatown fBamford. 1899),
You-Sing: The Chinaman in California (Hosmen 1868L Ah Mov: The Story of A
Chinese Girl (Wheat, 1908). The term “Chinese immigrant writers” used here
refers to writers who were bom, raised, and educated in China, and who later
emigrated and settled in America. “Chinese American writers” refer to those
American writers of Chinese descent who were bom in America or who came
here as young children and received their formal schooling in the United States.
“American writers” refer to those American writers who wrote fiction relating to
Chinese or Chinese Americans.
Gast (1967) made an investigation in Minority Americans in Children's
Literature on American Indians and others of Chinese, Japanese, African, and
Spanish descent. He felt the studies of past and present teaching materials “has
shown that the Americans of minority race, creed, or color, have not been given
fair representation in school textbooks. The role of the minority American in the
development of our country has largely been neglected. When he does appear in
textbooks, the minority American is stereotyped” (p. 12). Textbooks are not the
only teaching materials that convey concepts of intergroup relations to school-age
children. One source of such learning is children's literature. But Gast noted that
very few studies have analyzed the images of minority groups as presented to
children in fictional literature. The limited research up until the 1960s showed that
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minority people had been stereotyped and that these stereotypes were perpetuated
in the face of the changing reality of social fact.
Gast found Chinese depicted as having black hair and the epicanthic eye
fold and favoring traditional garb in physical descriptions. Chinese people were
portrayed as semi-skilled workers of lower socioeconomic class with inadequate
incomes. They valued the schools of the dominant culture and Chinese language
schools, but were not shown as college-oriented. Gast found Black people and
Chinese generally portrayed as extroverts while Japanese and American Indians
were portrayed as introverts. The Japanese and Black minorities were stereotyped
as being the most “conventional” of the minority Americans because they
accepted American values and culture. Meanwhile the American Indians,
Chinese, and Spanish-Americans were shown as being “tradition-loving” and
“loyal-to-family ties”. He also found that the Japanese and Black groups were
thought to be more similar to the majority Americans in cultural values, socio¬
economic aspirations, and way of life than were the American Indians, Chinese,
and Spanish-Americans (Gast, 1967). He concluded that children’s literature
generally portrayed Chinese Americans as having lower-class and socio-economic
status. Children’s literature contained occupational stereotypes of all minority
groups except Blacks, who were represented in a wide range of occupations. The
common stereotypes of the Indian craftsman, the Chinese cook, the Mexican
shopkeeper, the Japanese gardener, and the Spanish shepherd were perpetuated in
children’s literature (Gast, 1967).
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Yee (1973) examined 300 elementary and secondary social study
textbooks available in curriculum libraries at the University of Wisconsin/
Madison and the Madison Public Schools. He found the written materials on
Chinese Americans to be largely inadequate and stereotypical. Their contributions
to United States history tended to be omitted. Chinese Americans were presented
mainly in negative ways. The textbooks referring to China and the Chinese in past
and present American life revealed an interesting pattern of neglect and
stereotyping. About 75% of the 300 textbooks made no mention of the Chinese at
all. The books that devoted more than a few lines to Asian Americans did not
seem to fare better. The several lines about the Chinese were about railroad
workers, the laundry and culinary skills of the Chinese people, or their relation to
China where their ancestors first developed silk (Yee, 1973). Twenty-three
textbooks devoted several paragraphs and some even gave several pages to the
Chinese. Such coverage, however, cannot overcome superficiality and
misrepresentation. Several books provided elaborate coverage that seemed
prejudicial and sensational in choice and orientation, e.g., emphasis upon the
“Yellow Peril” theme (Yee, 1973).
In the late nineteenth century, the phenomenon most discussed in
American fiction that related to fear of the “Yellow Peril” was the immigration of
the Chinese to the United States, This emphasis is seen in such books as Last
Days of the Republic (Dooner, 1880) and A Short and Truthful Story of the
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Taking of California and Oregon by the Chinese in the Year A.D. 1899 (Woltor,
1882). For the Yellow Peril theme, Wu (1982) wrote:

The Yellow Peril theme dominated American fiction about Chinese
Americans between 1850 and 1940. It relies heavily on distortions of
history and Chinese American society. The expression of this theme
results less from empirical evidence supporting the fear of Chinese
Americans than from social and philosophical beliefs held by white
authors.
(p. 207)

Wu, author of The Yellow Peril (1982), gave an historical explanation of
the Yellow Peril theme. In his writing, he mentioned international and national
events including the Russian-Japanese War of 1905-1906, the Chinese-Japanese
War of 1937-1945, the announcement Japan made for itself as a world power with
its victories in the wars, and the significant number of Japanese immigrants who
reached the continental United States.
Wu gave the historical reason for the fear of “Yellow Peril”. In the
thirteenth century, Mongol armies under the rule of Genghis Khan twice swept
across Asia into Eastern Europe, conquering all they faced. The Mongols came
into Eastern Europe and settled in Russia as rulers of defeated territory, but did
not press their military designs farther into Europe. However, the surprise and
power of the initial Mongol onslaught made a deep impression on the European
chroniclers of the day (Wu, 1982, p. 10). Wu (1982) added that Europeans’
reactions to the Mongol invasions had an apparent relation to the Americans’
reactions to Chinese immigration. The depth of this relationship depends upon the
literature and events of the six centuries between them. However, the white
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Americans’ fear of the Yellow Peril had its roots among Europeans who suffered
the Mongol whirlwind from the Gobi Desert seven centuries ago (Wu, 1982).
It is inaccurate to equate Mongolians with Chinese, and it is unfair that the
Yellow Peril always refers to Chinese. There is little doubt that such
misunderstanding in historical events and fiction affects children’s concept of
Chinese people. I did not find research specifically dealing with children’s images
of Chinese people in historical events and fiction; however there is some general
research which supports the view that reading can affect one's attitudes, values,
and development (Campbell & Wirtenberg, 1980). Yee (1973) claimed that “It
seemed reasonable to require that the authors of textbooks present truthful and
comprehensive accounts and interpretations of the past. Students and parents
typically accept the factual content without much question” (p.109).
Chang (1973) provided a paper report on a workshop held in 1971 to
analyze portrayals of Chinese and Chinese Americans in children’s books. A
panel of Chinese evaluators from diverse backgrounds in San Francisco was
invited to critique selected books. The critique covered 70 books written about
Chinese and Chinese American children published in the United States from 1949
to 1971, with reading levels from preschool through sixth grade. The books were
classified under categories covering children in China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and
the United States. But the evaluators decided to concentrate on books about
Chinese Americans in the U.S. because their primary target audience was
American educators.
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Each of the evaluators was asked to read one story and to evaluate from
their own perspective the accuracy and realism of the story. They were not only to
point out inaccuracies, but also to evaluate the realism by reporting why certain
actions and attitudes were especially authentic or inauthentic in terms of Chinese
culture. They found there was little diversity in the opinions of the evaluators. The
following comments were most frequently made:

1.

Nearly all the stories dealt with a limited geographical area and failed
to point out that they were not representative of the whole nation's
Chinese Americans. For instance, most of the stories were about life
in San Francisco’s Chinatown and failed to point out that Chinese
Americans outside Chinatown are different in many ways, including
values, customs, occupations, and life styles.

2.

Picturesque Chinese groups predominated in the stories about Chinese
New Year. For instance, most of the stories were about Chinese
neighborhoods, herb doctors, and laundrymen.

3.

Again and again evaluators said the illustrations and pictures were of
clothes and hairstyles that Chinese Americans do not wear in the
U.S. The calligraphy in the stories is not Chinese writing. Adults are
pictured in long gowns and pigtails which are not present-day attire.

4.

Some excellent stories, such as Five Chinese Brothers, were spoiled
by inaccurate illustrations. For instance, some modem Chinese stories
are illustrated by pictures of people wearing clothes and hair styles
(men in pigtails) of the last century. The stories provided nothing to
let children know that they were written about the past. Yet they told
of customs and ways of living that disappeared many years ago in
the U.S. as well as in China. Some illustrations in this study showed
customs, decor, art, and architecture of Japan instead of that
China. For instance, see the book Mai-Ling and The Mirror, adapted
from a Chinese Folktale by Roz Abisch, illustrated by Boche
Kaplan.
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5.

The unrealistic stories about Chinese Americans were due to the
dominant society’s conception of how Chinese Americans should
behave and look.
(p. 39-43)
The report represented the expert opinions of the evaluators, and formed a

strong set of serious criticisms of the literature. However, if the report had
furnished more book reviews, then it would have given educators an opportunity
to get more accurate understanding, leading them to develop a state of mind
which could transcend ethnic boundaries and help eradicate prejudices, while
furthering an understanding and acceptance of dissimilarities. This could guide
educators in the process of selecting books for children.
The Council on Interracial Books for Children (1976) conducted an
extensive study on how children's books distort the Asian American image.
Eleven Asian American book reviewers were asked by the council to find, read,
and analyze all children's books on Asian American themes in print or in use in
schools and libraries. A total of 66 children's books were selected to fit the
requirement that one or more central characters be Asian American. Thirty of
these were Chinese Americans as a group among Asian Americans. After careful
examination, the council concluded that the image of Asian Americans they
presented was grossly misleading. Chinese Americans were portrayed in the
books as “foreigners who all looked alike and chose to live together in quaint
ethnic communities in the midst of large cities and clung to outworn, alien
customs” (p. 3). The books misrepresented Chinese and Chinese-American
culture, and stereotyped Chinese and Chinese Americans. For example, the
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Council pointed out “Dragons, dragons and more dragons are the overworked
symbols of Chinese-American ‘culture’ in too many children's books. The
humanity and everyday struggles of Chinese Americans are obscured by such
stereotypes” (p. 7) The Council found that far too many children's books defining
a Third World experience were written by whites. Of the 66 books, only 11 were
written by 7 authors of Asian American background (Council on Interracial
Books for Children, 1976).
Wu explored the depiction of Chinese immigrants and their descendants in
American fiction from 1850 to 1940. In his book, The Yellow Peril (1982). he
analyzed each work of fiction individually for the images it contained. He divided
the depiction of Chinese Americans in relation to the Yellow Peril into four
categories:

1. Fiction by white authors in which the author depicts Chinese
Americans as a threat to the well-being of the United States or other
Americans.
2. Fiction by white authors in which the author depicts Chinese
Americans specifically as non-threatening to the rest of the United
States and as innocent victims of ethnic and racial prejudice.
3. Fiction by white authors in which the author depicts Chinese
Americans without regard to the question of whether or not they
threaten the well-being of the United States or other Americans.
4. Fiction by Chinese Americans, from the viewpoint of Chinese
American characters, in which the author depicts Chinese
Americans as a group dealing with the perception held by white
American characters of them as a threat to the well-being of the
United States and other Americans.
(p. 4-5)
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Literary stereotypes of Chinese Americans has accumulated over the
years. In his research, Wu found that in many stereotypes circulated between 1850
and 1940, Chinese Americans often were viewed as inscrutable and excitable.
Stereotypes included “tong killers” (murderers), heartless husbands, female
slaves, and torturers. By comparing the authors in each category, Wu concluded
that over the past ninety years, American fiction writers relied heavily on
distortions of history and the Chinese American society and that they consistently
portrayed Chinese Americans as threats to the security and welfare of the United
States. Thus, he suggested that a more accurate depiction of the Chinese
American in fiction was needed.
Another study of Chinese American images was conducted by Chew
(1987). Fifteen works of fiction for children published from 1949 to 1975 were
selected for analysis. A criterion checklist was devised by the researcher to
examine the behavior and lifestyle of Chinese Americans depicted in a variety of
circumstances. Based on her findings, Chew drew conclusions on checklist items
relating to environment, food, utensils, physical attributes, cultural celebrations,
occupations, and recreation. Chinese Americans were portrayed as adhering to
Chinese-specific characteristics, whereas when interacting with other ethnic
characters, they were portrayed as desiring western-specific characteristics. Her
findings supported the conclusions of the Council on Interracial Books for
Children that works of fiction for children tended to stereotype Chinese
Americans.
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Lamme and Chang (1987), in their review of forty picture books for young
children that have Chinese settings, found that the artists tended to illustrate books
with Chinese settings to enhance the mood and accuracy of the book. In a few
children’s books, illustrators did this by employing specific Chinese art
techniques such as brush painting and paper cutting. However, according to the
researchers, many illustrators presented a vague or confused impression. For
example, there were westernized facial features on the characters in Everybody
Knows What a Dragon Looks Like and The Legend of the Willow Plate; boys in
Liang and the Magic Paintbrush and Tikki Tikki Tembo appeared in inappropriate

contemporary hairstyles. Realistic stories such as Moy Moy and Chin Chiang and
the Dragon shared Chinese customs and holiday celebrations. Others, for

example, The Sky Full of Dragons and The Story of Lee Ling , displayed
children's feelings about parents, their attitudes toward peers, their personalities,
and their responsibilities in the care of family. Still, Lamme and Chang found that
there were far too few children’s books that depicted modem Chinese life.
Su (1991) analyzed sixteen selected children's fiction books and examined
the cross-cultural interactions of Chinese Americans within the multicultural
society as portrayed in realistic children’s fiction written and published in the
United States from 1967 through 1991. Su found that the portrayal of Chinese
Americans, in the sixteen books she reviewed, reflected both reality and
stereotypes in children’s books. Stereotypes of Chinese Americans such as
wearing pigtails, being laundrymen, eating Chinese food, and loving to gamble
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and to eat tended to be overpresented in these sixteen fiction books. While not all
of the stereotypes were negative, Su mildly rebuked the publishers of these books,
saying that the overpresentations might convey inaccurate messages about
Chinese Americans.
She also found that the Chinese American characters in the children’s
books were depicted as gradually integrating into the American society. These
depictions reflected reality in terms of the history of the immigration of Chinese
Americans. The sources of problems within the group were various, but most of
the problems related to self-identity and conflicts between the Chinese and
American culture. In most instances, Chinese Americans abided by Chinese
tradition to solve their problems. Younger Chinese Americans were more likely to
break down the barriers across cultural groups than older characters and they were
more likely to be familiar with the larger society.
In the intercultural interactions, Su also found that most of the Chinese
American characters held the perceptions that human beings are equal and similar
and that most wanted to be treated as individuals or as individuals with a different
ethnic background. The Chinese American characters presented an integration
view toward both Chinese culture and western culture, but even so, they were
more likely to keep the “Chinese” spirit inside.
The review of studies of Chinese Americans in published materials for
children shows that stereotyping is a big problem in children's reading materials;
the accuracy and reality of the stories are a problem that needs to be addressed. It
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is clear that more systematic studies need to be carried out to explore the
characterizations of Chinese Americans, not only focusing on the study of
external depictions, but also internal depictions.
Stereotypes are oversimplified, rigid, overgeneralized, and unjustified
impressions of other groups. Through the literature review, it is apparent that
stereotypes are the basis for children to gain inaccurate information on other
groups, which distort their images. They can not learn to understand either
themselves or others through literature filled with such stereotypes. Since
stereotypes are shared beliefs, I referred to the stereotypes presented by Katz &
Braly, Wu, and Helmreich for this research on images of Chinese and Chinese
Americans in children's books since the 1980s.
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CHAPTER III

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

In this study, the method of content analysis was used to examine the
cultural information and images of Chinese and Chinese-Americans in the
selected American children’s trade books published from 1980 to 1997. This
chapter contains the following five sections: (1) Rationale, (2) Sample,
(3) Instruments, (4) Categories, and (5) Data Analysis and Evaluation.

Rationale for Using Content Analysis

There are five research methodologies often used in social sciences which
can be applied to research in children’s literature: the historical, the descriptive,
the experimental, the case study, and the developmental study. The present study
is an example of the descriptive method of research using content analysis, a
technique for evaluating the cultural information and the images from the selected
books in a systematic and objective manner.
Content analysis as a research method is frequently employed by
researchers investigating values in literature, and as a research technique has been
used to make replicable and valid inferences by systematically and objectively
identifying specified characteristics within a text (Krippendorff, 1980; Stone,
Dunphy, Smith, & Ogilvie, 1966). Accordingly, content analysis applies both
empirical and inferential procedures in pursuit of the answers of research
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questions from texts such as newspapers, documents, books, magazines, songs,
TV shows and films. Content analysis, as defined by Berelson (1971), is a
research technique used for the objective, systematic and qualitative description
of human linguistic behavior. He lists five major units of analysis: words, themes,
characters, items, and space and time measures. Content analysis can be used to
study and analyze the frequency of various communication phenomena.
Content analysis, in different content studies of children’s literature, has
already been used for many years and was selected as the most appropriate and
effective research method for this study because it is concerned with the
systematic examination of existing records or documents as sources of data
(Holsti, 1969). The present study attempts to achieve “systematic examination” by
analyzing the information identified in the books under study. The content of the
books was analyzed to discover the ways Chinese and Chinese-Americans are
portrayed, and the ways Chinese cultural information is presented in children’s
trade books, and whether or not the information is stereotyped.

Method of Selecting Books for Analysis

The fifty-seven books analyzed for this study consist of children’s
fictional trade books portraying Chinese and Chinese-Americans and setting in
America and China. All books were drawn from the four literary styles of
children’s books: historical fiction; modem realistic fiction; folklore and
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autobiography/biography, and published in the United States from the late 1970s
to 1997. All books were intended for preschool through junior high school.
Some of the books in libraries were chosen at random because of their
relevance to this study, but most of the books were drawn from these sources:
The Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books 1980-1995; Children’s Literature
(Rudman, 1984); Children’s Literature—an issues approach (Rudman, 1995);
Children’s Books in Print; A to Zoo; Best Books for Children. All the books
were obtained from the following collections: The Library of the Elementary
Teacher Education Program of The University Massachusetts Amherst; The
Library of The University of Massachusetts Amherst; The Jones Library in
Amherst Massachusetts; and the libraries at Mark’s Meadow, Wildwood, and Fort
River Elementary Schools in Amherst Massachusetts.

Categories

Two instruments including thirteen separate categories were used to
evaluate and analyze the data in the present study. The first one is a character
analysis instrument including eight categories based on the technique developed
by Berelson and Salter (1946) and later modified by Gast (1965). The second one
is a cultural analysis instrument including five categories based on the technique
developed by Cata (1977), Barron (1981), Harada (1982), and later modified by
Burgess (1990), and adapted by Liu (1993).
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The basic unit of character analysis used by Berelson and Salter (1946) in
their pioneer effort in the field of content analysis of minority fiction is the story
character. In the Berelson and Salter research (1946), the character analysis
instrument includes the following eight characteristics: role in story, sex, status
position (occupation, economic status, educatonal level), social origin, personality
traits, goals or values, plus-minus position (approval or disapproval of the
character), and summary identification by ethnic groups (Berelson & Salter, 1946,
p. 171-172). Gast (1965) slightly altered the character instrument by adding a
section on physical traits which included age and physical description (Gast,
1965. p. 52-53).
The basic unit of the cultural analysis instrument was adapted from the
original Berelson and Salter instrument by Cata for Native American literature in
the following manner: adding sections on locale, material culture, attitudes toward
nature, animals, family members, law and order, religion, and items of
misinformation; deleting social origin and personality traits (Cata, 1977, p. 177179). Harada retained most of Cata’s modifications to investigate the treatment of
Chinese and Japanese characters in American settings in selected fictions for
children, omitting only the character’s role in the story since Harada selected
major characters only (Harada, 1982.p.53).
Burgess’s cultural checklist instrument was based on Barron’s study
(1981) of Native Americans in children’s literature in which a synthesis of
instruments and criteria was adapted from Cata’s instrument. Burgess, in his
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study, focused on the portrayal of Alaskan Native Americans in children’s
literature. His cultural checklist instrument included the following main
categories: identification of cultural group, identification of geographical region,
identification of environmental setting, description of community type,
description of type of residence, identification of language spoken, identification
of culturally influenced features of communication, identification of kinship
features, identification of religious beliefs, information about traditional customs,
identification of work activities, and identification of leisure activities (Burgess,
1990, p. 80-81). Liu used thirteen separate categories to examine the portrayals of
the Chinese in fiction for children. Some of these categories were adapted from
the instruments used in Burgess and Harada’s studies, some were chosen for their
significance to the Chinese culture, and others emerged from her collected data.
The categories included the following: chronological settings, geographical
regions, staple foods, ethnic groups, occupations, economic status, dialects, names
of the characters, religious beliefs, domestic ritual activities, festivals, gender
issues, and values (Liu, 1993, p. 41).
The present study used two instruments, with a total of thirteen categories,
adapted from the instruments used in previous studies of character analysis (eight
characteristics) and cultural information analysis (five characteristics). The two
instruments examined the images of Chinese people and Chinese-Americans, and
the images of Chinese culture in children’s trade books. Characters’ identities,
one of the eight categories in the first instrument, were added in order to examine
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characters’ racial, social and cultural identities. Other categories in the second
instrument was added for their significance to the information on different aspects
of Chinese culture.
The first instrument Character Analysis selects eight characteristics:
Physical traits (age, sex); status (occupation, economic status, education level, and
social class); attitudes; goals (independence, education, acceptance, achievement);
Plus-minus position (approval/disapproval, sympathy/hostility,
desirability/undesirability); characters’ identities (biological and racial identity,
social identity, and cultural identity); personality traits (additional adjectives not
included on the Katz and Braly list of verbal stereotypes), and evaluative
category.
The second instrument Cultural Information Analysis selects five
characteristics: Traditional philosophy and ethics (the doctrine of Confucius and
Mencius, gender valuing, respect & obedience, and filial piety); traditional life
custom (foods, drinks, clothes, and Chinese Herbal Medicine); traditional ritual
custom (birthday, marriage, funeral, and ancestor worship); religious beliefs
(Buddhism, Taoism, and popular beliefs); traditional festivals (Chinese New
Year, Lantern Festival, Ching Ming Festival, Dragon Boat Festival and Moon
Festival).
Each of the instruments helped the researcher examine the portrayals of
Chinese and Chinese-Americans, and the content of cultural information
presented in the books from specific angles. Since the specific sections chosen for
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the study met the needs of the specific research purpose, the thirteen sections are
individually discussed in detail in the following category section. The character
analysis instrument and cultural information analysis instrument can be found in
Appendix A and B. Besides the thirteen characteristics of the categories for
analysis, other categories of the instruments will be discussed in detail as follows:
Author and illustrator’s ethnic background: Space for the author and
illustrator’s ethnic background is provided at the top of the form, which helped
the researcher to analyze the relationship between the author and his/her works in
order to examine the literature’s authenticity as practiced by insider authors and
outsider authors.
The Bibliographical Information: This category including title, author,
illustrator, publisher, and copyright year was provided to record the publisher,
author and illustrator in case more details were needed.
Grade Level of Selected Books: The grade levels of Chinese-American
children’s trade books was divided into three grade levels; preschool through
Grades 3, Grades 3 to Grades 6, and Grades 6 to Grades 9 based on interest level
of the content and the difficulty of vocabulary and syntax.
Name of Major Character and Racial Origin: This category deals with the
major character’s names and his/her racial origin.
Setting Place: The geographical regions in which the stories are set were
classified into two parts: China and America. The Chinese regions in which the
stories are set were classified into three regions: (1) north China (2) south
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China, and (3) unknown. American regions in which the stories are set were
classified into five regions: (1) west America, (2) east America, (3) northern
America, (4) southern America, and (5) unknown.
Setting Time: The time periods in which the stories are set in China were
classified into five subcategories: (1) old ancient time (before Qin dynasty / 221
B. C.), (2) ancient time (from Qin dynasty to Ming dynasty 221 B.C.-1644 A.
D.), (3) the time of Qing dynasty (1636-1911), (4) the time of the Republic of
China (1911-1949), and (5) the time of the People’s Republic of China, 1949-).
(The Dictionary of Chinese & English. 1983, p. 563-564).
The time periods in which the stories are set in the U.S.A. were classified
into two subcategories: (1) the time before the founding of the People’s Republic
of China (before 1949). (2) the time after the founding of the People’s Republic
of China (1949-).
Literary Types or Genres Represented in the Sample: This category was
divided into four sections: (1) historical fiction; (2) modem realistic fiction,
(3) folklore, and (4) autobiography/biography. Literary genres of the samples
were determined as described in the following discussion.
Historical fiction: Historical fiction describes people’s experience in
China or Chinese-Americans’ life experience in America during a time period in
the past and can be defined as “realistic fiction set in the past” (Glazer &
Williams, 1979, p. 381). In this study, events occurring in historical fiction were
limited to the events that happened before 1949 because in that year the People’s
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Republic of China was established. Since then, China has been divided into two
parts by two govemments-one in Mainland China, another in Taiwan, and in that
year the relationship between China and America underwent a drastic change.
Modem Realistic Fiction: Modem realistic fiction also referred to as
Contemporary Realism, was defined in this study as fiction presenting events
occurring between 1950-1990.
Folklore: Folklore may be termed as traditional literature including
folktale, legends, myths, and fables. All the stories have to be about Chinese
customs and Chinese culture.
Autobio graphy/Biography: Autobiograhpy and biography may be written
about writers’ or other person’s life experience in China or in America by
Chinese-American writers, Chinese immigrant writers and American writers. The
social customs and social culture represented in the stories are about Chinese
people.
Evaluative Category: This category was intended to determine what
inaccurate and unauthentic information about Chinese and Chinese culture is
being represented in children’s trade books.
Unauthentic/stereotypic information and inaccurate/stereotypic
descriptions found in the books under study were pointed out and classified into
unauthentic or inaccurate language and stereotypic words. The error data from
each book were counted and classified back into the categories depending on the
two instruments.
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Instruments

The data were obtained in the following thirteen separate categories.
These categories can be treated as two groups: (1) character analysis, and (2)
cultural information analysis. Some of these categories were adapted from the
instruments used by the former researchers mentioned above, some were chosen
for their significance to this study in order to reveal the portrayals of Chinese,
Chinese-Americans, and Chinese culture in children’s trade books. For these
specific purposes, the thirteen categories are individually discussed in detail as
follows:

Character Analysis

Physical traits: The three sub-divisions in this sections were Age, Sex,
and Physical Description.
(a) Age involves four age goups: Child ( one to twelve years of age);
Teenager (thirteen to nineteen years of age); Adult (twenty to fifty-nine years of
age); and Old adult (sixty years of age and older).
(b) Sex has two groups: Male and Female.
(c) Physical Description includes any kind of descriptions about the
individual’s physical traits relating to his/ her ethnic background.
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Status: There are four sub-divisions in this section. They are (a)
Occupation, (b) Economic Status, (c) Educational Level, and (d) Social Class.
(a) Occupation can be any kind of occupation or social identity which the
character holds or belongs to. Students who study at any level of school belong to
the students category; farmers whose everyday work is in the fields are listed as
farmers; workers who do physical work in work places are listed as workers;
women who do not have occupations outside of the home are listed as
homemakers.
(b) Economic Status includes four standards of classification: poor (hand
to mouth or very meager existence); adequate (having sufficient needs met);
comfortable (having more than the everyday needs of life); wealthy (having
affluent living standards) (Gast, 1965. p.53)
(c) Educational Level can be pre-school, elementary school, high-school,
college, and other kind of schools.
(d) Social Class is the final sub-division under the status section and refers
to three classes: lower class, middle class, and upper class. In some cases, the
principle code was forced to make a judgment based on the specific social
economic situation and the specific country area.
Attitudes: This section notes the attitudes displayed by the character
toward family members, members in his/her ethnic group, peers, and authority
figures. Other important attitudes toward his/her ethnic customs and culture were
noted.
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Goals: This section mainly deals with the character’s goals. As the
researches in Gast (1965), Cata (1977), and Harada (1982), goals were identified
as self realization/independence, social or economic advancement, education,
acceptance (dominant culture or own culture), achievement, stability, and others.
Plus-Minus Position: The term Plus-Minus Position refers to a character’s
positive or negative stature in the book. The sub-divisions within this section
includes: approval/disapproval; sympathy/hostility; desirability/undesirability,
pleasantness/unpleasantness, and liking/disliking. However, both positive and
negative traits may be applied to a single character within a story.
Characters’ Identity: This section deals with three sub-sections: biological
and racial identity; social identity; and cultural identity. This section helped the
researcher examine characters’ identities from the three aspects which are parts of
the personal traits represented in stories.
Personality Traits: The final section of the character analysis instrument
provides a chance to record any personality traits not included in Katz and Braly
Instrument (1933). The adjective or trait was recorded from the books by page
number. This section helped the researcher gain deeper information on the images
of Chinese groups depicted in the books.
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Cultural Information Analysis

Traditional Philosophy & Traditional Ethics: The four sub-divisions in
this section are The Doctrine of Confucius and Mencius, Gender Valuing, Respect
and Obedience, Filial Piety.
(a) The doctrine of Confucius and Mencius refers to conscientious moral
disciplines which are: the Three Cardinal Guides (ruler guides subject, father
guides son, and husband guides wife) and the Five Constant Virtues
(benevolence, righteousness, propriety, wisdom and fidelity), and the Three
Obediences (to father before marriage, to husband after marriage, and to son after
the death of husband)_and the Four Virtues (morality, proper speech, modest
manner and diligent work).
(b) Gender Valuing has two parts: The relative value of boys and girls, and
footbinding.
(c) Respect and Obedience deals with two parts: children respect parents,
elders and scholars; children show filial obedience to parents and elders.
(d) Filial Piety includes three parts depending on Confucianism: officials
show filial piety to monarch; wife shows filial piety to her husband; children
show filial piety to their parents.
Traditional Life Customs: This section includes three groups: foods,
drinks, clothes, and Chinese herbal medicine.
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(a) Foods depend on regional crop production and people’s tastes in
different areas such as rice in the South and wheat in the North of China.
(b) Drinks deal with the culture of tea drinking.
(c) Clothes mainly refers to the different clothing styles in the five periods
in Chinese history: (1) the clothes in the old ancient time (before Qin Dynasty
221 B.C.), (2) the clothes in ancient time (from Qin to Ming Dynasty 221 B.C.1644 A.D.), (3) the clothes in Qing Dynasty (1636-1911), (4) the clothes in the
Republic of China (1911-1949), and (5) the clothes in the People’s Republic of
China 1949 -). (Modem Chinese Dictionary, p. 1541 —1556).
(d) Chinese Herbal Medicine involves the bases of Chinese herbal
medicine (Yin-Yang and the Five Elements theory) and the practice of Chinese
herbal medicine in Chinese history.
Traditional Ritual Customs: The four sub-divisions of traditional ritual
custom are birthday, marriage, funeral, and ancestor worship.
(a) Birthday has two ceremonies: “Full-month” and “One hundred days”.
(b) Marriage has two parts: Engagement (arranged by parents), and
marriage (red happy).
(c) Funeral includes two different parts: White happy funeral (the death of
an old person), and regular funeral (the death of any age for any reason).
(d) Ancestor Worship has two parts: inside (daily or anniversary at home),
and outside (anniversary or Ching-ming festival at the graveyard).
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Religious Beliefs: The three sub-sections in this section are Buddhism,
Taoism, and popular beliefs.
(a) Buddhism deals with individual’s beliefs and actions (show mercy and
do good works) and activities in temples (blessings from Buddha).
(b) Taoism includes its main ideology (Yin-yang) and people’s beliefs
(live forever) and activities.
(c) Popular beliefs deals with people’s popular beliefs (gods and ghosts)
and activities/rituals during the year.
Traditional Festivals: There are four sub categories in this section: Chinese
New Year, Lantern Festival, Ching-ming Festival, and Moon Festival (rituals
inside and outside).
These categories helped the researcher to examine the portrayals of
Chinese and Chinese-Americans in children’s books, and examine the content of
cultural information presented in the books.

Data Analysis and Evaluation

I read and analyzed every book. The reading time of the books varied from
one half hour for picture books to several hours or longer for other kinds of books.
The books in this study were sorted into four literary types based on their
genres: historical fiction; modem realistic fiction; folklore; and
autobiography/biography. After finishing each book, I completed the character
analysis instrument and the cultural information instrument. After the data were
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collected, a descriptive analysis with some distributions and percentages was used
to describe the different characteristics of the specific information about Chinese,
Chinese-Americans and Chinese culture.
In the next chapter, a brief introduction containing the social background,
the information about Chinese culture and customs for each of the thirteen
categories are offered, and the content of the introduction is close to each
category. Comparing the introduction and the collected data, I analyzed and
evaluated the inaccurate/ unauthentic and accurate/ authentic representations in
children and adolescents’ works of fiction.
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CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION, CRITIQUE, AND ANALYSIS

The purpose of this investigation was to determine what images were
portrayed of Chinese, Chinese-Americans and Chinese culture in children's and
adolescents' fictional books written by Chinese-American authors and other
American authors published in the United States from 1980 to 1997.
The findings are organized into the following sections: (1) description of
the sample; (2) characteristics of Chinese in children's and adolescents' fictional
books; (3) characteristics of Chinese-Americans in the selected books;
(4) information about Chinese culture in the fictional books.

Description of the Sample

The study consisted of fifty-seven fictional books for children and
adolescents based on the criteria of selection explained in the previous chapter.
Of the fifty-seven books analyzed, thirty-five were about Chinese people in
China, and twenty-two were about Chinese-Americans in America. Each book
represented different aspects of Chinese customs and Chinese culture.
The selected works were sorted into three grade levels. Twenty-eight
books were classified as picture books or easy fictional books for preschool
through Grade 3 (twenty-one about Chinese and seven about Chinese-Americans).
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Fifteen books were classified as intermediate fictional books for Grades 3 to 6
(seven about Chinese and eight about Chinese-Americans). Fourteen books were
classified as difficult fictional books for Grades 6 to 9 (seven about Chinese and
seven about Chinese-Americans).
All the selected works were classified into four literary genres, eleven
books were historical fictions (five were set in China, and six were set in
America.); sixteen books were modem realistic fictions (four in China, and twelve
in America.); twenty-four books were folklore (twenty-two in China, and only
two in the USA); and six books were autobiographies or biographies (four were
Chinese and two were Chinese-Americans).

Table 4. 1

Literary Genres in the Books

Genres_Chinese-American
Historical books
6
Modem Realistic books
Folklore
Auto / Biography

Chinese
5
4
22
4

12
2
2

Total Books
11
16
24
6

A total of ninety-nine authors and illustrators were counted from the fiftyseven books. Thirty were Chinese-American authors and twenty were ChineseAmerican illustrators, twenty-seven were other American authors and twenty-two
were other American illustrators. (Table 4. 2)
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Table 4. 2

Background of Authors and Illustrators

Racial Identity

Author

Illustrator

Total

(%)

Chinese-American

30

20

50

51%

Other American

27

22

49

49%

Total

57

42

99

100%

The books’ setting was also investigated in the study. Thirty-five were set
in China including eleven in the south and four in the north. Twenty-two were set
in America including thirteen in California, two in New York and three in
Chicago as shown. (See Table 4. 3)

Table 4. 3

China
South
North
Unknown
Total Books

America
California
New York
Chicago
Unknown
Total Books

The Geographical Regions in Books

Books
11
4
20
35

Percent
31.5%
11.5%
57%
100%

Books
13
2
3
4
22

Percent
59%
9%
14%
18%
100%

The following table shows the time periods in which the stories were set in
China and in America.
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Table 4. 4

The Time Periods in China & in USA

Time Periods in China
Old Ancient Time
Ancient Time
Modem Time (a)
Modem Time (b)
Contemporary Time
Unknown
Total Books

Books
3
15
5
4
5
3
35

Percent
8.5 %
43 %
14%
11 %

Time Periods in USA

Books

Percent

Modem Time
Contemporary Time
Unknown
Total Boos

14%

8.5 %
100%

9

41 %

13

59%

0

0%

22

100%

There were fourteen books published during the time period from 1980 to
1990 (seven were Chinese and the other seven were Chinese-Americans). Fortythree books were published during the time period from 1990 to the present
(twenty-eighty were Chinese and fifteen were Chinese-Americans). All the books
may be found in the "Books Used in Investigation". (See Appendix F)
In summary, the findings of this study indicate that most of the books
located in China were folktales, and the time setting in many of these books was
ancient China. Most of the books located in United States were modem realistic
books, and the time setting of these books took place in both contemporary time
and modem time. It was also found that many books written by American authors
or painted by American illustrators were about ancient China, but not modem
China.
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Characteristics of Chinese People in Children's and Adolescents'
Fictional Books

Thirty-five books in which the geographical regions were set in China
were analyzed. The findings in this section report on what images and
characteristics were attributed to Chinese people in these thirty-five fictional
books for children and adolescents. The Character Analysis Instrument was used
to analyze the following characteristics: physical traits, status, attitudes, goals,
plus-minus position, and personality traits. Only the main character in each book
was analyzed.

Physical Traits - Chinese People

Physical traits of each protagonist were analyzed in the following three
areas: age, sex, and physical description. The analysis of the main character's age
and sex was based on the collected data. Physical descriptions of Chinese
characters in the selected fictional books were mainly based on both the written
and pictorial presentations.

Age
Totally, sixty-four main Chinese characters were found in the thirty-five
books, one of which, a storybook collection, included thirteen main characters,
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another book had three main characters, and twelve books had two main
characters. Twelve main characters (19%) in the fictional books were children
whose ages ranged from six to twelve. Eight main characters (13%) were
teenagers whose ages ranged from thirteen to nineteen. Forty-four main characters
(68 %) in the books were adults whose ages were twenty to fifty-nine, and five
main characters (8%) were older adults whose age was over sixty. It was found
that over 70 % of the main characters in the books were adults and older people,
which did not match the age for whom the books were written.

Sex
All of the sixty-four main Chinese characters were analyzed, forty-one of
the total were male and twenty-three of the total were female. Of a total of twenty
children, nine were males and eleven were female. Likewise, of the total of fortyfour were adults, thirty-two were male and twelve were female. The researcher
found the numbers of males and females were not balanced.

Physical Description
The image of the Chinese characters in the analyzed books, in terms of the
written and pictorial physical descriptions, was generally positive. But there were
some negative descriptions. According to the collected data of physical
descriptions, only sixteen of the thirty-five books had written physical
descriptions. The most frequent physical description of a female was beautiful, or
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lovely. Yeh-Shen, a Chinese Cinderella, in the book Yeh-Shen - A Cinderella
Story from China, was described as bright and lovely, Ivory skin, dark pool for
eyes. Not only beauty and loveliness, but also intelligence and kindness were
attributed to female characters in the books. Mai Li, a princess in the book The
Luminous Pearl, was described as "lovely dark-haired daughter Princess Mai Li,
who was as intelligent as she was beautiful" (p. 1). In the book The Voice of the
Great Bell Ko-Ngai, the lovely and beautiful daughter who gave her life for her
father, was described "her heart was even more beautiful than her face" (p.10).
However, the descriptions of males were both positive and negative,
including handsome; ugly; tall; short; large face; flat nose, etc. In the book The
Second Son of Heaven, Hung Shiu-Chuan, a rebel in Chinese history, was
described as a handsome and tall man. The Master Carver in the book The Jade
Stone appeared as a thin, small old man with a pointed nose.
Most of the illustrations in the books were found to be positive and
appealing, but stereotypical images were still found in certain books. Four of the
sixteen picture books gave readers a less favorable impression. All the adults and
children, both male and female, were painted with the same slanted eyes, and the
same round faces in the book Why Rat Comes First. All the characters in the book
Two of Everything had the same very round faces, small eyes, flat noses and
slanted eyes. In the book The Seven Chinese Brothers, almost every soldier who
belonged to the two armies (p.10) had the same beard on their similar faces, and
the two executioners (p.13) looked alike with the same hairstyle, though all of the
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seven brothers looked alike because of the plot of the story. In Demi's book, The
Empty Pot, every child looked different from each other, and every child was
appealing.
Otherwise, certain stereotypical physical descriptions appeared in certain
books. The Mandarin father in the picture book The Willow Pattern Storv. was
portrayed with very long and curled fingernails, and the written language
described his long fingernails in an even more exaggerated way: "His long
fingernails were curled around a box of jewels" (p. 9-10).

Status - Chinese People

Because status is an important characteristic of a minority group,
occupation, economic status, educational level, and social class were analyzed to
determine the Chinese character’s status in each book. In China, people often
evaluate a person’s social and economic status according to his occupation.
Usually, a person’s educational level influences his social position. In order to
reveal and analyze the protagonists’ social status and their social position in the
fictional books, the background of Chinese culture including philosophy, beliefs
and customs were included in each subcategory, if necessary.
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Occupation
The people of early China believed that their rulers received the Mandate
(authority to rule) directly from heaven, that the ruler was the highest authority on
earth and was called “Son of Heaven”, and that the people owed him obedience
and loyalty. In 221B.C., the founder of the Qin Dynasty (221BC. - 206 BC)
created the title of Huang Di (Emperor), and called him Shi Hang-di (first
emperor). Since his death, the title Huang Di had been used by every Chinese
ruler for over 2,000 years. In China, except for the highest leaders in the
superstructure of government, occupation is normally classified into five main
trades: gong, nong, xue (shi), shang and bing (Boase, 1978.).
Gong stands for workers or craftsmen who do physical work in industrial

or technological fields. Early Chinese people led the world in science, industry,
technology, and invention. The early Chinese built an irrigation reservoir about
600 BC. In 214 BC, they completed the Great Wall - the only constructed object
visible from the moon. Chang Heng, an astronomer and mathematician, invented
a seismograph, an instrument to record earthquakes. The physicians in the Han
Dynasty (206 BC - 220 AD) used acupuncture - a method of healing by piercing
the skin at vital points with needles. Three Chinese inventions of the Middle Ages
were printing, the magnetic compass, and gunpowder, which show the superiority
of Chinese technology. Silk production and Chinese handicraft arts also showed
the development of the Chinese handicraft industry.
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The development of Chinese industry and technology influenced many
people’s lives and changed their fates. Some popular Chinese folktales and
historical stories told tragic stories, which reflected the events of early
construction and industry in China. For example: Mens Jins Nu Crying for the
Great Wall one of the popular folktales, told the story of a young woman who
cried and looked for her husband around the Great Wall for many days. Her
husband was one of the people who were forced to build the Great Wall, and who
finally died as a result of hard work.
However, it was found that the contents of the fictional books relating to
the Gong field were limited to the handicraft industry and Chinese medicine. The
protagonists were only handicraft men or doctors. The protagonist in the pictorial
book The Jade Stone was a jade carver. The girl in The Dragon’s Robe was a silk
weaver. The story The Miracle Doctor from the book The Chi-Lin Purse told the
story of the famous Chinese doctor Hua T’o. These books reflected the early
Chinese handicraft industry or something about its technology, but it was hard to
find a book relating to other Chinese industries. The stereotypes suggested in the
collected books are that the only occupations of the Chinese were that of artisans.
Nons is peasants or farmers and agriculture. According to Chinese legend,
the Southern Emperor (Shennong or the peasant God, one of the five Heavenly
Emperors) decided to help human beings have freedom from hunger, and brought
grains down from heaven and taught people how to plow, sow and harvest.
Agriculture had been a major industry in China for thousands of years, with
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peasants or farmers growing rice and tea in the south, and growing wheat,
soybeans and cotton in the north. The books represented different cultures and
customs through stories from the old ancient time to the present. The pictorial
book How the Ox Star Fell from Heaven told the funny story of how human
beings got food to soothe their hunger and why they could eat three times a day
instead of eating once every three days. The books The Seven Chinese Brothers,
First Apple, Lichee Tree, The Year of the Panda, and The Fourth Question told
stories about peasants or farmers and reflected agriculture in China from different
perspectives.
The Shi (xue) class in ancient times was made up of lesser officials,
nobles, knights and scholars. According to Kuo (1915) and Elman (1994), anyone
who wished to become a Shi or Xue had to study the ancient Chinese books which
were called the Chinese Classics. If a person wished to become an official in
government service, he had to take an examination in his knowledge of these
sacred books. At the time when each candidate was allotted a place to sit in the
Examination Halls, he had to compose an essay. Usually the examination lasted
three days and the candidates had to write a series of essays. If a person was
successful at this examination, work was found for him or he might continue to
rise from one position to another until he became governor of a great province.
Anyone could become a shi (xue), if he could show a good knowledge of the
Chinese classics, and could pass the examination, regardless of whether his family
was rich or poor.
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In China, many books and folktales told stories about candidates’
experiences of their examinations, their fates and their loves. In China, shi culture
is a very popular topic in Chinese history and literature. Although the analyzed
books relating to the shi class were very limited, a few books represented shi
culture and shi experience through stories. The fiction book Examination was the
only one which focused on a candidate’s experience taking his examination. Huan
Shiu-chuan, the main character in the book The Second Son of Heaven, wanted to
be a shi, and tried to pass the examination several times, but failed every time.
Shanz stands for merchants or people who work in service trades.
According to traditional Chinese culture, Chinese people disliked trade and
merchants. They did not like the idea of people profiting from their fellow men,
and thought a merchant could not be an honest person. Many ancient stories often
described merchants negatively. The story The Clever Magistrate from the book
The Chi Lin Purse described how sly the shopkeeper was. As time went on, more
and more merchants began conducting their business out of towns - away from
their homes. The book Junior Thunder Lord, and The Ghost Fox , from different
perspectives, told stories in which something happened to the merchants or to the
wife and children after the merchants left their families. The main characters in
the two books were described positively. The main character named Yue in the
book Junior Thunder Lord was described as a kind and honest but not very smart
person. When Yue was a boy he “had trouble learning his lessons. His teacher
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would get so mad that he would beat Yue...when he grew up and became a
merchant, he was always helping his neighbors.” (p.l)
In China, goods markets often took place in towns and cities, where the

shang or merchants lived. The book The Ghost Fox told the story about an ancient
merchant’s business and the life of his wife and child in a town. Home Sick Mv
Own Story and Shanghai Passage reflected the trade business in the southern
cities Shanghai and Wuhan from the 1930’s to the 1940’s. The China Year
reflected the modem business in Peking in the 1980’s.
Many merchants from other countries conducted their trade in China. For
example: during the ancient time, the most valued of all China’s exports was silk,
and most of the imports from India were spices. The famous ancient Silk Road,
which ran from China through Turkestan, and into India and Persia, for over a
thousand years, was the place where the merchants from different countries did
their business. The Silk Road was truly a link between East and West, and
fostered the blending of races, religions, arts, and cultures. It was by this route
that Buddhism came into China; by this route, Marco Polo reached China in the
course of his famous journey in the thirteenth century (Boulnois, 1966). However,
few books were found to have topics about merchants’ trade business on the Silk
Road or other issues relating to the Silk Road in the collected books.

Bins means soldiers. The first history of China was written by Sima Qian,
a historian at the time of Han Dynasty (206 BC- 220 AD). According to him, the
early and later Chinese dynasties followed a pattern, in which each began strong,
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then grew weaker, declined, and collapsed after several generations. Throughout
Chinese history, armies played an important role in overthrowing the old dynasty
and setting up a new dynasty. The fictional books The Second Son of Heaven &
Rebels of the Heavenly Kingdom described the rebels’ struggle against the Qing
Dynasty.
For centuries the Chinese armies had to defend their kingdom against their
rough nomadic neighbors. For example, since the last century, there were more
civil wars and other wars happening in China than usual. The Opium War in
China (1840-1842) occurred when the British resorted to war in order to maintain
their opium trade with China. Many wars happened between China and Japan
because the Japanese were eager to invade and conquer China. In the history of
China, many heroes and heroines appeared in different periods. Many Chinese
historical stories and books extolled these national heroes and their patriotism.
These soldiers were loved by the Chinese people one generation after another in
classic books, such as: Hua Muslin Joined the Army, The Generals in Yang’s
Family, Yue Fee’s Biosravhy, National Hero Lin Ze-Xu, and so on. However, the
collected fictional books in this area were very limited, none of these collected
books reflected these national heroes.
In general, since China was an agricultural society for thousand of years,
Chinese people made their living largely from farming. Otherwise, during the
ancient times especially around the Tang period (Tang Dynasty 618 AD 907AD.), China was a rich, strong and prosperous country; people from many
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countries went to China to learn Chinese culture. Chinese culture was moved to
Japan, Korea, Italy and other countries. Chinese people thought China was the
center of the world. Only at the beginning of this century did Chinese people
begin to realize that they were behind the Western countries especially in science
and industry. After the wars of the 1940's and 1950’s, the weapon, coal and textile
industries in China developed, and many people began to leave their fields to
pursue other kinds of jobs for a living. Throughout Chinese history, the
occupations varied, even though China lagged behind other western countries in
certain fields in the last centuries.
However, in this research, only fifteen different occupations were found,
which were classified into the five aspects; gong, nong, shi, shang, bing, except
the position of emperor. Most of the children were identified as students, but four
children were identified as unknown because the books didn’t mention anything
about their social background. Compared with children, adults had a large variety
of occupations.
Since most of the books were about ancient China, the occupations
represented in the books were very limited. Though the occupations for adult
characters were more varied, it was found that the occupational stereotypes still
existed in the fiction depending on the physical jobs such as: painter,
stone carver, and silk weaver which belonged to gong. So except for farmers, the
physical occupations represented in the fictional books for Chinese characters
were artisans only.
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Table 4. 5 The Occupations Taken by Chinese Characters in
Children’s & Adolescents’ Fiction (1980-1997)

Occupation
emperor
princess
(total percentage)

Number
7
2

Percent
(11%)

(3%)
14%

sons (industry)
stone carver*
silk weaver *
painter *
doctor
(total percentage)

1
2
1
1

(2%)
(3%)
(2%)
(2%)
8%

peasant
(total percentage)

11

(23%)
23%

shi (scholar)

4
11
1
2

(6%)
(23%)
(2%)

nong (agriculture)

student
teacher
officer
(total percentage)

shafts (merchant)

(3%)
28%

1

(2%)
2%

1

(2%)
2%

(total percentage)

bins (soldier)
(total percentage)

other
homemaker
8
13%
5%
super beings
3
13%
unknown
8
30%
(total percentage)
The * indicates the occupational stereotypes (Karlins, Coffman, and Walters. 1969.
Stereotypes of Chinese from the Three Classic Studies).

Economic Status
Economic status of the Chinese characters in the books was limited to the
four classifications which were defined in Chapter III. These classifications are
poor, adequate, comfortable and wealthy. Depending on the traditional Chinese
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culture and the situation of economics, shi (nobles and scholars) was classified
into the wealthy class. Shang (merchants) was classified as comfortable or
adequate. The life of nong (peasant), gong (workers) and soldiers was poor or
adequate.
Generally, if a scholar (shi) had a high position in the government, his life
was comfortable. The life of scholar meant that he had everything, fame and
prestige, authority, money, a mansion, servants and so on. In China, it was
believed that authority and high social position meant everything. For thousands
of years, Chinese people believed the famous Confucius doctrine, “Study hard,
and become a shi (official)”.
Though shang (merchants or trade service) was often looked down on by common
people in Chinese societies, they had money, and normally their life was
comfortable or adequate. A pet phrase said: “Money can make a ghost grind
wheat by hand-mill”. Chinese people understand that sometimes money is the
power or authority, but many people don’t like to talk “money” in public. But the
main character Little Yang in the book Yang the Youngest and His Terrible Ear
said something opposite about Chines people’s attitude toward talking about
money. He said: “Chinese people aren’t at all embarrassed to talk about
money...” (p. 29).
Next to shi (scholars or officials) in respect were the nong who might be
barely able to scrape a living from the soil, then came the gong, and the soldiers.
Normally, the life of the nong, the gong and the soldier was poor or adequate. A
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popular phrase described the life of working people in China: “A person who was
a farmer had not enough food for himself, a person who built houses had no room
to live in, a person who was a tailor had no clothes for himself’. It is just like the
saying in America, “the shoemaker’s children go barefoot”.
In this research, twenty-two characters were regarded as poor, thirteen
characters as adequate, ten characters as comfortable, sixteen as wealthy, and
three as unknown.

Table 4. 6

Economic Status of Chinese Child and Adult
Characters in the Fictional Books

_Poor
Adequate_Comfortable
Children
9
6
3
Adults
13
7
7
(Totall_22 (34%) 13 (20%)
10 06%)

Wealthy_Unknown
2
14
16 (25%)
3 (5%)

As shown in Table 4. 6, the majority of the characters were portrayed as
being either poor or wealthy. This indicates that the representation of the poor and
wealthy classes was greater than the representation of adequate and comfortable
classes, because many traditional stories in the books were about poor people or
emperors and rich people.

Educational Level
The Chinese civilization is one of the oldest in the world. Education in
China played an extraordinarily high value on its system and curriculum. The
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notion of education was influenced by the famous philosophers Confucius (551479 BC.); and Mencius (372-298? BC), both believed that merit and ability
measured by training should take precedence over race or birth in state
appointments. Since early times, clans and families had, whenever possible
mobilized their financial and cultural resources to provide young boys with the
tools of classical literacy (Elman & Woodside, 1994).
In the beginning of the seventh century Tang Dynasty (618-907), the
national examination system for selecting civil officials was quite complex. In the
capital of the Tang Dynasty, there were six colleges with thousands of students
(candidates). Outside of the capital, there were public schools and private schools
in villages, districts, and provinces. In all the public and private schools, the five
classics of Confucius formed the chief item of the curriculum (Kuo. 1915). In the
research of the Ming and Qing dynasties, Elman and Woodside (1994) said:
“most high-level civil officials in Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) and Qing Dynasty
(1616-1911) were selected on the bases of their success on local, provincial and
metropolitan examinations” (p. 113). However, “each stage eliminated the vast
majority of candidates, and the odds for success in all stages of the selection
process was one in six thousand ~ 0.01%”. (p. 117)
Two of the total sixty-four Chinese characters were described as having
attended an imperial examination. In the novel The Second Son of Heaven,
Hung Shiu-chuan, a village teacher and then the rebellious emperor, attended the
imperial examinations in Guang-dong province. The other fictional book The
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Examination, described how Chen, a brilliant scholar, faced different problems
and tried his best to go to the capital to take the government examination.
The ancient school system of China was a dense and purposeful hierarchy
with schools for villages or families, schools for districts, and schools for
provinces, these three types of schools did not match the Western school system:
elementary schools, middle schools, high schools, and universities. Chinese
educational reform in 1902 resulted in the modem school system, and since then
the structures of education in China and the West have resembled each other.

Table 4. 7

Education Status of Chinese Child and Adult Characters
in the Fictional Books

Preschool

Elementary_High-school_College_Unknown

2 (3%)_10 (16%)_5 (8%)_6 (9%)

41 (64%)

In this research, the educational levels of the Chinese characters were
classified into five groups: pre-school, elementary school, high-school, college,
and other kind of schools. The researcher hoped that these educational levels
fitted both the ancient school system and the modern school system. Depending
on the analysis for each book, it was found that forty-one of the total sixty-four
characters (64%) did not mention anything relating to their education. Two
persons were at the pre-school level; ten characters were at the elementary school
level; five characters were high-school level; and six characters were at the
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college level. Four characters who were in the shi class were identified at the
college level due to the traditional Chinese education system.
The findings pointed to the fact that most of the books did not discuss the
characters’ education in China, and a few books reflected people’s experience
with their literacy education. The limited characters who had apparent educational
backgrounds did not mention their educational levels.

Social Class
The classification of social class for the Chinese characters was referred to
in the findings of economic status and occupation. Thirty-one characters (48%)
were represented as lower class, twelve characters (19%) were regarded as middle
class, fourteen characters (22%) were identified as upper class citizens, and seven
characters (11%) as unknown. Class was an abstraction for understanding the
characteristics of groups within their societies, and the ranking of individuals was
identified by their income or wealth (Kraus, 1981). In some cases, the main
characters’ social class in socialist society was identified differently from their
class in the ancient time because the social and economic situation changed in
China after 1949.

Table 4. 8

Social Class of Chinese Child and Adult
Characters in the Fictional Books

Classes_Lower_Middle_Upper_Unknown
Number
31
12
14
7
%(48%)(19%)(22%)(11%)
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Generally, there were four classes in ancient China. First came the shi
(nobles and scholars), originally referred to as a hereditary ruling class. Then,
next to them in respect, was the nong (peasants or farmers). Below these came the
gong (craftsmen), and the lowest was shang (merchants), (Clunas, 1991). So in

the ancient time, a Chinese person’s social class could not be identified by his
wealth.
However, during Chairman Mao’s time, the Chinese press often classified
social class into six categories: workers, peasants, students or teachers, merchants,
soldiers, and cadres (gong, nong, xue (shi), shang, bing, zheng or dang). Gong
and nong were viewed as a leading class by the Communist Party. In fact, the
social classes classified by the government in China did not reflect a person’s real
social class; the income of gong and nong was very low, but the leading cadres in
zheng and dang groups had higher income. So actually the social class of gong

and nong should belong to the lower-middle class or lower class. When a
character was analyzed, according to Kraus (1981), his social class had to be
identified by his occupation and income according to the Hierarchy of WorkGrades in effect from 1950’s to 1980’s, but not by the so-called social classes.
The hierarchy included 30 ranks: ranks 1 through 10 were used for chairman,
premier, vice-chairman to governor and vice-governor (upper class). Ranks 11
through 20 were used for higher department chief to section members (middle
class). Ranks 21 through 30 belonged to the lower class including section
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member, office member, office worker, and servant (Kraus, 1981, p. 186-187).
Actually, ranks 26 through 30 had been dropped from use.
For example, in The China Year. Minyuan was a student in a middle
school, whose parents taught at a university in Peking, but his social class was
identified as lower-middle class, because a teacher and professor’s salary below
associate professor was not high in China, which might coincide with the
hierarchy rank 15 through 20 (see Appendix). Minyuan's life was depicted as
lower middle class with definite economic concern, worries, and struggles. For
example, when Minyuan was talking with Henri in the street, he asked Henri to
tell him the time because he had no watch. When Henri suggested buying some
ice-cream, he said: “Too expensive.”( p. 86-87). Based on Minyuan's parents’
occupations and his concerns about money, his family belongs to a lower-middle
class.
The findings with regard to economic status and social class revealed a
general impression of lower and lower-middle class life in a socialist society in
the books First Apple, Lichee Tree, and The Year of the Panda, there were no
images of a completely middle class or upper class in any of the books. The
findings revealed that most modem realistic fiction dealt more with the lower and
lower-middle classes in China, but the folktales and some historical fictional
books revealed more images of the upper classes (emperor and shi class) in China.
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Attitudes - Chinese People

This section includes four attitudes displayed by the main Chinese
character in each book: (1) attitudes toward family members, (2) attitudes toward
members in his/her ethnic group, (3) attitudes toward peers, (4) attitudes toward
authority figures.
For thousands of years, Chinese people’s manners and behavior were
greatly influenced by Confucianism which gave rules of conduct for sets of
relations: relations between ruler and ruled, father and son, husband and wife,
elder and younger brother, friends and friends, ren, yi, li, xin, the four cardinal
virtues (part of Confucianism) were observed by Chinese people in the traditional
societies and are more or less observed in modem society. Chinese people’s
attitudes toward their family members, friends, and authority figures were greatly
influenced by the four virtues ren, yi, li, and xin.
Generally, Ren was interpreted to mean that the relationship between
people should be based on a combination of filial piety and fraternal love and
duty. The meaning of yi was that one must do as one ought morally, out of a
genuine desire to be a moral person, rather than to do what one would like to do
for personal gain or profit. Li was a show of respect, deference, and reverence.
The observation of li was particularly important with respect to an individual’s
parents, and injunctions for good behavior extended for years after the death of a
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parent. Finally, xin, which means good faith or sincerity in deeds, was required of
a person fit to rule (Wortzel, 1987, p. 20.).

Attitudes toward Family Members
The relationship between parents and children is the most important in a
person’s life, “Parents give one life; no bond could be stronger. They watch over
their child with utmost care; no love could be greater. Therefore, to love others
without first loving one’s parents is to act against virtue. To reverence other men
without first reverencing one’s parents is to go against propriety.” (Makra, 1961,
p. 21). The pictorial book The Voice of the Great Bell reflected the traditional
culture of filial piety, and extolled the girl, Ko Ngai, who sacrificed her life for
her father. When Ko Ngai discovered the secret, she made a noble sacrifice in
order to help her father have the big bell made so that he wouldn’t be punished by
the king.
When parents are sick, children should double their attention to them, and
when their parents are dead, should offer the appropriate sacrifices in person,
maintaining both inner and outer vigil. In the book The Ghost Fox, when the
mother was ‘sick’, the boy worried, and took care of her, in order to help her
alleviate her troubles, he had a lot of adventures. Children are never to consider
their own comfort, they should conform their own personal likes and dislikes to
their parents, even taking or giving up a wife or concubine against their own
wishes.
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The father in the pictorial book Willow Pattern Story was a conservative
person who made his daughter marry an old merchant, even though his daughter
liked a young servant. The father was very angry when he found that his daughter
had disobeyed him. The end of the story was tragic, the young couple were killed
by the crazy father. From ancient times to now, many such tragic stories happened
in China, even though some people tried to be free and independent, and wanted
to control their lives by themselves. The other girl named Mai Li in the book
Luminous Pearl was an independent and lucky princess. She found a person
whom she liked, because her father supported her.
According to traditional Chinese culture, there were no exemptions to the
demands of filial piety, even those in the highest positions of power, including the
emperor and his top ministers, were subject to the practice of filial piety, all the
way down to the lowest of people. (Kelleher, 1961). Filial piety was observed and
conducted by Chinese emperors. Some stories about Chinese emperors and their
filial piety appeared in folktales and historical fiction. The following folktale
reflected an emperor’s attitude toward filial piety and his people. The girl named
77 Ying in the book A Letter to the King risked her life to stop the emperor from
reading her letter which explained that her father was innocent. The emperor was
moved by her action and exempted her father from punishment.
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Attitudes toward Members in His/Her Ethnic Group
According to traditional Chinese culture, the virtues of ren, yi, li, and xin
were the cardinal principles defining a person’s attitudes toward all the people in
his community. A person was judged to be a good or a bad person depending on
his attitudes and actions toward other people in his group. A person, who
possessed ren, yi, li, and xin, should love and respect everybody, no matter if they
were old or young, male or female, poor or rich, upper class or lower class; he
should be faithful to the people with whom he was in contact; he should always
keep his promise; and should always help others generously with his money or
help others physically when needed.
All these virtues were advocated in the traditional Chinese culture, and
many famous historical heroes were respected and made into idols because of the
personalities they had. Song-Jiang and his fellows, a group of heroes in the Song
Dynasty in the popular Chinese historical novel The Water Margin, were
representative of the traditional moral virtues. In the folktale The Fourth
Question, the young man named Yee Lee had the virtues of ren, yi, and xin. He
always intended to do more for others than for himself, he was the kind of person
who never thought of himself as the center of attention. According to Chinese
culture, he was the ideal person of the traditional moral virtues. Main characters
with these personalities could also be found in such books as The China Year,
The Second Son of Heaven and Rebels of the Heavenly Kingdom. Main
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characters in other books were not represented with such personalities because
their topics were not related to heroic actions.

Attitudes toward Peers
According to traditional Chinese culture, the virtues of ren, yi, li and xin
were also the cardinal principles to infuence a person’s attitudes toward his peers.
Chinese people believed that a person could have a good relationship with his
peers if his personality were ren, yi li and xin.
A person’s attitude toward his peers was like the attitude of a country
toward other countries. It doesn’t matter if it is a country or an individual, the
relationship between countries is the same as the relationship between peers.
The Chinese government built up its cardinal principles of relationship with other
countries based on the following three principles: understanding each other,
respecting each other, and trusting each other. In fact, the slogans or the
propaganda of the three ‘each other’ embodied the thoughts of the four virtues;
ren, yi, li, and xin. During daily life, Chinese people’s attitudes toward peers,

more or less, showed the influence of Confucianism and the traditional Chinese
culture which were observed for thousands of years.
In the fictional books, most of the main characters’ attitudes toward their
peers were positive, and were often described as friendly, kind, helpful, courteous,
modest, etc. Such positive characteristics could be found in such books as A
Brush with Magic, The Second Son of Heaven, The Seven Chinese Brothers,
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The China Year, Rebels of the Heavenly Kingdom. The Ch’i-Lin Purse, etc. Some
negative personality traits could also be found in these fictional books, such as
aggressive, arrogant, boastful, etc. According to Chinese culture, these
personalities were considered inappropriate and usually the villains in Chinese
literature had such personalities. In The Ch’i-Lin Purse, the shopkeeper was a
villain with a strong aggressive trait.

Attitudes toward Authority Figures
All through the feudal ages the ruling class did its best to shackle Chinese
people with thoughts of loyalty and obedience, part of the four virtues. In this
feudal and traditional Chinese society, Chinese people were educated to be loyal
and obedient to authority figures, and to observe the ideas that “A minister does
not serve two lords” and “ If a ruler orders a person to die, then this person must
follow the order and die” in their real life.
Many historical stories and folktales reflected the traditional Chinese /
culture. The following historical story shows a person’s attitude toward his
authority figure, and shows that he thought loyalty was as important as his life.
A loyalist, who was a minister in the Shang Dynasty (1600-1100 BC), was not
treated badly by the new rulers of the Chou Dynasty (1100-771BC), but still
chose to starve to death rather than to live against the principle that a “minister
does not serve two lords”.
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The historical story The Prime Minister and the General from the book
The Ch’i-Lin Purse represented traditional loyalty and culture. The story
happened during the Warring States Period (475-221 BC). At one time, there were
seven states. The Chin State was the strongest, while the Chao State was the
weakest. One day, the king of Chin asked the king of Chao to play an instrument
in a ceremony. The king of Chao’s face reddened at this insult because the social
position of a music player was considered to be lower class. In order to help his
king to save face, Lin Hsiang-ju, a high position official of Chao quickly walked
up to the king of Chin and said: “My king has learned that you are good at
percussion instruments. Here, I have a wine jar. Would you please play it?” Lin
knew he was in a precarious situation, so he said: “Since I am within such a short
distance, I can easily make you play. If any of your soldiers tries to kill me, my
blood will splash upon you.” (Lee, 1995, p. 52-53). The official risked his own
life to help the King of Chao save face.
In general, more descriptions about the four virtues and the ideas of
loyalty and obedience were found in the historical books than in modem realistic
books. Though traditional culture has changed, the traditional beliefs were still
represented in the stories. In fiction, it could be found that a person’s attitudes
toward parents, family members, authority figures and peers mainly depended on
the person’s specific personalities, which in turn were greatly influenced by his
family, the social environment and the times in which he grew up.
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Goals - Chinese People

The following six categories were used to identify the goals of the main
Chinese characters of the thirty-five books: (1) self realization /independence; (2)
social/economic advancement; (3) education; (4) acceptance - dominant culture
or own culture; (5) achievement/success; and (6) other goals.

Table 4. 9

Goals of Chinese Characters in the Fictional Books

Children
(20)
4
self realization
1
independence
social advancement
2
economic advancement
2
education
1
0
acceptance(dominant cult)
2
(own culture)
achievement
5
0
success
others
eood and evil, etc.
3
Goals

Adults
(44)
3
3
2
5
2
0
4
4
0
21

Total
(64)
7
4
4
7
3
0
6
9
0

Percent
(%)
11%
6%
6%
11%
5%

24

38%

9%
14%

Table 4. 9 presents the findings related to the goals of the main Chinese
characters identified from the books.
The findings revealed that the goals of achievement were the most often
expressed by nine characters (14%), which included five children and four adults.
The second most frequently chosen goal was self realization and economic
advancement (18%). Other chosen goals were acceptance of one’s own culture
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(9%), independence & social advancement (6%), and education (5%). An
additional goal, not listed on the character analysis instrument, was
added as good and evil (38%) which meant that good was rewarded with good,
and evil with evil.

Plus/Minus Position - Chinese People

There were five categories in this section: 1) approval/disapproval, 2)
sympathy/hostility, 3) desirability/undesirability, 4) pleasantness / unpleasantness,
5) liking/disliking. All categories were used to analyze the plus or minus status of
all the main Chinese characters in the thirty-five books. The findings for the plusminus status of the main Chinese characters are presented in the following Table.

Table 4. 10

Position
approval
disapproval
sympathy
hostility
desirability
undesirability
pleasantness
unpleasantness
liking
disliking.

Plus/Minus Status of Chinese Characters
in the Fictional Books

Children
(20)
9
0
5
0
2
0
1
0
3
0

Adults
(44)
15
3
6
0
9
2
2
1
4
2

Total
(64)
24
3
11
0
11
2
3
1
7
2

Percent
(%)
38%
5%
17%
17%
3%
5%
2%
11%
3%

The findings revealed that most of the main character’s status in the
fictional books were positive. Fifty-six of the total of sixty-four main characters in
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the books were identified in a positive position. Eight of the sixty-four were
thought to be in the negative position. Approval was twenty-four (38%).
Sympathy and desirability were eleven (17%). Liking was seven
(11%). Disapproval and pleasantness were three (5%). Undesirability and
disliking were two (3%). The lowest one was unpleasantness (2%).
k

Personality Traits - Chinese People

In this section, the Character Analysis Instrument was used to analyze the
personality traits of the main Chinese characters in each book, depending on the
two lists (Katz and Braly List of Verbal Stereotypes - Appendix D, and
Stereotypes of Chinese from the Three Classic Studies - Appendix C). All
documented references to personality traits and the data of the findings are shown
in Table 4. 11.
On the basis of the total number of child and adult characters, no single
trait was attributed to more than twenty percent. The traits of ren (16%) and xin
(16%) were the highest in frequency of occurrence. The second highest-ranking
trait was yi (14%). Other highest-ranking traits were dutiful (11%), filial (11%),
and helpful (11%). All other traits were attributed to less than ten percent of the
characters.
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Table 4. 11 Personality Traits of Chinese Main Characters in the Children’s &
Adolescents’ Fictional Books

(Additional - Not on Katz’s and Braly’s List)
Personality
Traits
Animal Love
Attentive
Beautiful
Brave
Dutiful
Embarrassed
Filial
Friendly
Helpful
Humorous
Handsome
Independent
Modest
Moral
Naughty
Obedient
Optimistic
Patient
Polite
Quiet
Respectful
Responsible
Sincere
Sympathy
Worried
Ren
Yi
Li
Xin

Adult (%)
1
3
2
4
1
3
3
5
2
2
1
2
2

(2%)
(5%)
(3%)
(6%)
(2%)
(5%)
(5%)
(8%)
(3%)
(3%)
(2%)
(3%)
(3%)

3
1
1
1

(5%)
(2%)
(2%)
(2%)

Child (%)
1 (2%)
2 (3%)
3 (5%)
2 (3%)
3 (5%)
1 (2%)
4 (6%)
2 (3%)
2 (3%)
1 (2%)
1 (2%)
1 (2%)
2 (3%)
3 (5%)
1 (2%)
2 (3%)
1 (2%)

1 (2%)
1
2 (3%)

1 (2%)
2 (3%)
2 (3%)
1 (2%)
1 (2%)
7 (11%)
7(11%)
6 (9%)
7 01%)

1
1
3
2

(2%)
(2%)
(5%)
(3%)

3 (5%)

Totals
1
3
6
4
7
2
7
5
7
3
3
2
4
5
1
5
2
1
1
1
1
4
2
2
2
10
9
6
10

%
2%
5%
9%
6%
11%
3%
11%
8%
11%
5%
5%
3%
6%
8%
2%
8%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
6%
3%
3%
3%
16%
14%
9%
16%

For Chinese adult characters, ren (11%), yi (11%), and xin (11%) were attributed as the
highest-ranking traits. However, for Chinese children, beautiful (5%), dutiful (5%), filial
(6%), moral (5%), ren (5%) and xin (5%) were attributed as the highest-ranking traits. It
might be stated from the findings that a noticeable number of Chinese children and adults
in the books were characterized with positive traits: beautiful, dutiful, filial, moral and
ren, yi, xin.
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Evaluative Category

This category evaluated the stereotypes of the Chinese characters in the
analyzed books. Concerning stereotypes as a persistent image of an ethnic group,
child and adult character’s personality traits were evaluated according to the lists
of verbal stereotypes made by Katz and Braly (1933), and the stereotypes of
Chinese from the three classic studies (Katz & Braly, 1933; Gilbert, 1951; Karlins
& Coffman, 1969). The list of verbal stereotypes made by Katz & Braly (1933)
was applied in this current study to see the personal traits of Chinese in the
children’s and adolescents’ fiction from 1980’s to 1997 on Table 4. 12.
Table 4. 13 represents child and adult characters’ personality traits on the higher¬
ranking. Depending on the verbal list of the three classic studies, the stereotypes
of Chinese in the current study are shown on Table 4. 14. The comparison of the
three classic studies and the present study is shown on the Table 4.15, which
proves the persistence of stereotypes of Chinese.
Table IV 4. 12 shows that, on the basis of the total eighty-two personality
traits, sixty-four personality traits characterized the sixty-four Chinese main
characters. The highest percentage was 40%; seven personality traits were over
20%, eighteen personality traits were over 10%, and all others were below.
Depending on the findings from Table 4. 12, it might be stated that the personality
traits of Chinese in the books were distributed widely, without losing the
individual’s personality.
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Table 4. 12

Personality
Traits

Personality Traits of Chinese Main Characters in the
Children’s & Adolescents’ Fiction (1980-1997)

(64)
(43) (21)
Adult Child Totals

7
Aggressive
3
Alert
Ambitious
6
4
Argumentative
6
Arrogant
1
Artistic
2
Boastful
11
Brilliant
4
Conceited
Conservative
6
1
Conventional
5
Courteous
2
Cowardly
4
Cruel
5
Deceitful
8
Efficient
3
Evasive
Extremely nationalistic 3
9
Faithful
0
Frivolous
5
Generous
0
Gluttonous
2
Grasping
0
Gregarious
2
Happy-go-lucky
7
Honest
0
Humorless
0
Ignorant
3
Imaginative
1
Imitative
0
Impulsive
4
Individualistic
0
Industrious
5
Intelligent
2
Jovial
11
Kind
0
Lazy
0
Loud
9
Loyal to family ties
4
Materialistic
7
Meditative
2
Mercenary

1
4
8
4
0
5
0
10
0
1
1
4
2
0
0
2
3
2
7
0
1
0
1
0
1
10
0
0
6
0
1
0
1
6
3
15
0
0
9
2
2
0

8
7
14
8
6
6
2
21
4
7
2
9
4
4
5
10
6
5
16
0
6
0
3
0
3
17
0
0
9
1
1
4
1
11
5
26
0
0
18
6
9
2

%
12%
11%
22%
12%
9%
9%
3%
33%
6%
11%
3%
14%
6%
6%
8%
16%
9%
8%
25%
9%
5%
5%
27%

14%
2%
2%
6%
2%
17%
8%
40%

28%
9%
14%
3%

Personality
Traits

(43)
(21) (64)
Adult Child Totals

Naive
2
Neat
0
Ostentatious
0
Passionate
0
Persistent
8
0
Physically dirty
Pleasure-loving
1
0
Ponderous
Practical
5
0
Progressive
0
Pugnacious
Quarrelsome
0
Quick-tempered
0
1
Quiet
1
Radical
1
Reserved
2
Revengeful
4
Rude
Scientifically-minded 0
1
Sensitive
0
Sensual
1
Shrewd
0
Slovenly
5
Sly
3
Sophisticated
0
Sportsmanlike
1
Stolid
Straightforward
3
3
Stubborn
3
Stupid
3
Suave
5
Suggestible
2
Superstitious
1
Suspicious
3
Talkative
Traditional-loving
4
1
Treacherous
2
Unreliable
1
Very religious
4
Witty

Depending on Katz and Braly List of Verbal Stereotypes
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1
1
0
3
7
0
3
0
7
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
2
0
0
3
1
1
0
1
3
0
0
0
1

3
1
0
3
15
0
4
0
12
0
0
0
0
3
2
1
2
4
0
2
0
1
0
6
5
0
1
5
3
3
6
6
3
1
4
7
1
2
1
5

%
5%
2%
5%
23%
6%
19%

5%
3%
2%
3%
6%
3%
2%
9%
8%
2%
8%
5%
5%
9%
9%
5%
2%
6%
11%
2%
3%
2%
8%

The highest-ranking of personality traits from Table 4. 12 were shown on
the Table 4. 13. The four highest percentages of personality traits of adult
characters were brilliant (26%), kind (26%), faithful (21%) and loyal to family
ties (21%). Likewise, the four highest percentages for the child characters were
kind (71%), brilliant (48%), honest (48%), and loyal to family ties (43%). It might
be stated that a few stereotypes of Chinese were found in the study of the higher¬
ranking personality, which showed in the Table 4. 13.

Table 4.13

Personality Traits of the Chinese Main Characters in
Children’s & Adolescents’ Fictional Books (1980-1997)
(The Higher personality Traits from the Table 4.12)

Personality
Traits
Ambitious
Artistic
Brilliant
Faithful
Honest
Imaginative
Intelligent
Kind
Loyal to family ties
Persistent
Practical

(43)
Adult %

(21)
Child %

6
1

8
5

11 126%)
9 121%)

10
7

10

7
3
5

6
6

15
9

11 126%)
9 121%)

7
7

8
5

(38%)
(24%)
148%)
(33%)
148%)
(29%)
(29%)
171%)
143%)
(33%)
(33%)

(64)
Total

%

14

22%

6

9%
33%
25%
27%
14%
17%
41%
28%
23%
19%

21
16
17
9
11

26
18
15
12

According to the study about Chinese main characters’ personality traits in
Table 4.12, Tale 4. 14 shows the stereotypes of Chinese people in children’s and
adolescents’ fiction from the 1980’s to 1997, which basically depended on the list
of the verbal stereotypes of Chinese by the three classic studies (Katz & Braly,
1933; Gilbert, 1951; Karlins, Coffman, and Walters 1969). A persistence of
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stereotype of Chinese was found in the fiction, which was shown in Table 4. 14.
The most significant personality trait of child and adult characters was loyalty to
family ties (28%).

Table 4. 14

Personality Traits of the Chinese Main Characters in Children’s &
Adolescents’ Fictional Books (1980-1997)

Personality Traits

(Stereotypes of Chinese in the fiction books!
(43)
(21)
Adult
%
Child
%

(64)
Totals

%

Superstitious
Sly
Conservative
Traditional loving

2 (5%)
5 (12%)
6 (14%)
4 (9%)

1
1
1
3

(5%)
(5%)
(5%)
(14%)

3
6
7
7

5%
9%
11%
11%

Loyal to family ties

9 (21%)

9 (43%)

18

28%

Industrious
Meditative
Reserved
Very religious
Ignorant
Deceitful
Quiet
Courteous
Extremely nationalistic
Humorless
Artistic

0
7
1
1
0
5
1
5
3
0
1

1
2
0
0
0
0
2
4
2
0
5

1
9
1
1
0
5
3
9
5
0
6

2%
14%
2%
2%

(16%)
(2%)
(2%)
(12%)
(2%)
(12%)
(7%)
(2%)

(5%)
(10%)

(10%)
(19%)
(10%)
(24%)

8%
5%
14%
8%
9%

Adapted from Karlins, Coffman, and Walters (1969)

Table 4. 15 shows the three classic studies and the current study about the
stereotypes of Chinese. It could be found that the stereotypes of Chinese of the
present study were close to that of the three classic studies. In order to prove the
persistence of stereotypes, the first three higher rankings in each study were
numbered as (1), (2), and (3) in the Table 4. 15. It was found the higher ranking in
each study concentrated on certain stereotypes. The finding indicated that loyal to
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family ties was the highest ranking in all the studies except for Katz & Braly’s
study and traditional loving was the next highest ranking in the studies, which
proved that some of the stereotypes of Chinese were really persistent and
continual.
Table 4. 15. Personality Traits of Chinese Main Characters in Children’s &
Adolescents’ Fictional Books (1980-1997)
(Stereotypes of Chinese in the Three Classic Studies & the stereotypes
Chinese of the Present Study)
Personality Traits
Katz & Braly
Gilbert
Karlins, Coffman,
%
%
& Walters %
(19331
(1969)
(1951)
18
Superstitious
8
34 01
4
6
Sly
29 Q1
14
15
Conservative
29 (2)
32 (2)
26 (2)
Traditional lovine
26 (3)
50 (1)
22
35
(
1
)
Loval to familv ties
23 (31
18
Industrious
18
21
19
Meditative
15
18
17
Reserved
6
Very religious
15
7
Ignorant
15
5
14
Deceitful
23 (31
19 (31
Quiet
13
20
Courteous
19
Extremely nationalistic
17
Humorless
15
Artistic
-

-

of
Present
Study %
(1997)
5
9
11 (3)
11 (3)
28 (1)
2
14 (21
2
2

-

-

-

-

-

-

8
5
14 (21
8

-

-

-

-

-

9

Based on Katz and Braly’s list, and the three classic studies, the
information about stereotypes and the personality traits in the present study
yielded information about the stereotypes of Chinese people in the works of
fiction. It could be found that more positive than negative personality traits were
applied to Chinese people in the books. The high rank personality traits, based on
Katz and Braly’s list, were similar to the high rank personality traits on the
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additional verbal study. The personality traits in the two groups revolved around
certain characteristics, in which stereotypes of Chinese people were found.
The stereotypic terms applied to Chinese people in the present study
showed that loyal to family ties (28%), meditative (14%), courteous (14%),
conservative (\ 1%), and traditional loving (11%) were the highest rank.
Comparing the present study to the three classic studies, it is found that the data of
the present study were close to the data of the three classic studies. It was also
found that the higher ranking in each study concentrated on certain stereotypic
terms, which indicated that some of the stereotypes of Chinese people were very
persistent and continual.

Characteristics of Chinese-Americans in Children's and Adolescents'
Fictional Books

Twenty-two books in which the geographical regions were set in the
United States were analyzed. The findings reported in this section were used to
determine what images and characteristics were attributed to Chinese-Americans
in the twenty-two fictional books for children and adolescents. The Character
Analysis Instrument was used to analyze the following characteristics: physical
traits, status, attitudes, goals, plus-minus position, characters’ identities, and
personality traits. The main character in each book was analyzed According to the
characteristics.
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Physical Traits - Chinese-Americans

Physical traits of major Chinese-American characters were analyzed
according to the following three traits: age, sex, and physical description. The
analysis of the main character’s age and sex was based on the collected data.
Physical descriptions of Chinese-American characters in the selected fiction were
mainly based on both written and pictorial presentations.

Age
Thirty-three main Chinese-American characters were found in the twentytwo books, in which three books had three main characters, and five books had
two main characters. Eleven of the main characters (33%) were children whose
ages were under twelve. Seven of the thirty-three main characters (21%) were
teenagers whose ages ranged from thirteen to nineteen. Thirteen of the main
characters (40%) were adults whose ages were twenty to fifty-nine, and two of the
total (6%) were old adults whose age were over sixty. It was found that over 46%
of all the main characters in these childrens’ and adolescents’ fictional books were
adults and old people, which did not match the age for whom the books were
written.
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Sex
A total of thirty-three Chinese-American main characters were analyzed.
Eighteen of the total were male characters and the other fifteen of the total were
female. Eleven were children (five females and six males), seven were teenagers
(one female and six male). A total of thirteen were adults (eight females and five
males), two were old adults (one female and one male). On the whole, female and
male appeared to be equally represented in the fictional books, except for the
teenage group.

Physical Descriptions
The image of the Chinese-American characters in the fiction, in terms of
the written and pictorial physical descriptions, was both positive and negative.
According to the collected data of the physical descriptions, only eight of the
twenty-two books had written physical descriptions. The most frequently written
physical descriptions for females were beautiful, and lovely, but the descriptions
for males were varied. Stereotypes still could be found in both pictorial and
written books.
Most of the illustrations in the books were found to be positive and
appealing, but stereotypical images still existed in certain books. The picture book
One Small Girl gave readers a less favorable impression. The grandmother, the
uncle, and the little girl were painted with the same slanted eyes, flat noses, and
non-vital faces.
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According to the collected data of the physical descriptions, it found that
most of the physical descriptions for females were beautiful, and lovely. The
young woman in the book Ying Ying was described as a very pretty, and an active
young lady. It said: “The young woman was very pretty, and when she looked at
the young man, her eyes seemed to sparkle” (p. 6). Another Chinese woman,
Mary Lou's mother, was also described as pretty. “She was pretty. She had big

dark eyes like Bambi in the picture on the school library bulletin board. Her hair
was wrapped in a kind of scarf. She was wearing an apron” (p. 61). In the book
Red Means Good Fortune, the little slave who was never allowed to go out was
described when she prayed to the Kitchen God: “She smiled shyly... Her face took
on a thoughtful look... Jin Mun wondered what it was this pretty, serious girl
prayed for?” (p. 6).
Some stories described both males and females positively. The daughter
named Yenna in the story Ginger for the Heart from the book Tales from Gold
Mountain was described: “Her beauty was beyond compare. She had ivory skin,
sparkling eyes, and her hair hung long and silken, shining like polished ebony...”
( p. 35.). The girl’s boyfriend appeared handsome and kind. It said: “One day, a
young man came into the store laden with garments for mending. His shoulders
were broad and strong; yet his eyes were soft and caring. Many times he came,
and many times he saw Yenna. For hours he would sit and watch her work. They
fell deeply in love, though few words were spoken between them.” (p. 35-36).
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In some books, males and females were described differently. The
daughter named Frances in the story Housepainting from the book American
Eyes was described: “She was as beautiful as ever. She did not look like she had
been sitting in a car all day. Her white shorts and her flowered shirt were fresh,
and her long black hair rippled gently when she moved her head. People were
always watching her...” (p.16). However, the descriptions for male characters
were different. Frances ’ boyfriend named Wei was described as follows: “He was
medium-sized and steady, with a broad, cheerful dark face and one gold-rimmed
tooth.” (p. 17)
The descriptions for males were not the same as the descriptions for
females. Sometimes the descriptions for males were both positive and negative,
but sometimes the physical descriptions for males were disgusting. The father in
the book Red Means Good Fortune was a very kind, sympathetic, and righteous
laundryman. He had a breadth of vision but his appearance was described as
follows: “He was small and thin and seemed always to be bending over, even
when he was away from the ironing” (p. 11). In the novel Typical American,
Ralph, the young scholar from China, was described as disgusting. He had
"longish hair managed with grease. A new, light gray, too dressy, double-breasted
suit made him look even shorter than his five feet three and three-quarter inches.
Otherwise he was himself - large-faced, dimpled, with eyebrows that rode
nervously up and up, away from his flat, wide placid nose. He had small teeth set
in vast expanses of gum..." (p. 9).
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In general, the images with regard to the physical traits and appearances of
Chinese-American children, and adults, both females and males were appealing
and varied. The descriptions of females were more positive than those of males.
There was not a single characteristic that frequently reoccurred among the
Chinese-American characters except for the positive descriptions such as
beautiful, pretty... Both of the positive and negative physical attributes helped
readers to gain a non-stereotypical view of Chinese-Americans as unique
individuals.

Status - Chinese-Americans

Considering status to be an important characteristic of a minority group
image, several factors were analyzed in each book including occupation,
economic status, educational level and social class.

Occupation
Of the thirty-three characters, fifteen were found to have identifiable
occupations. All of them were categorized according to their major occupations
and not their incidental work. Any character in elementary school, secondary
school, or college was labeled as “student”. Thirteen characters were identified as
students. Two individuals who worked at home were classified as “homemakers”.
Five of the thirty-three characters were labeled as “unknown”, because the
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researcher could not get any information about their occupation in the books, see
Table 4.16.

Table 4. 16

The Occupations of Chinese-American Characters
in the Fictional Books (1980-1997)

Occupations
student
farmer
worker
chef
homemaker
merchant
officer
miner
kitchen assistant
laundry-man
teacher
unknown

Total
13
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
5

%
39%
6%
6%
6%
6%
3%
3%
3%
3%
6%
3%
15%

Of the twelve labeled occupations, ten occupations were identifiable jobs
including laundry-man, farmer, worker, chef, miner, kitchen assistant, home
maker, merchant, officer and teacher. Seven of the ten jobs were physical jobs, a
total of eighty percent. Three of the ten identifiable jobs were professional jobs,
which totaled twenty percent. Student and unknown occupations were not
discussed here, see Table 4. 17.
Although different occupations were represented, there was evidence of
occupational stereotyping. Seven of the ten identifiable jobs accounted for 80%
were physical jobs, which made it easy for readers to create a profound
impression that Chinese-Americans often took these lower paid physical labor
jobs which were limited to farm, factory, laundry, and restaurant, etc.

Ill

Table 4. 17

The Occupations of Chinese-American Characters
in the Fictional Books (1980-1997)

Physical Jobs
farmer
worker
chef
homemaker
miner
kitchen assistant
laundry-man
Total
Professional Jobs
merchant
officer
teacher
Total

Total
2
2
2
2
1
1
2

(12)
Total
1
1
1
(3)

%
13%
13%
13%
13%
6.5%
6.5%
13%
80%
%
6.5%
6.5
6.5%
20%

Economic Status
The Economic status of the Chinese-American characters in the books was
limited to the four classifications of poor, adequate, comfortable and wealthy.
Findings presented in the Table 4. 18 showed that Chinese-Americans
were not portrayed as affluent. Thirty-six percent were depicted as poor, thirtynine percent as adequate, twenty-four percent as comfortable, and none were
wealthy. It could be stated from the findings that the characters’ economic status
was not equally divided between poor/adequate (76%), and comfortable/wealthy
(24%). Poor/adequate meant a character had a low paying job and a low standard
of living, and comfortable/wealthy (24%) meant a character had a substantial
salary and a high standard of living. It could be indicated that occupational
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stereotyping did exist in the children’s and adolescents’ fiction since 76 percent of
the Chinese-American characters were classified as poor and adequate.

Table 4. 18

Economic Status of Chinese-American Child and
Adult Characters in the Fiction (1980-1997)

Person
Children
Adults
(Total) %

Poor

Adequate

Comfortable

Wealthy

6
6
12 (36%)

7
6
13 (39%)

5
3
8 (24%)

0
0
0

Social Class
The analysis of social class was consistent with the findings regarding the
economic status and occupations, as shown in the Table IV-7-3. Depending on the
characters’ occupations and their economic status in the fiction, twenty-five of the
total characters (76%) were classified into lower socioeconomic class; eight of the
total characters (24%) were classified into the middle socioeconomic class; and
none of the main characters (0%) was classified as upper class citizen.

Table 4. 19

Social Class of Chinese-American Child and Adult
Characters in the Fiction 1980-1997

Person
Children
Adults
Total (%)

Middle
4
4
8 (24%)

Lower
13
12
25 (76%)
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UDDer

0
0
0

The findings indicated that most of the Chinese-American characters were
pictured as lower class. Although the findings with regard to economic status and
social class revealed a general impression of middle class life in some books,
there was not an image of a completely comfortable economic situation in any of
the books. In most cases, the middle class family was pictured as lower middle
class with definite economic concerns, worries , and struggles. In Later. Gator.
Bobby and his brother had to find meat in restaurants for their pet baby alligator
and in April and the Dragon Lady. April and her brother had to take care of their
grandma in turn even though both of them were busy with their studies.

Educational Level
The final characteristic analyzed with regard to status dealt with
educational level. Eight characters were identified at the elementary level, two
were found to be on the high school level, three characters were mentioned at the
college level, and others were not known. The findings pointed to the fact that
many of the works of fiction did not discuss the characters’ educational situation,
and the limited findings also indicated that Chinese-Americans in children’s and
adolescents’ fictional books were not portrayed as highly educated since only
three characters were mentioned as having attended college.
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Attitudes - Chinese-Americans

This section analyzed four attitudes displayed by the main ChineseAmerican characters in each book: Attitudes toward family members; Attitudes
toward members in his/her ethnic group; Attitudes toward peers; and Attitudes
toward authority figures.

Attitudes toward Family Members
Children’s attitudes toward their parents were often described to be filial
and obedient in the fiction. Though Chinese-Americans lived in the United States,
they were still observing Chinese culture; their thoughts and behavior were
greatly influenced by Confucianism and Chinese culture. Parents encouraged and
evaluated their children according to the traditional Chinese virtues.
In Housepainting, one of the stories in the collection American Eves by
Lan Samantha Chang, the father evaluated his children according to the filial
piety of Confucianism. He said: “Frances is a Xiaoxun daughter, she wants to see
family... Wei is a good Xiaoxun boy, he wants Frances to see her family...
Xiaoxun means filial, or dutiful to one’s parents.” (p. 14). Frances, as a.Xiaoxun

daughter, brought gifts to her parents whenever coming back to see them. Wei, as
a Xiaoxun boy, helped the parents paint the house or did other kinds of things

when coming back with Frances.
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According to traditional culture and Confucianism, children should be
obedient and filial to their parents. They are never to consider their own comfort,
they should conform their own happiness and likes to their parents. The
representation in the book April and the Dragon Lady showed a ChineseAmerican girl’s filial duty to her grandmother. April and her brother had to
accompany their grandmother in the evening, because they were concerned about
their grandmother’s well being and did not want their grandmother to feel lonely.
Sometimes, April had to cancel her date if her brother had to study in the library.
April was very filial to her grandma, her attitude toward her grandma was the one
a traditional female had. For example, April got less attention than her brother did
from her grandma because she was the girl in her family. However, she was very
concerned about her grandma and worried a lot about who was going to take care
of her grandmother after her leaving home to attend college.
Though children’s attitudes toward their parents were often described to
be filial and obedient, gaps and conflicts between generations were also shown in
the fiction. April did not appreciate her grandmother’s attitude toward her and
other people in the family, because the grandma’s attitudes caused many conflicts
in the family: the conflict between her and her son; between her and her daughterin-law; and between her and April. Despite grandma’s terrible attitude, April and
other people in the family obeyed her. In China, children were required to respect
and obey their parents, even though sometimes parents abused their authority.
Such a situation was represented in the book One Small Girl. The grandmother
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and the uncle were owners of a store in a Chinatown. They were not kind to the
little girl and drove her from this door to the other door, and did not allow her to
touch anything in the store. But the little girl was quietly obedient to her grandma
and uncle.
According to Chinese culture, younger brothers should always show their
respects to their elder brothers and sisters, which was represented in the book
Yang the Youngest and His Terrible Ear. When little Yang went to visit his
American friend Matthew, he found that Matthew didn’t show his respect to his
elder brother as he did at home. He was a little surprised that Matthew had spoken
that way to Eric, his elder brother. Little Yang said: “In our family, I had to speak
respectfully to Eldest Brother, Second Sister, and Third Sister, although they
could all be insulting to me, the youngest Yang.” (p. 66).

Attitudes toward Members in His \ Her Ethnic Group
Main characters’ attitudes toward their community members were
described more positively than negatively in the fictional books. Love, respect,
and faith (parts of ren, yi, li, xin) were the most often expressed attitudes toward
community members by the characters.
The fictional book Red Means Good Fortune vividly described the pure
friendship between Jin Mun and Lew Wai Hing. Jin Mun was a very kind and a
helpful boy. When he found Lew Wai Hing was a slave of the owner of the small
restaurant, he felt guilty, and sorry for himself, because he couldn’t help her to
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gain freedom. In order to help the girl be a free person, he tried his best and
finally he was successful. Many stories in Tales from Gold Mountain represented
characters’ positive attitudes toward their friends and other members in their
Chinese group such as “The Friends of Kwan Ming” and “The Revenge of the
Iron Chink” etc. For example: Lee Jim, the main character in the story “The
Revenge of the Iron Chink” was a boss in a cannery. He had many friends in the
factory because he always helped them and was always loyal to them. The owner
of the cannery bought new machines that jammed meat into cans as fast as fifty
hands. Every year, the new machines took more workers’ places. One day the
owner announced to the workers. “Next year I can hire one or two men... I don’t
need you anymore.”(61). Jim was on the side of the workers, and took his revenge
on the greedy owner.

Attitudes toward Peers
Attitudes toward peers were often described as friendly, faithful, and
helpful in the fiction.
Otter, the main character in Dragon’s Gate, was a brave teenager with a
sense of justice. He made friends with Sean, a white boy when there was a
conflict between Chinese and white miners during the time of the transcontinental
railroad. When the two boys were on the mountains, Otter tried his best to help
the white boy Sean, and when they had time he taught Sean Chinese words. They
felt that “we had founded our own country with just two citizens; and it didn’t
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matter what the westerners or T’ang people thought” (p.134). ‘A real friend is the
friend when you are needed’, an expression that describes the virtues of ren, yi,
xin as represented in the fiction.

In the book Ying-Ying - Pieces of a Childhood . the main character Ying
Ying made friends with Mary Lou whose mother was looked down upon by other
Chinese women. It was rumored that Mary Lou’s mother was not a traditional
Chinese woman because of her close relationship with other men. Ying Ying’s
mother ignored the rumor and allowed her daughter to play with Mary Lou even
when a neighbor came over to warn her. Facing the problem around them, the two
girls played well together, they “looked at each other and burst out laughing once
again” (p. 59).

Attitudes toward Authority Figures
Attitudes toward authority figures were generally described positively,
even though attitudes toward authority figures were not often presented in the
books. The examples included: Ralph in Typical American and Lai-Ho in Wings
for Lai-Ho showed their respects to officers when they were talking. But
antagonistic attitudes toward authority figures were found in the following works
of fiction.
The main character Maylin in the book Roses Sing on New Snow showed
her personality. Every day Maylin worked very hard for her family and tried her
best to cook delicious food for the Chinese workers in order to make them feel
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happy. One day when a higher ranking Chinese official, who came from China,
asked her to cook the delicious food for the Chinese Emperor, she refused. Facing
the governor she said bravely, “It is a dish of the New World, you can’t recreate it
in the old.” (p. 10).
In the book Ying-Ying, the little girl’s mother was the victim of an
arranged marriage and was taken from Hong Kong to New York City when she
was sixteen. The father was in his sixties when the little girl Ying Ying was bom.
There was no love between the father and the mother. When Ying Ying was about
three years old, the mother decided to get rid of her husband who was a powerful
man in the Chinese Merchant Association, and a very influential and powerful
man in the Chinese-American community. Despite her husband’s power, she
finally divorced her husband and moved to the other city with her daughter Ying
Ying.

Goals - Chinese-Americans

The following six categories were used to identify the goals of the main
Chinese-American characters in the twenty-two books: Self realization
/independence; Social/economic advancement; Education; Acceptance dominant culture or own culture; Achievement/success; and Other goals. Table
4. 20 presented the findings related to goals of Chinese-Americans identified from
the books.
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Table 4. 20

Goals of Chinese-American Characters in the
Fictional Books

Children
118)
4
self realization
independence
3
social advancement
3
0
economic advancement
education
0
acceptance(dominant cult)
1
4
(own culture)
achievement
2
1
success

Goals

Adults
05)
1
2
3
1
0
0
4
3
1

Total
(33)
5
5
6
1
0
1
8
5
2

Percent
(%)
15%
15%
18%
3%
3%
24%
15%
7%

The findings revealed that the goal of accepting one’s own culture was
most expressed by characters (24%). The second most frequently expressed was
social advancement (18%). The next were self-realization (15%), independence
(15%), and achievement (15%). Education was zero. If a character was portrayed
as having more than two goals, the first goal was analyzed.

Plus/Minus Position - Chinese-Americans

There were five categories in this section, approval/disapproval,
sympathy/hostility, desirability/undesirability, pleasantness/unpleasantness,
liking/disliking. All the categories were used to analyze the plus or minus status
of the main Chinese characters in the twenty-two books. The findings for the plusminus status of the main characters are presented in Table 4. 21.
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Table 4. 21 Plus/Minus Status of Chinese-American Main Characters
in the Fictional Books 1980-1997

Position
approval
disapproval
sympathy
hostility
desirability
undesirability
pleasantness
unpleasantness
liking
disliking.

Children
08)
5
0
4
0
0
0
5
0
4
0

Adults
(15)
8
3
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
0

Total
(33)
13
3
6
0
0
0
5
0
6
0

Percent
(%)
39%
9%
18%
%
%
%
15%
%
18%
%

The findings revealed that most of the main characters’ positions in the
fictional books were positive. Thirty of the thirty-three main characters
in the books were identified as being in a positive position. Three of the total
thirty-three were identified to be in a negative position.Approval was thirteen
(39%), liking and sympathy was six (18%), and pleasantness was five (15%).
Three characters’ positions in the books were identified as disapproval (9%).

Characters’ Identities - Chinese-Americans

This section was designed to identify the Chinese-American main
characters’ self-esteem toward the following identities: racial identity; social
identity; and cultural identity. The category of racial identity was used to identify
the main characters’ attitudes toward their racial identity (white, black, and
yellow). The category of social identity was used to identify the main characters’
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self-esteem toward their social identity. The last category was cultural identity,
which was used to identify the main characters’ attitudes toward their ethnic
culture.

Racial Identities
A total of thirty-three main characters from the twenty-two books were
identified. Thirty characters’ racial identities were Chinese (yellow), three
characters’ racial identities were biracial. It was found that only a few books
described or discussed characters’ attitudes toward their racial identities.
The main character April in the book April and the Dragon Lady had a
positive attitude toward her racial background. She thought she might look
different from the majority of the kids, but she thought they were alike, and
thought she cherished the same values of the society as other kids. However, in
the book Chang’s Paper Pony, the little boy Chang was not confident with his
racial identity, he was bullied by other white miners. Chang was a very polite boy,
and his manner, influenced by the Chinese culture, was modest. When a miner
asked him to tell his name, Chang bowed low and said, “My humble name is
Chang”. But the miner slapped his knee and said: “Doesn’t that pop your
eyeballs!” Chang cried over the insult, while everyone laughed. Chang ran into
the kitchen and told his grandfather: “I want to go home to China,” (p. 16-19). As
immigrants in the early years, the first generation was bullied, humiliated, and
discriminated against due to their racial and cultural background.
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A biracial character did not feel confident, either. He didn’t know who he
was, an American or a Chinese person? In fact, he was not accepted by the world
around him. The story Gambler’s Eves told of a biracial person’s life experience.
One night the blind man said:
“You wonder where I come from, why I win so well. Is that
not so? I will tell you now, since I can gamble no more. You see,
my father came from China to seek his fortune here, but my
mother was white, and she gave me these.” He opened his eyes
and everyone saw the blue-green flashed-blue as sky, green as
pine. “When I was a child,” he continued, “I could go nowhere
with eyes like these. Storekeepers turned away. Children danced
circles around me. Whites and Chinese alike, they mocked my

mixed blood. So I shut my eyes and I opened my ears. As long
as no one saw my eyes, they let me by... He walked out the door
and into the dark, and was never seen again, (p. 44)
The story from the book Tale from Gold Mountain showed how a biracial
person looked at the world and how he experienced physical and psychological
pain. He was discriminated against by two worlds. Neither of the two worlds
accepted him, as he said: “White and Chinese alike, they mocked my mixed
blood.” He experienced an identity crisis: Who am I? Chinese or American? He
pretended to be a blind man so he could conceal his biracial characteristics.

Social Identities
Thirty characters were identified as Chinese-Americans because they were
bom in America or as a citizen lived in the United States. Three characters were
identified as Chinese because they lived in the United Stated for a short while or
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just for a visit. It was found that most of the books did not describe or discuss
characters’ attitudes toward their social identities.
In the book Ying Ying, when the girl, named Ying Ying, was called
‘Chink-Chink Chinaman...’ by other children, she felt insulted. “The heat rose in
my face, as if it were a mercury-filled thermometer, close to exploding through its
tip. I began to shake all over. My blood pulsated in my cheeks and my clenched
fists caught the beat...” she described her feeling. Finally, she said firmly, “We
are Chinese-Americans. We are not Chinks.” (p. 97-106).
The girl, named April in the book April and the Dragon Lady, had always
thought of herself as American as everybody else. Her strong social identity made
her feel confident and comfortable. She said: “I might look different from the
majority of the kids, but we thought alike and we cherished the same values. I
pledged allegiance to the flag with complete sincerity, and when foreigners
criticized us - us Americans -1 felt offended.” (p.105).

Cultural Identities
Though living in the United States, most of the first generation kept their
Chinese culture and customs in their daily life. However, the American-born
Chinese lived in the interface of two cultures: the Chinese culture within which
their ancestry and parents were rooted; the American culture within which they
were bom and strove to build their personal identity to be accepted by the society.
Therefore, often there was conflict between the bicultural Chinese-Americans and
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their immigrant parents, even though children’s cultural identities and values were
greatly influenced by their immigrant parents who came from various parts of
China and were different in their own upbringing, education, and occupation.
The main character April in the book April and the Dragon Lady had a
shock to discover that some of her values were not the same as her boyfriend
Steve’s, though she always thought of herself as American as everybody else.
When Steve told April that his father began to teach history at a college, April
was very glad. “That’s great! Being a teacher was so much better,” she said
without thinking. She thought Steve would not have to live the life of an army
brat after this. Coming from a different upbringing, April’s different values made
Steve confused. Steve hung the jacket back on the rack and turned slowly to look
at April. “Dad was a career officer in the army. What’s wrong with being a
soldier?” he asked. April realized that her comment sounded rude. She said:
“It’s just that in China, being a teacher is so much more admirable
than being a soldier.”
“Things are different here,” Steve said shortly. “In America, being
a soldier is a very honorable profession.”
“I’m sorry, Steve... I was taught that scholars are on the very top of
the social scale and soldiers at the bottom...”
“Dad wasn’t thinking about the social scale,” Steve said coldly.
“He didn’t join the army because he couldn’t find a job. He did it because
he thought that was the best way to serve his country.” (p. 104-105)

April realized that her cultural values were not the same as Steve’s. She
realized that she had absorbed her Chinese attitudes without realizing it because
of having Grandma living with her. When Steve asked her “Has it occurred to you
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that customs and values might have changed? Even in China?” April answered:
“Well, even if they did, Grandma would never change.” (p. 106)
The story Housepainting from the book American Eves exposed the
conflict between parents and children. The parents encouraged their children to be
filial (Xiaoxun), but the girl Frances did not agree with her parents. She wanted to
be more independent and to have more self-control. Also there was conflict
between the girl Frances and her boyfriend Wei, because Frances did not
appreciate Wei’s filial sensibility {Xiaoxun). She asked Wei to stop his painting,
“You don’t have to paint today. Mom and Dad aren’t around to see what a dutiful
boy you are.” Wei knew Frances misunderstood him, he didn’t stop his painting.
Frances said again: “It makes me sick to see you groveling like this around my
parents.”...(p. 24). Frances and Wei’s different viewpoints of filial piety caused
the conflicts between them. The Kitchen God’s Wife, and The Joy Luck Club etc.
also exposed such cultural conflicts among the family members.

Personality Traits - Chinese-Americans

The category of personality traits dealt with the listing of other personality
traits not included on Katz and Braly’s List of Verbal Stereotypes. These
adjectives were used to describe the additional dimensions of the main characters’
personalities. All documented references to personality traits and the findings are
shown in Table 4. 22.
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On the basis of the total number of child and adult characters, no single
trait was attributed to more than thirty percent of the characters. The traits of
independent (30%) and helpful (18%) were the highest in frequency of
occurrence.
Table 4. 22

Personality
Traits
Animal Love
Ashamed
Attentive
Beautiful
Brave
Curious
Dutiful
Embarrassed
Filial
Friendly
Helpful
Humor
Handsome
Independent
Modest
Moral
Naughty
Nervous
Obedient
Odd
Optimistic
Patient
Picky
Polite
Quite
Respect
Responsible
Sincerity
Sports girl
Sympathy
Ugly
Unhappy
Worried

Personality Traits of Chinese-American Main Characters in
Children’s & Adolescents’ Fictional Books (1980-1997)
(Additional - Not on Katz’s and Bralv’s List)
Adult
Child
15 (%)
18 (%)

1

1
1
1
1
2
2

(11%)

1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2

(5.5%)
(11%)
(11%)
(11%)
(11%)
(5.5%)
(5.5%)
(5.5%)
(11%)

(6.5%)

2 (13%)
2 (13%)
1
1
3
1
4
2
1
5
1
1

2

(6.5%)
(6.5%)
(20%)
(6.5%)
(27%)
(13%)
(6.5%)
(33%)
(6.5%)
(6.5%)

5 (27.5%)
1 (5.5%)
1 (5.5%)
1 (5.5%)
1 (5.5%)

(6.5%)
(6.5%)
(6.5%)
(6.5%)
(13%)
(13%)

1 (6.5%)
1 (6.5%)
1 (6.5%)

1 (6.5%)
1 (6.5%)

1
1
2
2

(5.5%)
(5.5%)
(11%)
(11%)

1
1

(5.5%)
(5.5%)

1 (5.5%)
1 (5.5%)
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Totals
33
(%)
2
1
1
4
4
2
3
2
4
2
6
2
1
10
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
1
2
1

6%
3%
3%
12%
12%
6%
9%

6%
12%
6%
18%
6%
3%
30%
6%
3%
3%
6%
6%
3%
3%
6%
6%
3%
3%
9%
9%
3%
3%
3%
3%
6%
3%

The next highest-ranking traits were beautiful (12%), brave (12%), and filial
(12%). All other traits were attributed to three characters or less.
For Chinese-American adults, independent (33%) was the highest-ranking
trait. The following highest-ranking traits were helpful (27%) and filial (20%).
Likewise, for Chinese-American children, independent (27.5%) was presented as
the highest-ranking trait. It can be stated from the findings that a noticeable
number of Chinese-American children and adults in the fictional books were
characterized with positive traits; independent, helpful and filial.
In analyzing the intergenerational communication in Chinese American
families, it is important to point out that the Chinese parents’ and children’s
concepts of filial piety and obedience are based on the cultural principles in the
Chinese family system. Harmonious family relationships are the ones in which the
filial responsibility is mutually performed by both generations. Therefore, the
conflicts in the hierarchical relationship between parents and children often occur
when the parents insist on imposing their Chinese ways of thinking on their
children who are simultaneously being socialized according to the American
ways. April and the Dragon Lady and American Eves provide some instances of
conflicts between the parents and children.
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Evaluative Category

This category was the one to evaluate the stereotypes of ChineseAmericans in children’s and adolescent fiction from 1980 to 1997. Concerning
stereotypes as a persistent image of an ethnic group, child and adult characters’
personality traits were evaluated according to the lists of verbal stereotypes made
by Katz & Braly (1933), and the stereotypes of Chinese from the three classic
studies (Katz & Braly, 1933; Gilbert, 1951; Karlins, Coffman, and Walters, 1969).
The verbal list of Katz & Braly (1933) was applied to see the personal traits of
every Chinese-American main character in the children’s and adolescents’ fiction
through a wide aspects on Table 4. 23. Table 4. 24 represents child and adult
characters’ personality traits on the higher-ranking. Depending on the verb list of
the three classic studies, the stereotypes of Chines-American of the present study
are shown on the Table 4. 25. The comparison of the three classic studies and the
present study is shown on Table 4. 26, which proves the persistence of stereotypes
of Chinese.
As shown In Table 4. 23 that, on the basis of the total eighty-two
personality traits, fifty-seven personality traits were attributed to the thirty-three
Chinese-American main characters. One personality trait was over thirty percent,
twelve personality traits were over twenty percent, and sixteen personality traits
were over ten percent, all others were less.
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Table 4. 23

Personality
Traits

Personality Traits of Chinese-American Main Characters in Children’s &
Adolescents’ Fictional Books (1980-1997)

(33)
(15) (18)
Adult Child Totals

1
Aggressive
2
Alert
2
Ambitious
Argumentative
3
1
Arrogant
2
Artistic
0
Boastful
Brilliant
3
0
Conceited
4
Conservative
1
Conventional
2
Courteous
1
Cowardly
1
Cruel
1
Deceitful
2
Efficient
2
Evasive
Extremely nationalistic 2
4
Faithful
0
Frivolous
2
Generous
0
Gluttonous
2
Grasping
0
Gregarious
1
Happy-go-lucky
4
Honest
1
Humorless
1
Ignorant
0
Imaginative
0
Imitative
0
Impulsive
2
Individualistic
0
Industrious
2
Intelligent
1
Jovial
4
Kind
0
Lazy
0
Loud
6
Loyal to family ties
0
Materialistic
2
Meditative
0
Mercenary

0
1
7
2
1
3
0
7
0
0
0
7
5
0
0
3
2
2
4
0
2
0
0
1
2
4
0
3
9
1
3
1
0
0
1
5
0
0
4
0
3
0

1
3
9
5
2
5
0
10
0
4
1
9
6
1
1
5
4
4
8
0
4
0
2
1
3
8
1
4
9
1
3
3
0
2
2
9
0
0
10
0
5
0

%
3%
9%
27%
15%
6%
15%
30%
12%
3%
27%
18%
3%
3%
15%
12%
12%
24%
12%
6%
3%
9%
24%
3%
12%
27%
3%
9%
9%
6%
6%
27%

30%

Personality
Traits

(18)
(33)
(15)
Adult Child Totals

Naive
0
Neat
0
Ostentatious
1
1
Passionate
Persistent
2
Physically dirty
0
Pleasure-loving
1
Ponderous
0
Practical
3
Progressive
2
0
Pugnacious
Quarrelsome
1
Quick-tempered
0
1
Quiet
0
Radical
Reserved
0
2
Revengeful
2
Rude
Scientifically-minded 0
1
Sensitive
0
Sensual
0
Shrewd
0
Slovenly
0
Sly
3
Sophisticated
0
Sportsmanlike
0
Stolid
Straightforward
2
2
Stubborn
0
Stupid
2
Suave
2
Suggestible
3
Superstitious
2
Suspicious
0
Talkative
Traditional-loving
3
0
Treacherous
0
Unreliable
2
Very religious
2
Witty

15%

('Depending owKltzlind Bralv List of Verbal Stereotypes)
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7
0
0
5
6
0
7
0
3
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
2
1
0
2
3
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
2

7
0
1
6
8
0
8
0
6
3
0
1
0
2
0
0
2
2
0
2
0
1
0
0
3
1
0
4
3
0
4
5
3
2
0
8
0
0
2
4

%
21%
3%
18%
24%
24%
18%
9%
3%
6%

6%
6%
6%
3%

9%
3%
12%
9%
12%
15%
9%
6%
24%

6%
12%

It can be stated from the findings in Table 4. 23 that the personality traits of
Chinese-Americans in the works of fiction were distributed widely, without losing
the individual’s personality.
It is shown in Table 4. 24 that the four highest percentages regarding adult
characters were loyal to family ties 40%; conservative (26.5%); faithful (26.5%);
and honest (26.5%). Likewise, the six highest percentages regarding child
characters were imaginative (50%); ambitious (39%); brilliant (39%); courteous
(39%); naive (39%); and pleasure-loving (39%). It can be stated from the findings
that stereotypes of Chinese were found in the adult characters, but not in the child
characters.

Table 4. 24

Personality Traits of Chinese-American Main Characters
in Children’s & Adolescents’ Works of Fiction
(1980-1997)

Personality
Traits

(15)
Adult %

(18)
Child %

Ambitious
Argumentation
Brilliant
Conservative
Courteous
Cowardly
Faithful
Honest
Imaginative
Kind
Loyal to family ties
Naive
Persistent
Pleasure-loving
Practical
Sophisticated
Superstitious
Traditional-loving

2
3
3
4
2
1
4
4
0
4
6
0
2
1
3
3
3
3

7
2
7
0
7
5
4
4
9
5
4
7
6
7
3
0
0
5

(20%)
(20%)
(26.5%)

(26.5%)
(26.5%)
(26.5%)
(40%)

(20%)
(20%)
(20%)
(20%)

(adapted from Tablflt. 23)
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(39%)
(39%)
(39%)
(28%)
(22%)
(22%)
(50%)
(28%)
(22%)
(39%)
(33%)
(39%)

(28%)

(33)
Total %
9
5
10
4
9
6
8
8
9
9
10
7
8
8
6
3
3
8

27%
15%
33%
12%
27%
18%
24%
24%
27%
27%
30%
21%
24%
24%
18%
9%
9%
24%

According to the list of the verbal stereotypes of the three classic studies,
this study shown the stereotypes of Chinese-Americans in children’s and
adolescents’ fictions on Table 4. 25, which was built on the data of Table 4. 23.
The highest-ranking of personality traits were loyal to family ties (30%). The
following highest-ranking were courteous (27%), and traditional loving (27%).

Table 4. 25 Personality Traits of Chinese-American Main Characters in
Children’s & Adolescents’ Works of Fiction
(1980-1997)
(Stereotypes of Chinese-Americans in the fictional books )
(18)
(15)
Personality Traits
Adult
%
Child
%

Superstitious
Sly
Conservative
Traditional lovine
Loval to familv ties
Industrious
Meditative
Reserved
Very religious
Ignorant
Deceitful
Quiet
Courteous
Extremely nationalistic
Humorless
Artistic

3
0
4
3
6
0
2
0
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
2

(20%)

0
0
0
5
4
0
3
0
0
3
0
1
7
2
0
3

(27%)
(20%)
(40%)
(13%)
(13%)
(6.5%)
(6.5%)
(6.5%)
(13%)
(13%)
(6.5%)
(13%)

(27.5%)
(22%)
(16.5%)

(16.5%)
(5.5%)
(38.5%)
(11%)
(16.5%)

(33)
Totals

3
0
4
8
10
0
5
0
2
4
1
2
9
4
1
5

%

9%
12%
24%
30%
15%
6%
12%
3%
6%
27%
12%
3%
15%

Adapted from Karlins, Coffman, and Walters (1969)

Comparing the stereotypes of Chinese-Americans in the fictional books to
the stereotypes of Chinese in the three classic studies shown in Table 4. 26, it can
be found that some stereotypes of Chinese-Americans in the present study are
similar to those of the three classic studies. Traditional-loving, loyal to family
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ties, and courteous were the three highest-ranking personality traits. In order to
prove the persistence of stereotypes, the three highest rankings in each study were
numbered as (1), (2), and (3) in Table 4. 26. It was found that the highest rankings
in each study concentrated on certain stereotypes. The findings indicated that
loyal to family ties was the highest ranking in all the studies, except for Katz &
Braly’s study, and that traditional loving was the next highest ranking in the
studies, which proved that some of the stereotypes were very persistent and
continuous.

Table 4. 26

Personality Traits of Chinese-American Main Characters in
Children’s & Adolescents’ Works of Fiction (1980-1997)

(Stereotypes of Chinese in the Three Classic Studies & the Stereotypes of
Chinese-Americans in Present Study)
Personality Traits

Superstitious
Sly
Conservative
Traditional loving
Loval to familv ties
Industrious
Meditative
Reserved
Very religious
Ignorant
Deceitful
Quiet
Courteous
Extremely nationalistic
Humorless
Artistic

Katz & Braly
%
C19331
34 01
29 Ql
29 Ql
26 (3)
22
18
19
17
15
15
14
13

Gilbert
%
0951)
18
4
14
26 (2)
35 (1)
18
-

18
-

-

-

19

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ql

-
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Karlins, Coffman,
& Walters %
0969)
8
6
15
32 (2)
50 (1)
23 Ql
21
15
6
7
5
23 Ql
20
19
17
15

Present
Study %
0997)
9
-

12
24 J31
30 0)
-

15
-

6
12
3
6
27
12
3
15

(2)

Based on Katz and Braly’s list, and the three classic studies, the data in the
present study yielded information about the stereotypes of Chinese-Americans in
the works of fiction.
The present study found more positive than negative personality traits
were applied to Chinese-Americans in the books. Based on Katz and Braly’s list,
the four highest percentages in the column of adult characters were different from
the six highest percentages in the column of child characters. An important
finding was that stereotypes of Chinese people were found in the adult characters,
but were not found in the child characters. Otherwise, fewer stereotypes were
found in the additional verbal study, which was not on Katz and Braly’s list.
Of the stereotypic terms applied to Chinese-Americans in the present
study, loyal to family ties (30%), courteous (27%), and traditional loving (24%)
were the most frequent. Comparing the present study to the three classic studies, it
is found that the data of the present study are close to the data of the three classic
studies. The findings revealed that some of the stereotypes of Chinese-Americans
were very persistent and continual, even though fewer stereotypes were found in
the study of Chinese-Americans’ personality traits.
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The Information on Chinese Culture in Children's and Adolescents'
Works of Fiction

All of the fifty-seven works of fiction were analyzed to determine what
images of Chinese culture were attributed to in children’s and adolescents’ fiction
from 1980 to 1997. In the study, the geographical regions were set in both China
and America, because the Chinese-Americans were found to observe Chinese
customs. Their lives were influenced by Chinese culture even though they did not
live in China. As April, the main character in the book April and the Dragon
Lady, evaluated her grandmother’s attitudes toward Chinese culture. She said that
even though Chinese people in China changed their culture and customs, her
grandma who lived in America would never change. In the study, the cultural
analysis instrument was used to analyze the following areas: traditional
philosophy and ethics; traditional life customs; traditional ritual customs;
religious beliefs and traditional festivals.

Traditional Philosophy & Traditional Ethics

The category of traditional philosophy and traditional ethics included the
following four sub-categories: The doctrine of Confucius and Mencius; Gender
Valuing; Respect and Obedience; and Filial Piety. The reports of the four sub¬
categories particularly reflected the cardinal philosophy and ethics of China, by
which Chinese people have been influenced for over thousands of years.
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The Doctrine of Confucius and Mencius
In this sub-category, the analysis of the doctrine of Confucius and
Mencius was limited to the feudal ethics: (1) Three Cardinal Guides (ruler guides
subject, father guides son, and husband guides wife) and Five Constant Virtues
(benevolence, righteousness, propriety, wisdom and fidelity); (2) Three
Obediences (to father before marriage, to husband after marriage, and to son after
the death of husband) and Four Virtues (morality, proper speech, modest manner
and diligent work). These ethics were part of the fundamental ideas of Confucius’
& Mencius’ philosophy.
In China, the doctrine of Confucius and Mencius was the cardinal and
main philosophy that had been conducting Chinese people’s behavior. In the old
days, when children went to school the first education they received was the
philosophy of Confucianism. The first books they were taught to read were the
Four Books, |/hich consisted of the Confucian Analects, the Book of Mencius, the
Great Learning, and the Doctrine of the Mean. The Four Books were the most
important texts of Neo-Confucianist philosophy. Sometimes children were given a
sort of textbook to read. This was known as the Three Character Classes, and the
very first statement in it was that “the nature of man is originally good.” This was
one of the fundamental ideas of Mencius’ philosophy (Feng, 1948).
Confucianism dominated Chinese thought for the past twenty-five
centuries. It had its beginning in the teaching of Confucius, but in the work of
building its foundation, Mencius took the lead. The prominent characteristic of
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Confucian philosophy was humanity, which occupied itself mainly with human
relations and virtues. The doctrine of ren (discussed before) stood out from the
mass of thought of Confucian philosophy (Chai, 1965). From certain positive
aspects, ren, as the cardinal principle of the ethics: Three Cardinal Guides & the
Five Constant Virtues and the Three Obediences & the Four Virtues, instructed
Chinese people to proceed a proper way to meet each other, leading to positive
efforts for the good of others.
However, the ethics, from certain negative aspects, Three Cardinal Guides
& the Five Constant Virtues and the Three Obediences & the Four Virtues.
strangled human nature and instinct, imposed some feudal spiritual fetters upon
Chinese people. For example: when children were taught to observe the ethics of
the Three Cardinal Guides and the Five Constant Virtues, they might
unconsciously lose their individual personality, because they thought they should
listen to their fathers at home and listen to other authority figures outside.
Especially, when children’s minds were armed with these ethics, being blindly
obedient, they might follow father’s or other authority figure’s orders thoroughly
without any complain even if the orders were not really right. In fact, many
Chinese people who did not get such traditional education in school, their
manners and their actions were still influenced by these traditional ethics because
of their social and cultural environment. Some of them were too modest and
courteous to develop their individual personality. Minyuan, in the book
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The China Year, was a very modest and courteous teenager, he always made his
decision to meet the American girl after talking with his parents.
However, Ming Lo Moves The Mountain, an American Library
Association notable book, is the book that satirizes Chinese people and
misrepresents Chinese culture. In the book, the main characters, Ming Lo and his
wife, always asked for advice from an old ‘wise man’ and then did stupid things
in order to move the mountain away from their house. A comment made by
Publishers Weekly on the back cover of the book says: “Beautiful paintings of
rural China illustrate the tale of Ming Lo and his wife...” In fact, the
representations of the culture in the story do not reflect Chinese culture. First of
all, the clothes, shoes and the style of hair were not those worn by Chinese people.
It is impossible to recognize it as a tale about China by the content and the
illustrations without the comment on the back cover. Secondly, there is a popular
tale named The Foolish Old Man Removed the Mountains in China. This tale
mainly extols the old man’s belief that human beings can’t be scared by
difficulties, but does not satirize the old man’s action. Finally, the tale Ming Lo
Moves the Mountain shows the weakness of the Chinese couple. Perhaps, this
weakness reflects some Chinese people’s personality traits due to Chinese culture,
but not all Chinese people are weak. Another comment by Washington Post Book
World on the back cover of the book says:

. .a splendid story, seemingly simple,

but finally full of subtleties”. What is the meaning of subtleties here? What does it
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imply? The comment implies that Chinese people are such people, that Chinese
culture is the culture in the book.
As discussed before, some Chinese people are too modest and courteous to
be independent due to Chinese culture. Sometimes, they blindly trust more in
others than themselves. For example, during the Cultural Revolution, which
happened in China during the years 1966 to the end of the 1970’s, thousands of
Chinese people were in blind faith to Chairman Mao who was regarded as a great
leader. During that time, many people followed him to “down with many
leaders”, which caused many tragic stories in China. But these do not prove that
Chinese people are dependent. Ming Lo Moves the Mountain is a book that
misrepresents Chinese culture and vilifies Chinese people. It can be clearly seen
that the Washington Post Book World praised this book despite its negative
stereotypes.

Gender Valuing
According to the traditional culture, boys were more valuable than girls in
China. It was thought that the birth of a boy could bring great rejoicing to the
family, because a boy would carry on the family name, and a boy with luck and
hard work could become a scholar or an official bringing honor and wealth to his
family. A boy could stay with his parents even after he was married and could
look after them in their old age. But, except in rare cases, a girl was thought to be
able to do none of these things. When a girl was married, she was of no further
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use or pleasure to her family because she became a member of her husband’s
family and left her own home.
In the story Sons and Daughter from the book Tales from Gold Mountain,
the father, one of the richest people in Chinatown, wanted sons to carry on his
family name. When he got two healthy girls instead of two sons, he cursed,
“Without sons, the Moy family name would disappear. Without sons, he had no
one to carry on his business. His entire life’s work would be worthless.” (p. 20).
Finally, the father went back to China and left his two girls in China and brought
back two boys as his own sons, because he thought they would carry on his family
name and his business.
The values between boys and girls were also demonstrated by the grandma
in the book April And The Dragon Lady. The girl April stated: “My brother,
Harry, was the one she listened to because he was a grandson. I didn’t count with
her because I was only a granddaughter, a girl. Harry was the one who was
expected to marry and produce sons to preserve the Chen name. There was
nothing I could do about Grandma’s attitude toward me, so I tried not to mind. (p.
9-10)
In old China, a girl’s destiny was to be a wife and stay at home, rearing
children, doing household tasks, and serving her husband. She was ignorant and
cut off from the outside world. In contrast, boys at this age were to go out to
schools for lessons. A father wanted his sons to go to school, but he ignored the
intellectual development of his daughters. Mei Lin in the book Rebels Of The
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Heavenly Kingdom was not treated as well as her brothers by the family because
she was a girl. She was treated as a slave, she had to work, but her “brothers were
allowed to join the sons of the ancestral house in their lessons.” (p. 45). Tu (1985)
stated that the transformation of a daughter into a responsible wife-mother, like
the transformation of a son into a responsible husband-father, was a major
concern in Confucian culture. The Confucian culture, including the Three
Cardinal Guides & The Five Constant Virtues and the Three Obediences & The
Four Virtues, instructed Chinese males to face the society, and instructed Chinese
females to face her family. A society and higher education ought to be open to all
members of the human community, but in China, women were long excluded
from the society and higher education. According to Birge (1989), daughters in
old China, regardless of class, were educated to work toward the wifely, womanly
roles. A girl at age ten did not go out, but was taught to be compliant and
agreeable, and to obey, as well as to learn women’s work in order to furnish
garments.
The little wife in the story The Red Candle from the fiction The Joy Luck
Club was an obedient wife and a compliant daughter-in-law in front of her
husband and her mother-in-law. She did her job just as what she was taught. For
example:
I instructed the cook to kill a fresh young chicken every morning
and cook it until pure juice came out. I would strain this juice myself into
a bowl, never adding any water. I gave this to him for breakfast,
murmuring good wishes about his health. And every night I would cook
special tonic soup called tounau, which was not only very delicious but
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has eight ingredients that guarantee long life for mothers. This pleased my
mother-in-law very much. (P. 57)
But it was not enough to keep the mother-in-law happy. One day the
mother-in-law walked over to the little wife and slapped her face because the little
wife could not bear grandchildren for her on time.
China had a long tradition of subordination of women. The opinion of
Confucius about women was that women and people of low position were very
hard to deal with, because if people were friendly with them, they got out of hand,
and if people kept them distant, they resented. Some Neo-Confucians maintained
that women were inferior to men. Chu Hsi (1130-1200), one of the NeoConfucians, agreed that between man and woman, there was an order of
superiority and inferiority, and between husband and wife, there was the principle
of who led and who followed. (Birge, 1989.). In China, even in modern times,
some people still used the terms for wife, like nei-ren, literally “person inside,” or
nei-zhu, “domestic helper”. On certain occasions, people thought it was not a

good behavior if a nei-ren, or nei-zhu sat down and had a talk with a man.
Sometimes, a man might feel ashamed when he talked to a woman in public. As
the following description from the book Rebels Of The Heavenly Kingdom
expressed:
.. .turning quickly as he did so to go back to where his fellow soldiers
had gathered. It would not look good for him if he appeared to be
talking to a woman. He had just been promoted to sergeant and must
set a spotless example. (P. 104)
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According to Chinese culture, when a woman gave something to a man,
she had to pass it to the man with her two hands, for that showed respect to the
man. But for a man, that was not necessary. It would be awkward or embarrassed
if a man passed things to a woman with two hands. Women were thought to be
inferior for thousands of years. Male (yang) symbolized the Sun, (dominance,
activity, and strength), but female (yin) symbolized the Moon (submission,
passivity, and weakness). Some books reflected such cultural phenomena in
stories. In the book Lichee Tree, the main character Ying did not understand why
the school only saved boy’s urine and not the girls’. Her friend Ah Won told her
because it was believed that the girls’ urine was dirty.
In the feudal society of China, woman was looked down on as an inferior
accessory and plaything. The brutal custom of foot binding was an obvious
physical manifestation of the restrictions placed on women’s lives. A Chinese
young man exposed his feeling for foot-binding: “Everytime I see a girl suffering
the pain of foot-binding, I think of the future when the lotuses will be placed on
my shoulders or held in my palms, and my desire overflows and becomes
uncontrollable.” (Levy, 1966, p. 179).
According to Levy (1966), the custom of foot-binding probably originated
toward the end of the Tang dynasty (618-907A.D.). It was limited at first to a
palace innovation practiced by palace dancer whose feet must have been only
moderately compressed, then adopted from the palace dancers to the upper classes
and finally down to the masses, in a north to south geographical direction. Foot
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binding was as highly regarded for the proper woman as learning was for the
cultivated man, and conservative families transmitted the saying, “ If you care for
a son, you don’t go easy on his studies; if you care for a daughter, you don’t go
easy on her foot-binding.’’(Levy, 1966, p.49)
Mann (1994) pointed out: “In upper class, foot-binding might begin as
early as age five; the most cloistered women had the tiniest feet. Poorer families
waited longer and bound less tightly in order to enhance their daughters’
productivity.”(p. 28). He continued to criticize foot-binding: “The immediate
excruciating pain of the bone crushing was supplanted in later life by a permanent
handicap that made walking difficult and heavy labor nearly impossible.” (Mann,
1994, p. 28). Foot binding had been officially discouraged since 1911 but was
still practiced in certain areas in China several years ago. Foot binding, as a dying
Chinese custom and the product of the feudal society, was often mentioned or
appeared in many fiction books. In her fictional book Rebels Of the Heavenly
Kingdom, Paterson exposed profoundly Chinese women’s tragic fate in the feudal
society through the main character Mei Lin’s life experience.
My feet were not bound. To this disgrace I own my life. It is
painful for a girl of five to have her arch broken and her toes bent under
and bound, but how much more painful to be set aside. My face was plain,
the master said, so it was unlikely that I could be sold into a good house or
even into a first-class brothel. Better, then, that I remain big-footed and
thus capable of heavy work.
Of course, I did not know this in the beginning. As one by one the
girls my age in the household had their feet bound, I was patient, believing
that my time would come. But one day, I was comforting the youngest
daughter of the master’s first wife. She was weeping because her little
golden lilies hurt so much. ‘You are lucky, Mei Lin’, she said. ‘You will
never have to suffer like me.’
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I was stunned. I went to my mother. She was only a slave, but her
face was lovely and her feet had been tightly bound, so she lived as a
concubine in this fine house.. .1 threw my arms around her legs and kissed
the embroidered shoes upon her beautiful little golden lilies, and begged
her to have my feet bound before it was too late. I was already past six,
and my feet were growing fast. She did not quite push me from her, but
she shook me loose and hobbled away so she would not have to endure my
tears. I knew, then, that it was my father, the master, who had decided my
fate. As a woman, I was worthless to him. As a beast of burden, I had use.
(P. 42-43)
Mei Lin’s story made readers ponder and sympathize. It was
painful for a girl about five years old to have her arch broken and her toes bent
under and bound, but it was more painful for a girl to be set aside. In the feudal
society, the lotus (tiny foot) was the symbol of beauty. Chinese women had to do
foot-binding in order to improve their beauty, just like women in modem times do
some unnatural things to improve their beauty. In the feudal society, food-binding
was part of the customs that lasted for more than a thousand years; how could a
Chinese woman not dare to observe it? Before this custom was dead, foot-binding
brought a lot of physical pain to Chinese women, and brought even more
psychological pain to them.

Respect and Obedience
Though this category was similar to the category of Attitudes toward
family members, the critique in this category concentrated on the family
relationships among children, parents and grandparents as they were represented
in the books.
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Traditionally, the Chinese family, whether rich or poor, was large.
Generally, three or more generations lived together under one roof. The first
chapter of the book In the Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson showed the close
relationship among many family members: parents showed kindness to children;
children showed their respect to parents; and cousins showed friendship to each
other. Everybody in the big family felt sad when the little girl Bandit was going
with her mother to America to meet her father. The grandmother cried,
“Granddaughter, today is one of the saddest days in my long life, in all our lives.
You, my sixth grandchild, must go away, far away...” Bandit ran to comfort her
grandmother when she saw the sadness on her grandma’s face. The grandfather
said with tears: “As you know my youngest son’s wife and daughter will be
leaving us this week... we must not send Bandit away without giving her an
official name...” After Bandit got her American name Shirley Temple, the
grandfather pronounced the official words in front of the clan. “I, as Patriarch, do
hereby advise my clansmen that my sixth grandchild, the thirty-third member of
the House of Wong now living under the ancestral roofs, and one of the thirtyninth generation registered in the Clan Book, will now be known as Shirley
Temple Wong.” (p.18-19) Wong’s family is a representative traditional family in
China. This book showed the close relationship between adults and children.
Undoubtedly, children’s attitude toward parents such as respect and obedience
played an important role in this big family. Three or more generations living
together under one roof was a typical Chinese family, and respect and obedience
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were the parts of characteristics of Chinese culture from a certain positive
perspective.
Influenced by the Chinese culture, all the children were educated
consciously or subconsciously to be responsible for the family duties. Their first
and most important duties in life were to please their parents. They must obey,
respect their parents at all times, and support them in their old age, and worship
them when they are dead. The grandmothers in the books First Apple; Lichee
Tree; and April and the Dragon Lady lived with their sons and their
grandchildren. They were respected by all of the family members. They were the
authority of the family even though they were dependent in their old age.
First Apple represented the Chinese custom of celebrating grandmother’s
birthday. Everyone in the family gave their special birthday gift to the
grandmother at the party. The main character, a nine-year-old little girl, Ying
never tasted an apple. She desired to have an apple, half for her and half for her
grandmother. She tried her best to achieve her dream by giving half an apple to
her seventy-one-year-old grandmother for a very special birthday gift.
Generally, Chinese people paid more attention to their parents’ sixtieth,
seventieth, and eightieth birthdays. Chinese-Americans in the book April and the
Dragon Lady observed the Chinese custom just like the people did in China. The
grandma’s seventieth birthday was coming up, and all the people in the family
were planning to give a big party for the grandma. The banquet was held in a big
room at the Peach Garden restaurant. The grandma “sat at the head table. She was
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surrounded by well-wishers, some of them friends she had known for fifty years
or more..(p. 34-35). The book also described the younger generation as very
concerned about the older generation. For example: the girl April thought her
problem would be solved if her father could marry Mrs. Li. She told her boy¬
friend: “Mrs. Li would take care of Grandma, and I could go off to college
without a worry.” (p. 97).
However, children, the victims of the feudal ethical code, had to obey any
kind of authority of the family. This can be seen in the story “Scar” in the book
The Joy Luck Club. The grandmother in the story abused her authority over her
children. The granddaughter in the story had a hard life during her childhood.
After her father died, her mother left her and her little brother to become another
man’s number-three concubine. According to Chinese culture, it was shameful if
a woman remarried another man after her husband died. The grandma separated
the girl and her brother from their mother, who was called ‘ghost’ by her. Since
then the children could not see their mother but could see their father’s painting
hung in the main hall every day. Under her grandma’s influence, the girl had a
terrible imagination about her mother and she suffered a lot from it. Sometimes,
she imagined that her mother was a “thoughtless woman who laughed and shook
her head, who dipped her chopsticks many times to eat another piece of sweet
fruit” (p. 36). The girl felt so ashamed, she said: “I felt unlucky that she was my
mother...” (p. 36). The girl and her brother were the victims of the feudal ethical
code. They suffered a lot from their mother’s leaving, and their grandma’s feudal
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ideas, because their grandmother abused her authority and did a lot of wrong
things to hurt their feelings. Such bad life experiences and bad feelings might
cause some kind of psychological pain, which could influence the children’s
personalities.

Filial Piety
The category of filial piety examined the self-sacrificing aspect of filial
piety which included three parts: (1) ministers showed filial piety to their rulers;
(2) wives showed filial piety to their husbands; (3) children showed filial piety to
their parents.
One of the important doctrines of Confucianism is filial piety. Hsia (1992)
explained that Confucius taught filial piety in order that a man might respect all
those who were fathers in the world, respect all those who were elder brothers in
the world, and respect all those who were rulers and elders in the world (p. 78). In
fact, Chinese people have been suffering from even more restrictions, which had
been developed by Neo-Confucians. The rules in the relationship between rulers
and ministers, according to Mencius, was to “show respect for ruler; a ruler must
treat his ministers with propriety, a minister must serve his ruler with faithfulness;
a faithful minister doesn’t serve two lords, a chaste woman does not have two
husbands.” (Kelleher, 1989, p. 230). The doctrine of filial piety catered the needs
of the ruling class and its society. But individuals sometimes made sacrifices due
to the culture influenced by the doctrine of Confucius. Lord Meng Ch ’ang and
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General Lien P ’o and Lin Hsiang-ju, the main characters in the book The Ch’i-Lin
Purse, showed their faithfulness to their lords.
The subordinate position of woman to man is reiterated in the form of the
“Three Obediences”. The woman’s moral principle was that at home she followed
her father; when married, she followed her husband; when he died she followed
her son. A woman could be abandoned by her husband, but she could never
divorce her husband, neither could she remarry if her husband was dead. As
Mencius said: “a chaste woman does not have two husbands” (Kelleher, 1989,
p. 230). The mother in the story Scar in the book The Joy Luck Club was called
‘ghost’ and was not allowed to see her children because she did not observe these
doctrines. As the mother was not an honored mother, her daughter was warned by
the grandmother to “Never say her name. To say her name is to spit on your
father’s grave.” (p. 34). The mother was not allowed to have custody of her
daughter, if she did, the daughter would become like her mother. “No face. Never
able to lift up her head in front of others.” (p. 38).
Besides the relationship between ruler and ministers, husband and wife,
the relationship between parents and children was another self-sacrificing
relationship of the Neo-Confucians. Children had to obey their parents and to
dedicate themselves completely to their parents. Many examples were set for
children to learn by Neo-Confucius (Kelleher, 1989), such as: a son offered his
life in exchange for his mother’s life; a son dedicated himself instead of his father;
and a son treated his step-mother with faithful feelings. In the story of The Voice
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of the Great Bell, the daughter sacrificed herself in order to save her father’s life.
The fictional book The Joy Luck Club represented a kind of feudal action. The
mother in the story Scar cut a piece of meat from her arm for the sick grandma.
The daughter said:
“I saw my mother on the other side of the room. Quiet and sad.
She was cooking a soup, pouring herbs and medicines into the steaming
pot. And then I saw her pull up her sleeve and pull out a sharp knife. She
put this knife on the softest part of her arm. I tried to close my eyes, but
could not.
And then my mother cut a piece of her meat from her arm. Tears
poured from her face and blood spilled to the floor.
My mother took her flesh and put it in the soup. She cooked magic
in the ancient tradition to try to cure her mother this one last time. She
opened Popo’s mouth...” (P. 40-41).
This was how a daughter honored her mother, which was represented in
the book. The little girl could see the pain of the flesh and the worth of the pain.
She understood its connotation of the culture, even though this action was neither
part of the Chinese culture nor a Chinese custom. It was well known in Chinese
history, that a famous man cut a piece of his meat from his leg in order to save his
mother’s life from hunger.
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Traditional Customs

This category included four parts: foods, drinks, clothes, and Chinese
herbal medicine.

Food
In China, regional cuisine has been using local products because of the
size of the country and the inconvenient transportation, which created a specific
Chinese food culture and its customs. It is known that people who live in the north
of China were good at cooking with wheat and people who live in the south of
China were good at cooking with rice. The usage of fruits, vegetables and meats
mainly depended on the local products and the economic situation of a family.
Generally, wheat dumplings, steamed bread, and noodles are common foods in
the north of China, while rice and rice cake are common foods in the south of
China. Naturally, such Chinese food culture was represented in many fictional
books. As the little girl in the book Chinese New Year’s Dragon said: “The jiaozi
are usually made in northern China at New Year.” (p. 10).
Sometimes, cultural authenticity through illustration can make the story
more reliable and worthy. In the book The Junior Thunder Lord, noodles served
in the restaurant colored the specific culture of northern China and defined the
region of the story, but not like the vague description: “Yue eventually reached a
strange peninsula called Thunder Country” (p. 3).
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Some books did not tell the setting place or the character’s identity, but
these could be inferred by the foods represented in the book. For example: the
foods for the New Year’s party in the book Lion Dancer were fish, shrimp, rice
and other delicious dishes but without dumplings and noodles (p. 11). From this
clue readers can get the idea that the family originally came from southern China.
However, the food cultures in some books were not authentic. In the book
A Visit to China, the little girl Su-Lan who lived in Suzhou, a beautiful city in the
south of China, was said to “bite into dumpling after dumpling” at the New Year
dinner, (p. 12). Mei Lin and other rebels in the fiction book Rebels Of The
Heavenly Kingdom grew up in southern China and the setting of the story also
took place in southern China. But the main character Mei Lin was described to
“place three steamed dumpling into each bowl” (p. 78). Generally, most of the
people who come from southern China are not good at making dumplings, some
of them even don’t know how to make dumplings just like a person who comes
from America. Except for the situation in which people live in a multicultural
social environment and have the chance to exchange their food culture and to
enjoy different flavors.
A few books like A Grain of Rice also misrepresented the Chinese food
culture. The food in the fiction was neither the northern food of China, nor the
southern food of China, but the mixed food of Western and Eastern countries. The
foods for the wedding feast supervised by the new Prince himself were “bean
soup, and bean curd. Bean paste and sprouted beans. There were barley cakes and
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barley candies. Pressed duck and steamed dumplings. Fish with millet and
pheasant with millet. There were wheat noodles, potato noodles, fried noodles.
(p. 38-39). In fact, the foods in the fiction such as bean soup, bean paste, potato
noodles and so on were the daily foods, which were not served for a wedding
feast according to Chinese food culture.

Drinks
In China, the most popular drink is tea. Not only is tea a beverage for
enjoyment and health, but it is also a polite gesture when talking with others.
Green tea is the favorite for most Chinese people, and black tea is more familiar
in the West (known in Chinese as hongcha, red tea). As Kramer (1994) said: “Tea
is so much a part of Chinese culture that Chinese life without it is hard to
imagine...” (p. 55). In this section, the critique of tea drinking was focused on tea
culture at home and tea culture in the public teahouse.
In China, any time is tea-time in a Chinese home, because the drink is
always offered first after a guest enters. Chinese people prefer to drink hot tea but
not ice tea or leftover tea, because it is believed that ice tea and left over tea make
people sick. So Chinese people always enjoy fresh tea and the tea for a guest is
always fresh. The book Lichee Tree showed this custom. After the fat lady
entered Ying’s house, she was served with tea, “The lady was sipping her tea and
talking about something enthusiastically.” (p. 6). Actually, the fat lady was not
welcome to the family, but she was still treated as a guest by the family. As
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Chinese people say: “Never treat a guest impolitely, even though you have many
reasons”. Sometimes, tea and a teacup are the signal that there is a guest in the
house. As the girl Ying said: “When I came home from school... I asked Aunt,
‘Are you all right’? Her eyes looked as if she had been crying. But she just shook
her head. Then I noticed a teacup on the table, someone had come to visit.”
(p. 76).
Generally, tea is offered before a meal for the guests to refresh themselves
or appears again after the meal for digestion, but is never served with food in a
meal unless the guest asks for it. The description in the fiction Rebels of the
Heaven Kingdom is authentic. After everyone finished their dumpling, Mei Lin
served the tea for them, “she dropped a pinch of tea leaves into each one and then
poured on boiling water.” (p. 78).
People believe that water is very important for tea drinking. It is said that
spring water is best, followed by river water, and then well water. No matter what
water it is, the important thing is water for the tea should be hot boiled water. The
little Yang in the book Yang the Youngest and His Terrible Ear told his American
friend something about tea: “When we make tea, we put some tea leaves in the
bottom of the cup, and pour hot water over them.. .It’s ready to drink when all the
leaves are wet and sink to the bottom.” (p. 28).
Besides tea and water, the teacup is one important part of tea culture.
Some people prefer drinking tea with mugs or glasses, and some prefer tea pots. It
is believed that the best taste is the tea with Yixing zisha pots, the most popular
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pots in China, which are made of purple sand with reddish-brown color.
Sometimes, the teacup shows the vestiges of history. The teacup in the book
Lichee Tree was the outcome of the Cultural Revolution in China. It was
recognized by the Chinese character ‘ wanshou-wu jicing' which means a long life
(p.76).
The teahouse is the public place where people meet and talk with friends,
or enjoy the local opera while drinking tea. Not every small town has one or more
teahouses, but some villages in rural China have a teahouse. The procedure of tea
drinking is an art in the teahouse, involving knowledge of the leaves, the water,
and timing. The tea maker in the teahouse always serves carefully, pouring tea
with its rules and order, and proffering tea with both hands. In the teahouse, tea is
always taken hot and fresh, not cold. The teahouse, as a specific cultural
phenomenon in China, is often represented in literary works. For example: The
Teahouse, written by Lao She (1899-1966) who is a great novelist and play-writer
in China, informs us that the teahouse was a microcosm of urban life and reflected
people’s lives in Beijing in three periods: the last Qing Dynasty, the warlord
decade, and the years before the 1949 liberation (Kramer, 1994.). Since the
teahouse is a place for adults, it is hard to find the culture of the teahouse in the
fiction for young readers.
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Clothes
Throughout China’s long history, the clothes of Chinese Han (majority)
were the mainstream in China before the Qing Dynasty. It is accurate to say that
the traditional clothes of Chinese Han almost disappeared during the clothes
reform at the beginning of the Qing Dynasty. The style of the clothes in Republic
of China was the one that originally came from the clothes of the Qing Dynasty.
The style of the clothes of the Soviet Union influenced the style of the clothes at
the beginning of People’s Republic of China. It is sad to say that the traditional
Chinese culture didn’t keep its traditional clothes for many historical reasons.
According to the changes of clothes in the history of China, the critique of
clothes dealt with five parts: (1) The clothes in the old ancient time - before Qin
Dynasty (before 221 BC); (2) the clothes in ancient time - from Qin Dynasty to
Ming Dynasty (221 BC- 1644 AD); (3) the clothes in Qing Dynasty (1636-1911);
(4) the clothes in Republic of China (1911-1949); (5) the clothes in People’s
Republic of China (1949-). (The Dictionary of Chinese & English, 1983, p. 563564).
The Clothes in Old Ancient Time (before Qin Dynasty 221 BC):
According to Garrett’s statement: “Throughout most of China’s long
history there has been a common style of dress within each social stratum of the
Han people... the style of dress was enforced by the rulers of the state as far back
as the Zhou dynasty.” (1994, p. xiii). The clothing before Zhou dynasty was
classified into the first group - The Clothes in Old Ancient Time (before 221 BC).
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Because of the limitations of the social development and the economic situation in
the old ancient time, the style of clothes in this period was much simple and
plainer, even for the upper class. The plain clothes and the simple houses in the
book How the Ox Star Fell from Heaven were authentic based on the content of
the book. This book is the one of the two books classified into this period.
The Clothes in Ancient Time (from Qin Dynasty to Ming Dynasty 206
BC-1644 AD): Garrett (1994) stated that in China, “Everyone-man and womanhad a designated place in society, in part due to a complex system of dress
regulations which was imposed, in one form or another, over the centuries. These
regulations governing the style of dress were enforced by the rulers of the
state...” (p. xiii).
There are 13 books classified into this period according to their
illustrations and contents. The other three books are classified as unknown even
though they look close to this time period.
The clothes in the 13 books are the traditional Han clothes. For example:
the robes for emperors had very wide sleeves, some with pleated skirts; the kind
of emperor’s hat had a flat-top and strings of jade hung down at the back and
front. The colors of the emperor’s robes were red, yellow or black with
embroidered dragons, waves or other designs at chest, back, or shoulders. The
ladies’ clothes had long sleeves, and long flowing skirts which trailed on the
ground (Garrett, 1994). These specific characteristics of the traditional Han
clothes are well represented in the books: The Shell Woman & the King;
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The Seven Chinese Brothers; The Empty Pot: The Artist and the Architect: The
Junior Thunder Lord: The Chi-lin Purse: and The Fourth Question.
The illustrations and contents of the other three books look close to this
time period but are classified as unknown because of the inaccurate
representations. For example: the clothes in The Future of Yen-tzu were mixed
up. Yen-tzu’s clothes looked strange, because he was wearing short pants. The
emperor’s dress looked like traditional clothes, but other people’s clothes looked
like the clothing in Qing dynasty or other ethnic clothing.
The Clothes in Qing Dynasty (1636-1911): Five books are classified into
this period by the illustrations or by the times mentioned. The other two books are
close, but classified as unknown because the illustrations are not authentic.
During Qing Dynasty, imperial robes, in particular, were well
documented, little attention was paid to the traditional dress of Han. Comparing
the styles of Manchu clothes and Han clothes for men and women, the big
difference was that the cuff of Qing style looked like horse feet, and the sleeves
were narrower than those of the traditional Han dress. The other big difference
was that the sleeves of Qing clothes were shorter than those of Han clothes even
though the sleeves were not narrow. These details could be found in the books
The Jade Stone; and A Letter to the King.
The Manchu race, who accounted for a mere 2% of the total population of
China, imposed their own dress code on the Han people as a means of exercising
control (Garrett. 1994). At the beginning of the Qing dynasty, there was a reform
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of hairstyle indicating that people had to wear the Manchu hairstyle; the front of
the head had to be shaved and a braid had to be kept behind the head. Every one
had to follow the order “Keep your head but have your hair shaved or keep your
hair but have your head cut”. This specific hair style could be seen in the books
The Jade Stone; Chang’s Paper Pony, etc. However, some misrepresentations
could be found in the books The Willow Pattern Story and Rebels of the Heavenly
Kingdom. The time period of the stories in these books was Qing dynasty, but the
hairstyle, hats and the styles of the cloths in the books were mixed up, such as
men’s and women’s long hair; the father’s strange hat, and men’s and women’s
mixed up clothes.
Otherwise, during Qing dynasty, outdoors, men of importance showed
their official positions by various kinds of hats which they wore very proudly.
Manchu women did not bind their feet, although Han women kept the traditional
custom. But none of the books represented this information.
The Clothes in Republic of China 0911-1949): The style of the clothes in
this period originally came from the style of Qing. Generally men wore long
gowns with ma qua, a kind of thick vest. Women wore ao (a kind of coat) with a
skirt, or qi pao (a kind of gown) with or without sleeves. For some educated
people, males preferred to wear a set of jacket and trousers called zhongshan style
which originally came from Western countries. The book Red Means Good
Fortune was classified into this period because of its clothes and hairstyle, and
content, even though the characters were Chinese-Ameicans. During this period,
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most of the Chinese people wore the Manchou hair-style (pig tale) except for the
educated people, who might wear short hair, a kind of modem hair. The old
couple’s clothes in the book Two of Everything, and the children’s clothes in the
book Why Rat Comes First looked close to this period. All the clothes in the two
books were the kind of common clothes called ao. Other clothes like qi pao and
ma qua could not be found in the books.

The Clothes in People’s Republic of China (1949-): The books belonging
to this period had two kinds of dress styles. One style, evolved from the past
centuries, was represented in the books, A Visit to China; First Apple; Lichee
Tree and The Year of the Panda. The other style, adapted from the Western style,
was represented in the book The China Year. All of the books had accurate
drawings about people’s clothes in this period.

Chinese Herbal Medicine
In this section, Chinese herbal medicine involved the basic theories of
Yin-Yang and the Five Elements, and its practice which appeared in the fictional
books. Over fifteen books were found mentioning Chinese herbal medicine. “The
Miracle Doctor” in the book The Chi-Lin Purse told the story about the famous
Chinese doctor Hua T’o. The Fourth Question referred to the folk-myth that there
was miracle herbal medicine in the Kun-lun mountain. First Apple; Later, Gator;
A Letter to the King; and other books also mentioned something about Chinese
herbal medicine.
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Yin-Yang and the Five Elements Theory as the Bases of Chinese Herbal
Medicine: Chinese people believed that “harmony in the universe depended on a
balance between the forces of yin and yang. Yin represented everything negative
such as: female, dark, and the Earth. Yang stood for the opposites-positive; male,
bright, and the Sun. (Boase, 1978). Chinese herbal medicine, as a part of its
cultural heritage, embodies the classical thought of Taoism, yin-yang theory.
However, “always something unknown behind it is its mysterious curing power
and ancient tradition, which have long been recorded as peasant wisdom, the
combination of simplicity and complexity, facts and fiction, superstition and folk
culture.” (Lee, 1994, p. 93-94)
Since Chinese herbal medicine mainly deals with the balance and harmony
of yin and yang in the body, the application of herbal drugs for medical treatment
aims at the restoration of that balance, and the ability of the body to cure itself.
According to Lee’s statement: “Yin and yang control different portions of the
body. Yin governs blood and the body’s interior. Yang rules qi (body atmosphere
or vital energy in the body) and the body’s exterior.”( 1994, p, 95). Chinese herbal
medicine is used to combat diseases caused by excessive yang and yin in the
body. Chinese people believe that some kinds of food are warm (yang), and some
kinds of food are cold (yin). For example, ginger is warm (yang) and used for the
new mother who is tired and weak after giving birth. A patient should take apples
but not pears, because apples are warm (yang) and pears are cold (yin). In the
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fictional book The Land of Promise, it was mentioned that a snake was a kind of
medicine.
As subdivisions of yin and yang, the Five Elements, wood, fire, earth,
metal, and water, encompass all bodily functions of a human being. As Lee
(1994) stated: “Each element represents certain parts of the human body. Wood
stands for the liver; fire relates to the heart; earth symbolizes the spleen; metal
represents the lungs; and water is associated with the kidneys.” (P, 96). The Five
Elements, as the forms of energy, the causes of sickness, and the conditions of
illness, have both negative and positive cycles. Lee (1994) stated: “Wood
produces fire; fire nourishes earth (a popular practice in Chinese agriculture is to
bum weeds and stalks for fertility); earth provides ground for mining that makes
metal possible; metal can be fused and liquefied by heat; water accelerates the
growth of wood.” (p. 95-96). However, the destructive cycle negates the positive
cycle of generation. As Lee (1994) analyzed: “Water extinguishes fire; fire
destroys metal by melting it; metal changes the shape of wood by chopping it;
wood subjugates earth by penetrating it; earth soaks up water.” (p.95-96). The
diagnostic functions of the five elements help to trace the sources of diseases to
the imbalance of natural forces in the human body, and herbal medicine is used to
combat diseases caused by excessive yang and yin in the body. The fiction book
The Joy Luck Club briefly discussed something about the five elements:
One day...The matchmaker examined me closely, looked up my
birthdate and the hour of my birth, and then asked Huang Taitai about my
nature. Finally, the matchmaker gave her conclusions: “It’s clear what has
happened. A woman can have sons only if she is deficient in one of the
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elements. Your daughter-in-law was bom with enough wood, fire, water
and earth, and she was deficient in metal, which was a good sign. But
when she was married, you loaded her down with gold bracelets and
decorations and now she has all the elements, including metal. She’s too
balanced to have babies.” (p. 59)

Its Practice in the Fictional Books: Huang Di, a legendary founding father
of Chinese history and civilization, was credited with the Yin-yang and the Five
Elements theory as the bases of Chinese herbal medicine (Lee, 1994). Many other
people contributed their intelligence and talent to Chinese medicine according to
the basic theory, including Zhang Zhong-jing (150-219) and his Shanghan Lun,
the famous miracle doctor Hua Tuo and his herbal medicine, the best-known
herbal medicine doctor and scholar Li Shi-zhen and his Ben Cao Gang Mu, etc.
The applications of Chinese medicine that have been developed for over
thousands of years in China are due to the hard work and devotion of these
practitioners, and not to superstition or magic.
Many folktales and fictional books told something about these famous
people, the story The Miracle Doctor is one of these. In the story, hundreds of
people were dying of a kind of terrible disease. A monk, who lived on Mount
Lotus, could treat this disease with a kind of herbal medicine, but would never
give the secret formula of his herb medicine to any outsiders, because he denied
that he used herbs to treat patients. “I am a monk, not a doctor,” he said, “I don’t
believe in medicine. I heal people with the supernatural power I gained from years
of prayer and sacrifice. Only the pure and devout will be given such power.” (p.
91). In order to get first-hand information and save many patients’ lives, Hua Tuo
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went to the mount as a cleaning person, and tried to find out the ingredients in the
medicine. Finally, Hua Tuo got the secret formula of the herb medicine with help
from the monk.
Chinese herbal medicine, an important part of Chinese cultural heritage,
has great vitality, but people have different opinions about it. Some books
mentioned something about Chinese medicine or reflected people’s opinions
about Chinese medicine. The little main character in the book Later. Gator told
his feelings about Chinese herbal medicine, “On the third landing, I wrinkled my
nose. Mr. Wang, our landlord, was boiling another of his herbal cures. From
behind his door, I could hear him coughing. He has been coughing through all my
life, and all my life he’d been going to herbalists to get medicines. Each of them
smelled worse than the last.” (p. 18). This showed that the little Chinese American
boy might not like the smell and taste of the herbal medicine, but the old person
who came from China believed in it and had been taking it for a long time. The
old lady in the book April and the Dragon Lady believed and trusted Chinese
herbal medicine. She refused to go to the hospital to see the Western doctor or to
take Western medicine no matter how hard her granddaughter persuaded her.
The book Red Means Good Fortune mentioned something about an herbal
medicine store, which reflected the vitality of Chinese herbal medicine outside of
China. The uncle in the book ran an herb store, which showed that many Chinese
people believed and trusted herbal medicine even though they lived outside of
China for a long time. In fact, there are several Chinese herbal medicine stores in
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every Chinatown. Sometimes, Chinese people prefer to take Chinese medicine
rather than Western medicine because they believe herbal medicine is much better
than chemical medicine. Usually, their decision whether to see a Chinese medical
doctor or a Western medical doctor depends upon the disease, their health
situation, health insurance and their economic situation. This is why Mr. Wang in
the book Later, Gator never stopped taking Chinese herbal medicine.
Some books, relating to Chinese herbal medicine, including folktales and
legends, tell myths about immortal herbs and immortal human beings. What they
told in such books was not Chinese medicine but myths or something relating to
religious beliefs. The book Fourth Question is one of these. Yee-Lee, the poor
young man, went to Kun-Lun Mountain in order to get answers and advice from
the immortal wise man who lived in Kun-Lun Mountain. Kun-Lun Mountain is a
high mountain in the West of China. In literary books, Kun-Lun Mountain was
described as the place near heaven, in which many supernatural beings, immortal
beings and wise men lived. Kun-Lun Mountain was regarded as the place with
many immortal plants in terms of Chinese myths. As Zhang (1994) described
“When the heavenly emperors visited earth they lived on Kunlun Mountain, a
magical place of exotic creatures and plants” (p. 6-7).
On the whole, Chinese medicine has been practiced for thousands of
years. It has proved by its application that it has its strong vitality. Chinese
medicine, an important part of Chinese cultural heritage, has been accepted by
more and more people and counties. In some books, Chinese medicine was
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represented with the color of superstition, but Chinese medicine in most of the
books was described positively such as: The Second Son of Heaven. The Chi-Lin
Purse, First Apple, and Red Means Good Fortune, etc.

Traditional Ritual Customs

This category dealt with the traditional Chinese ritual customs, which
included four subdivisions: birthday, marriage, funeral, and ancestor worship.
According to Cormack (1974), “In considering matters of human interest in the
life of any nation or people, the most interesting are those customs and usage
connected with the daily life of the people. It is probably quite correct to say that
in most countries, funerals and weddings are events of daily occurrence.” (p. 3)
Birthday, marriage, funeral and ancestor worship are these kinds of events of
daily occurrence. With the influence of Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism, and
folk believing, each of them has its specific Chinese cultural background. In
considering its deeper and wider implications, the analysis focused on certain
cultural phenomena. Otherwise, the analysis of traditional ritual customs was
mainly on Han people’s customs in China. 1) Birthday was considered with two
ceremonies: ‘full-month’ and ‘first birthday’. 2) Marriage was dealt with in two
parts: engagement (arranged by parents), and marriage (red happy). 3) The
funeral included in two groups: white happy funeral (the death of an old person),
and regular funeral (the death of any age and for any reason). 4) Ancestor
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worship was analyzed in two parts: inside (daily or anniversary at home), and
outside (anniversary or Ching-ming festival at graveyard).

Birthday
The theme of birthday focused on the two ceremonies: ‘full-month’ and
‘first birthday’.
Everything for new babies is fresh, new and soft. Friends and relatives
arrive to bring gifts to the happy mother and the new baby to offer congratulations
after several days of the birth. When the baby is a month old, the family has a
celebration with a full-month red egg and a small or big feast. The red egg is one
that is boiled hard and dyed red to give to relatives and friends. As in weddings or
festivals, the color red is used because it means happiness and good luck. A small
or a big feast can happen in the late afternoon at home or in a restaurant.
Everyone gives the baby new clothes, toys, and red envelopes filled with money.
In the past or in the countryside, such parties are often given for boy babies,
especially for the first boy baby. As represented in the book Tales from Gold
Mountain, the father, a rich man, ordered: “Tell Chinatown we will hold the
biggest banquet ever seen” for the two newborn ‘sons’, (p. 20). Babies are often
given tiger hats and tiger shoes on their full-month. It is believed that the tiger has
special powers for protecting children. The tiger hat that covers baby’s head has
gold, silver and jade charms sewn on it for good luck. The tiger shoes with
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embroidered wide-open eyes are used to drive away evil spirits. (Stepanchuk,
1994)
On a baby’s first birthday, a big feast is given and one game is often
carried on. On that day, the child is made to sit in a large flat basket, which is
placed on a table. Parents lay out a pen, money, an abacus, ruler, scale, rouge, and
other things within reach of the baby’s hand. While the child sits in the basket, he
puts out his hand and takes hold of one of the articles, and whatever he takes hold
of indicates what he will be in later life (Cormack. 1974). A pen would indicate
that the child will be a scholar; the money, that he will be wealthy; an abacus and
scale would mean a merchant; the rouge would mean the child, if it is a boy, will
be a dandy. All of these above were traditional customs for a baby’s birthday in
China, especially in northern China. Traditionally, after the first birthday, little
attention was paid to the birthday of children and young people. Birthdays only
became of importance again when the ages of fifty, sixty and seventy years were
reached. (Cormack. 1974).
However, it was hard to find a representation of the celebration for a
baby’s ‘full-month’ or ‘first birthday’ in the selected books. What was found
about little babies in a few books was that the mother killed her baby in the book
The Joy Luck Club and the father exchanged his two girls for two boys in the
book Tales from the Gold Mountain.
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Marriage
The category of marriage dealt with the two parts: betrothal (arranged by
parents), and marriage (red joyous occasion), because, generally, a marriage in
China includes two procedures: betrothal and marriage. Traditionally, marriage
was arranged for the individual not by his/her own free choice, but by his/her
parents, grandparents or other aged relatives.
The first important thing for a betrothal was to identify the match of the
boy’s and girl’s “eight characters”, which indicated the year, month, day of the
month, the hour of the boy’s birth and the girl’s birth. If it was found that the
animals representing the years of the birth and the times of the birth of the two
children were incompatible, the little girl was rejected as being unfit to mate with
the little boy. For example, if the years were represented by the dragon and the
tiger, then there would be no peace in that union. Should, however, the animal of
the boy’s birth year be the dragon, and the girl’s birth year be the snake, that
would be a good union, as the dragon would dominate the snake. After different
examinations and comparisons of the “eight characters”, a girl was selected as
being a suitable mate for the boy (Cormack, 1974). The girl in the book The Joy
Luck Club became betrothed to Huang TaitaVs son because her eight characters
were good. The matchmaker told Huang Taitai: “An earth horse for an earth
sheep. This is the best marriage combination... She is a strong horse. She will
grow up to be a hard worker who serves you well in your old age.” (p. 44).
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Sometimes, the arrangement was made in the early years, and the little
future daughter-in-law was taken to the mother-in-law’s home and was treated as
a little servant, sometimes having a very hard life. This was mostly done in the
country among the poorer classes. Many people preferred “early betrothals-at the
age of seven, eight, or nine years. This is likely so specially in the case of a
preferred mating. But there was no formal rule about it, and betrothals at sixteen,
seventeen, or eighteen years of age are by no means rare.” (Hsu, 1948, p. 88). The
traditional custom was represented in the book The Joy Luck Club. The parents
made the engagement for the girl and the boy when they were very young. The
girl went to Huang's family as a betrothed when she was twelve. It was the first
time she saw her future husband as a little boy; “when the firecrackers went off,
he cried loud-Wah!-with a big open mouth even though he was not a baby” (p.
46). The first day when the girl arrived, she was “hurried upstairs to the second
floor and into the kitchen, which was a place where family children didn’t usually
go. This was a place for cooks and servants” (p. 49), the girl knew her standing in
the family. The other example: the little girl in Red Means Good Fortune was a
betrothal and did hard work every day for her mother-in-law’s business in a
Chinatown in America. The story showed that the Chinese people lived in
America, but they kept the traditional customs in America.
At the end of a long or short betrothal, the wedding (red joyous occasion)
took place. The wedding, unlike the betrothal, was a very formal affair. In it
certain rites and ceremonies were essential. The year of the wedding was
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determined by the boy’s family. The book The Joy Luck Club showed all the
customs through the stories. The following is a kind of Confucian steps on
weddings, which became the canonical liturgy for family rituals and the basis for
all later imperial or private liturgies.
Sending the betrothal gifts;
Asking the girl’s name;
Sending news of the favorable divination;
Sending the wedding gifts;
Asking the time of the ceremony;
Escorting the bride in person;
The shared meal and wine;
The bride and groom left alone in the chamber;
The bride meeting her parents-in-law the next day
(Ebrey, 1991, p. 20).
The date and hour when the wedding was to take place were exclusively
chosen by the boy’s family, upon the advice of a diviner. After the marriage, the
life of the young wife was not always a bed of roses. If the mother-in-law was a
harsh and tyrannical woman, she could make the lives of her subordinates
miserable, because a daughter-in-law was supposed to wait on her mother-in-law,
and be submissive to her, bearing all sorts of treatment with patience (Cormack,
1974).
Amy Tan, the author of the book The Joy Luck Club, vividly described the
girl’s life from a betrothed to a wife, and represented the traditional Chinese
culture and customs through the story. When the girl was very young, her parents
had arranged her marriage through a matchmaker. Since then she lost the love of
her family. She said: “because I was promised to the Huang’s son for marriage,
my own family began treating me as if I belonged to somebody else” (P. 45).
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When she reached the age of twelve, she went to Huang’s house as the betrothed,
and worked very hard as a slave. She was treated very badly after her marriage,
because she could not bear grandchildren for her mother-in-law. “Bad wife!” the
mother-in-law cried. “If you refuse to sleep with my son, I refuse to feed you and
clothe you.” (p. 57). In order to have a baby, the girl had to drink a terrible tasting
medicine four times a day, and lie in bed all day, never getting up.
Marriage, as a common topic, was talked about in many of the books. The
fictional book The Joy Luck Club vividly represented the traditional Chinese
customs and culture about the procedures of marriage, and authentically reflected
Chinese women’s lives and fate in the past through stories. Other brief
descriptions relating to marriage were found in the fictional books The Luminous
Pearl; The Fourth Question; Lichee Tree; A Grain of Rice; and Willow Pattern
Story.

Funeral
Chinese people believe that birth, marriage and death are the three
important events in the life of the individual. Generally, birth and marriage are
called “red joyous occasions” which are regarded as happy events in the family,
but death is not, because any kind of funeral is followed by crying and weeping in
China. Death is the event that means an individual is separated from his family
forever and changed from the world of being to the world of spirit, so Chinese
people regard any death as a sad event in a family. The death of an old person is
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called “white joyous occasion” in a family. The color of red stands for joy and
happiness, and specifically applies to weddings. The color of white stands for the
opposite of red, and specifically applies to funerals. As the customs of funeral
vary in different parts of China, the subdivision of funeral was only concerned
about the attitudes toward the funerals of old people and the death of young
people.
During any funeral, people eat simple food and wear plain clothes, and
there is no laughing and no loud talking. The elaboration of a funeral varies
according to age, in addition to the economic condition of the family and the
social status of the dead. Generally, an aged person’s funeral was regarded as an
important family event that took a lot of time and cost a lot of money. The funeral
ceremony for aged people varies in different places in China. In the north of
China, according to Cormack (1974), as soon as the death of an old person took
place in a rich family, a diviner was called in. The diviner then told the family the
day and the time which would be propitious for the funeral ceremonies and other
information. The coffin for the old man was large and very heavy with a shining
black or black and red color. The coffins of the poor and of children were usually
made of plain, thin white boards roughly put together. After the funeral, in a rich
family, “was the big feast that gathered the clansmen... This was one of the few
occasions when the entire membership of hundreds and sometimes thousands of
members were gathered at one place and the group tie was renewed” (Yang, 1961,
p. 43).
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Otherwise, some traditional acts were practiced during the funeral in order
to help the dead have comfort and happiness in their life in the other world. These
included the typical practice of dressing the corpse in the best clothes available;
putting gold, silver, pearls, or other objects symbolic of great value into the
corpse’s mouth; burning paper money, paper houses, paper human beings and
animals, etc. These sacrifices implied that death was not the final severance of the
dead from the living, but that the dead had merely passed on to another existence.
Many vivid descriptions about the grand auntie Du’s funeral that contained many
traditional Chinese cultures and customs could be seen in the book The Kitchen
God’s Wife. Usually, people paid attention to the funeral procession march. The
funeral procession march in the book The Happy Funeral had cars and trucks,
which was different from the traditional one in the book The Joy Luck Club.
Otherwise, any kind of problem happened during the funeral procession march
would scare people, as the girl said in the book The Joy Luck Club: “one hot
summer day.. .we stood outside watching a village funeral procession marching
by our courtyard. Just as it passed our gate, the heavy framed picture of the dead
man toppled from its stand and fell to the dusty ground. An old lady screamed and
fainted. My brother laughed and Auntie slapped him.” (p. 35).
Normally, people don’t pay much attention to the ceremony for the death
of young people. Hsu (1948) did research in the south of China and stated: “Dead
children are not entitled to any funeral at all. An unmarried adolescent boy or girl
may be given a small funeral. Even if the family is very well-to-do and makes the
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funeral resemble that of a young married person, his or her body may not be
buried in the family graveyard and has to be taken to any public graveyard” (p.
154.). Cormack (1974) did her research in the north of China before 1922. She
stated: “On the death of an infant, the burial takes place at once and with no
ceremony... Up to the age of fifteen years, no special rites are observed on the
death of a child” (p. 65). Because Chinese people pay more attention to the
ceremony for the death of an aged person, it was very hard to find any description
of a ceremony for the death of a child in the fictional books.

Ancestor Worship
Since ancient times, Chinese people, besides believing in gods, have
observed the custom of ancestor worship. They believe in a life after death. Some
very rich families set up shrines to their ancestors and appointed priests to look
after them. People believe that the spirits of the dead could influence the lives of
their descendants on earth. The family hopes to gain the goodwill of their
ancestors and pray to their ancestors at home or outside (Boase, 1978). The
category of ancestor worship included two parts: inside (daily or anniversary at
home), and outside (Ching-ming festival at graveyard).
According to Baker (1979), every day incense would be offered to
ancestors in front of ancestor tablets. Tablets with the names of the dead written
on them were set up on special tables in a room where the ancestors could watch
over the doings of their descendants. The ancestor tablet could take several forms.
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The most common tablet was a narrow wooden block about one foot in height
sunk into a wooden base support. The name, generation number and attainments
of the ancestor was written or carved on the front. It was as the description in the
book The Ch’i-Lin Purse:

. .She found herself standing in front of an altar,

where two candles and some incense sticks were burning. But in the place where
people usually put the wooden named-tablets of their ancestors was the Ch’i-Lin
Purse” (p. 10).
On the first and fifteenth days of the lunar month, days that were
considered particularly auspicious for ritual activity, the ancestors would share the
offerings of foods, fruits and money in addition to tea and incense. It could be
seen that gods and ancestors were worshipped with foods, fruit, flowers and
burning incense during the lunar New Year in the book Lion Dancer (p.10). The
children in the family bowed to worship at the altar before having the New Year’s
feast. At the lunar New Year, the most active time of all for worshipping, the
ancestors would receive more elaborate offerings, and on the anniversaries of
their birth-dates or death-dates, they were again remembered. They partook of all
special foods that were prepared by the family for weddings or full-month feasts
or other ceremonies and festivals. They were, then, very much a part of the
everyday life of the family. Women usually undertook the daily worship. But on
the most important occasions, such as New Year or an ancestor’s death-date
(within three years), it would be undertaken by a man, and particularly the male
head of the family. The picture book Lion Dancer represented the traditional
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custom authentically. On the New Year’s eve, the father in the book honored the
school’s ancestors in his Kung-Fu school of ChinaTown in New York.
Every Year, the family would worship their ancestors outside at the
graveyard once or more than once. The principal occasion for grave visiting was
during the spring Qing Ming festival. It was the time of the Qing Ming festival
that the family members cleaned up the gravesites, weeded and swept, repainted
and repaired. The ancestors were sacrificed to and worshipped by the whole
family. Some families repeated the ceremony during the Chong Yang festival in
autumn. Beyond these two occasions, attention was seldom paid to the graves
(Baker, 1979). According to the traditional custom, people should worship their
ancestors at the graveyard once or more in a year, otherwise they felt guilty. The
boy in the book Dragon’s Gate felt regret that he didn’t worship his parents every
year at the graveyard. He said: “I felt guilty that I hadn’t kept them clean. The
markers were muddy from the rain and spotted with bird droppings; and with my
sleeve I tried to tidy them.” (p. 47).
Though marriage, death and ancestor worship are the common events in
an individual’s life, they were not represented as common topics in the fictional
books which belong to the field of children’s and adolescents’ literature. Through
the cultural perspective, sometimes the details about marriage, death and ancestor
worship, especially details about the specific cultural customs that differentiated
one group from another, made stories more vivid and authentic. Lion Dancer is
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one of the books that offer many specific cultural details to help readers
understand Chinese people.

Religious Beliefs

The critique in this part was confined mainly to the traditional Chinese
religions that had become firmly integrated in parts of the Chinese culture. These
included Buddhism, Taoism, and popular religions.
There is an endless debate on Chinese religion in western countries,
claiming China is the land of three religions: Confucianism, Taoism, and
Buddhism (Soothill, 1923), or that Chinese are not religious people (Tsai, 1979).
In China, Confucianism is not classified as a religion, though it has been
normative in the West to assume that Confucianism is one of the religions.
Otherwise, China is not the land of three religions, instead there are many
religions in China such as Islam, Christianity and so on in addition to Taoism and
Buddhism.
It is common in the West to assume that there are three religions in China;
Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism. However, Feng Yu-lan (1948) a famous
modem Chinese scholar, declared in the middle of this century: “Confucianism,
as we have seen, is not a religion.” (p. 3). He stated: “To the Westerner, who sees
that the life of the Chinese people is permeated with Confucianism, it appears that
Confucianism is a religion. As a matter of fact, however, Confucianism is no
more a religion... It is tme that the Four Books have been the Bible of the Chinese
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people, but in the Four Books there is no story of creation, and no mention of a
heaven or hell.” (p. 1). Feng’s definition about religion is “Religion has
something to do with life. In the heart of every great religion there is a
philosophy. In fact, every great religion is a philosophy with a certain amount of
superstructure, which consists of superstitions, dogmas, rituals and institutions.”
(1948, p. 3). According to this notion of religion, the supernatural factor can be
the important component to define religion, and the supernatural element can be
the outstanding mark to define the religious life. Chinese religions such as Taoism
and Buddhism are built on the foundation of beliefs in gods and spirits and on
ritualistic acts and organizations. On the other hand, Confucianism does fall into
Feng’s definition of religion, it has been practiced as a sociopolitical doctrine.
Confucianism set up no gods as the premise of its teachings and its basic
principles, and it was developed mainly from pragmatic considerations.
Yang (1961) stated: “Confucianism was regarded as a sociopolitical
doctrine having religious qualities” (p. 27). In fact, Confucius (551-479 BC)
taught a practical way of life that is more a philosophy or a way of thinking than a
religion. The teachings of Confucius have influenced Chinese education,
government, and social life for 2,000 years. As Boase (1978) explained:
“Confucius taught that loyalty, sincerity, courtesy, and respect for parents were
the proper ways of conduct. He believed official positions should be earned by
talent and education, not by birth.” (p. 25). Since it was hard to identify
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Confucianism as a religion, it was not discussed at all through the critique in this
category.

Buddhism
According to Soothill (1923), in the middle section of the first millennium
before the Christian era, China saw the rise of Confucius, and other philosophers;
India gave to the world Buddha. In ancient China no religion of god-worship had
emerged until the middle of Han dynasty (206BC-220) when Buddhism was
transplanted from India, where it had developed in the middle of the 6th century
BC. Buddhism gained a firm foothold before the Tang dynasty. From then until
recent times it has been an important religion in China, even though the fortune of
Buddhism followed a predictable cycle. When China was at incessant war,
Buddhism spread. When peace was regained, Buddhism prospered. When
Buddhism became prosperous and powerful, suppression began.
Buddha’s essential doctrine was embodied in the Basic Four Noble Truths;
1) widespread suffering exists, 2) its cause is craving or desire, 3) it is possible to
overcome suffering, and 4) one should try to attain nirvana. A person who wants
to attain nirvana has to try through the self-training of the Noble Eightfold Path,
which includes right faith; right resolve; right speech; right action; right living;
right effort; right thought; and right meditation (Hsia, 1992). The strict following
of Buddhist law and deep thinking leads to a state of nirvana. When a soul
reaches this state the cycle of birth and rebirth is broken, and a person is one with
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paradise (Knox, 1979). Buddha was the example of a person who is one with
paradise after the cycle of birth and rebirth is broken. It was said when Buddha
was in heaven, he knew that his time had come for his last rebirth, after which he
would become Buddha. He chose Mahayaya as his mother and entered her womb
under the appearance of an elephant at midnight. She died seven days after he was
bom (Hsia, 1992).
Buddhists believe that people are bom over and over again on the earth.
The three worlds and three concepts are each related to the other: the past affects
the present which in turn causes what will happen in the future. That means those
who do good things will be rewarded; those who do bad things will be punished.
For example, an individual’s life is good or bad depending on what he did in his
previous life. As a man, or as an animal, Knox (1979) explained “depending on
the sort of life they led last time.. .it is possible to escape from this by following
the teaching of the Buddha. This means giving up all desires” (p. 19). Many
Chinese folktales represented causality, retribution, and reincarnation of
Buddhism as the main ideas through the stories in the books, such as The Shell
Woman and the King, The Fourth Question, The Luminous Pearl, A Brush with
Magic, and The Empty Pot etc.
The major reason Buddhism survived in China was the integration of
Buddhism and Confucianism. For example: filial duty to the parents and loyalty
to the state were the ideas of Confucianism; in Buddhism, a man’s wishes to save
his parents or to survive were the major barriers to attaining Nirvana, a state
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where a man was truly emancipated. This kind of Chinese culture could be seen in
the books The Fourth Question, April and the Dragon Ladv. The Ghost Fox. A
Letter to the King, The Voice of the Great Bell, etc. In China, many monks were
Confucian scholars, and many Confucian scholars were Buddhists. On the other
hand, Buddhism as a religion promised the common people an easy way to
salvation by believing in the Three Worlds, the Four Noble Truths and following
the Eightfold Noble Path through meditation. As Buddhism blended with people’s
common beliefs, its simplicity in mass teaching commanded a huge number of
followers.

Taoism
According to Knox (1979), Taoism was one of the two important
philosophies in China, which were worked out during the Chou period. The first
one was Confucianism, the second one was Taoism. The Tao, the idea behind this
belief, is the principle of nature. It is the way by which everything in nature
works. By following it, man can live in peace and harmony with the world. The
Tao stresses simplicity, humility, quiet, plainness and peace. It is against all
organization and man-made systems.
Is Taoism a philosophy or a religion? Feng (1948) pointed out: “There is a
distinction between Taoism as a philosophy, which is called Tao chia (the Taoist
school), and the Taoist religion (Tao chiao)... Taoism as a philosophy teaches the
doctrine of following nature, while Taoism as a religion teaches the doctrine of
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working against nature” (p. 3). For instance, according to Lao Tzu and Chuang
Tzu, life followed by death is the course of nature, and man should follow this
natural course calmly. But the main teaching of Taoist religion is the principle and
technique of how to avoid death, which is expressly working against nature. Some
Taoists spent their whole life studying the wisdom and peace of nature, hoping to
become immortal.
The basic idea of Taoism was written by Lao Tzu, who was probably bom
in 605 B.C. The life of Lao Tzu is a riddle. All of the legends about him were
written by later Taoists who deified and glorified him as the founder of Taoism.
His death was never recorded, but it was said that after he rode a black ox to the
mountains, he was never seen again. It was said that The book of Tao Te Chine
was written upon the request of an official, who insisted that Lao Tzu write his
thoughts for posterity. Lao Tzu then wrote the famous 5,000-words Tao Te Chine
and left it with the official. The idea of Tao is the way of life, the way of thinking,
the way of living, and the way of nature. For example: Lao Tzu began with the
function of “Nothingness” and then expounded on the essence of “Nothingness”.
For Lao Tzu, life itself was a paradox. From the moment life was conceived, it
was racing toward death, which was the ultimate nothing. He expounded that
people built a house and cut doors and windows in the walls, but the usefulness of
the house and of the doors and windows depended upon the nothingness of the
space enclosed. Two hundred years later, Chuang Tzu (369-286 BC) filled Tao
with flesh and blood, by expanding and enhancing its concept. Both of them
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believed in the futility of struggle, achievement, fame, reputation, wealth, and
position... because they were convinced that in the beginning and at the end of life
there was nothing. Nothing was surrounded by emptiness and void... There is no
escape for anyone, whether he is a king or a shoemaker (Hsia, 1992).
During the later Han dynasty (206 BC-220), Taoism began to depart from
metaphysics to the individual attainment of godhood, and became an organized
religion. In the second century, a Taoist named Chang Tao-Ling, used charms and
magic in rituals to attract a large number of followers, and established Taoism, the
religion. (Hsia, 1992). Since then, numerous Taoist gods and goddesses were
created, as could be seen from the popular Chinese novel The Investiture of Gods.
The Jade Emperor of the Heaven used his authority to control all gods, goddesses
and other superbeings. Meanwhile, the gods, goddesses and superbeings used
their authorities to control and influence human beings’ fate and lives. All of the
information could be found from the popular Chinese novel The Pilgrimage to the
West; the popular Chinese folktale The Cowherd and the Girl Weaver; and also
could be found from the children’s books Why Rat Comes First; How the Ox Star
Fell from Heaven; The Junior Thunder Lord, etc. Otherwise, the mixture of
religious beliefs and the observing of Confucianism could be seen in the
children’s book The Voice of the Great Bell; and The Fourth Question, etc.
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PopulBr Beliefs
Buddhism and Taoism as discussed above are regarded as the religious
systems in traditional China, but they are somewhat too philosophical and abstract
for the masses of Chinese to comprehend or practice in everyday life. As a matter
of fact, most Chinese people are unconsciously influenced by popular beliefs (folk
beliefs), because, to the masses, these folk beliefs are practical and much easier to
comprehend. Popular beliefs in China have various faiths in gods; spirits;
ancestors; and ghosts, etc. Chamberlain (1983) declared: “I believe that the
Chinese have one religion, one that is nameless, anthologized and abiding” (p. 6).
He emphasized that the real Chinese religion is Chinese gods. As Chinese folk
beliefs possess various faiths from many sources, this category was limited to
examining beliefs in gods represented in the children’s and adolescents’ fictional
books.
The gods in folk beliefs came from a wide variety of sources. Some gods
were found in Taoism or Buddhism, some were historical personalities, while
others were the heroes of classical or historical fictions. To the masses of Chinese
people, it didn’t matter whether the god they worshiped was a Buddhist god, a
Taoist god, or a folk hero. They believed them because they were more powerful.
Allan (1979) stated: “Each god, theoretically, had a designated duty or function
for the purpose of helping and assisting people” (p. 27). No one knows exactly
how many gods were worshipped in China. However, depending on the folk
beliefs, Jade Emperor was regarded as the high god in China, who lived in the
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heaven, and supervised the functional coordination of all the gods. As the gods in
folk beliefs came from a wide variety of sources, the following discussion was
about the gods in Chinese myth; the gods in Taoism and Buddhism; the gods who
were historical personalities; and the gods who were the heroes of classical and
historical fictions.
According to Chinese myth, after Pangu separated the sky and the earth,
earth spirits moved up to the sky and became the first gods. Each of them created
his own empire and had specific power (Zhang, 1994). Many myth stories told
something about the gods such as: Nuwa Made Human Beings; Nuwa Mended the
Sky; Yi Shot Down Nine Suns; Shen-nons (Peasant God) Showed How to Grow
Food, etc. Later on many folktales told stories about superbeings and human

beings such as: The Cowherd and the Weaving Girl; Chans-er Flew to the Moon,
and so on. The children’s fictional books, Er-lang and the Sun and How the Ox
Star Fell from Heaven represented the specific cultural information. The story Er¬
lang and the Sun is very similar to the traditional Chinese myth story Yi Shooted
Down Nine Suns. But the big difference between the two stories is that there were

seven suns instead of nine suns in the story Er-lang and the Sun. Another
difference is that Er-lang buried the suns one by one but did not shoot the suns
one by one. According to Chinese myth, Shen-nong , the peasant god with an ox
head, taught human beings how to plough, sow and harvest. How the Ox Star Fell
from Heaven represented the cultural information on agriculture authentically. It
was the ox whose duty related to agriculture. It might sound strange if a dog or a
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snake took over the ox’s position in the book. The book Why Rat Comes First
told the relationship between god and human beings, and represented the specific
Chinese cultural information on the Chinese zodiac vividly.
Some gods were the heroes of classical or historical fictions. Tsai (1979)
found more than one-third of the gods in her sample to be heroes in the three
popular novels: Fens Sheri Yan Yi (The Investiture of the Gods); Sui Tans Yan Yi
(History of the Sui and Tang Dynasties); and San Kuo Zhi Yan Yi (History of the
Three Kingdoms). The gods in the famous fictionalized historical novel Fens
Shen Yan Yi (The Investiture of the Gods) were Taoist gods such as the third

prince Na Cha; Na Cha’s father Li Ching and so on. The interesting story about
the eight immortals crossing the sea in the fiction The Pilsrimase to the East told
something about the Taoist gods. The folk religious gods like Kuan Gong; Zhang
Fei; and Liu Bei were the main heroes in the very popular historical novel San
Kuo Yan Yi (History of the Three Kingdoms / Romance of the Three Kingdoms).

Some novels represented the religious culture of both Buddhism and Taoism
through the religious gods. For example: the characters like Tathagata, and Kuan
Yin as the Buddhist gods, Jade Emperor and Na Cha as the Taoist Gods appeared
in the famous classical novel The Pilsrimase to the West.
Kuan-yin Bodhisattva is a Buddhist goddess, and Tathagata is the high
Buddhaist god. The Jade Emperor is the high Taoist god. In temples, they are the
popular gods worshipped by Chinese people. Yang found that in Chinese villages
the largest and most impressive buildings were generally religious structures.
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(Yang, 1961). The gods were worshipped in temples because Chinese people
believed the gods and hoped to get help from them. For example: When a family
wanted a boy, the mother in the family went to a temple to worship Kuan-yin, and
asked her to bless the family with a boy. The grandmother in the book Land of
Promise went to a Buddhist temple to worship the gods and asked them to bless
her family.
Some folk religious gods like Kuan Gong, Bao Gong in China or Den
Cheng Gong in Taiwan were historical personalities. Due to their special
contributions, people highly respected them, and regarded them as gods because
they were believed to have special talents and power. Kuan Ti (Kuan Gong),
typically, was a very popular god in folk beliefs. Kuan Yu (Kuan Ti) was, prior to
his deification, an historical figure who lived from 162-220 AD. He was a mighty
warrior of great repute and his story was told in one of the popular Chinese novels
“The Romance of the Three Kingdoms”. In many houses, especially during the
New Year, there is an altar on the wall containing a picture of Kuan Ti, the red
faced god of war. The picture always faces the entrance to scare demons and evil
spirits away. Even “in Hong Kong, the Police Force especially the C.I.D. Every
C.I.D. office is graced with a large altar to Kuan Ti or Kuan Gong. It is a nice
touch to have the triads and police praying to the same patron” (Chamberlain,
1983, p. 62). The story of Kuan Yu and his rise to Kuan Ti or Kuan Gong is the
most illustrious example of an historical man’s deification. This was one source
of gods, but by no means the only one.
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In China, Kuan Yu is well known as a very popular historical figure in
literary works, and he is also well known as the God of War in folk religion
named Kuan Ti or Kuan Gong, but he is not well known in America. He was
misrepresented as a worthy man due to pictures, for example: as we know he was
deified as the embodiment of strength and peace, however, in the picture book
The Voice of the Great Bell, his personality and social identity were changed. The
main character in the book was named Kouan Yu. He was concerned as Guan Yu
because Kouan Yu and Guan Yu has the same pronunciation in Chinese. It is well
known that Guan Yu was a famous person in Chinese history, Chinese literary
works, and in Chinese folk religion, so it is really strange to hear another
historical person suddenly named Guan Yu, too. On the second page of the book,
it said “Nearly five hundred years ago the Emperor of China, Son of Heaven,
commanded a worthy man, Kouan-Yu, to have a bell made so big that the sound
might be heard for a hundred miles.” The historical information represented in
the book does not sound authentic. First of all, Guan Yu was a famous general, a
mighty warrior, and was regarded as the God of War after his death. Secondly, he
was an historical figure who lived (162 AD-220 AD) about seventeen hundred
years ago, but not five hundred years ago. Finally, according to Chinese culture, if
the Emperor commanded a person to have a bell made, generally, the Emperor
would command a person with authority to do it, like a general, but not a general
of Guan Yu’s ranking, for his role in the empire was for more important matters.
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Depending on the descriptions in the famous classical novels, one of the
functions of dragon is to summon wind and rain, make thunder and lightning. In
the children’s book Chinese New Year’s Dragon, the grandmother told the little
girl that “long ago in China, people believed that the dragon had power over all
water. They believed that there were river dragons and rain dragons. The rain
dragon made thunder and lightning when it crossed the sky.” (p. 16). The power
of the dragon told by the grandmother matches the function of the dragon
represented in the classical Chinese novels. The dragon appearing in the novels
belonged to Taoist gods because they were controlled by the Jade Emperor.
According to Chamberlain (1983), Lei Gong (God of Thunder) was one of the
Buddhist gods. One of his powers was also to summon wind and rain. “Lei Gong
is the God of thunder and it is him who hurls thunder-bolts to the earth...The
Goddess of Lightning, Tien Mu...it is she who produces the light...”(P. 153).
Depending on the religious information from the famous classical novels, the
impression is that the dragon and the thunder god have the same function and both
of them belong to the same rank. The picture book The Junior Thunder Lord told
the story about the god of thunder. The thunder god told a human-being Yue why
he was on the earth. “I told an uppity dragon what I thought of him.
Unfortunately, he was a king, so I was condemned to live in the earth for three
years. But now my punishment is over!” (p. 20). Generally, the gods who
belonged to different religions didn’t fight and control each other according to the
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representations in the famous classical Chinese novels. The dragon couldn’t be a
king to control the thunder god who was at the same rank as the dragon was.
Chinese people’s thinking and beliefs are greatly influenced by folk
religion, a mixture of religions, so it is not right to say that Chinese people are
superstitious. In daily life, many people also believe in Feng-Shui (wind-water),
an entire gamut of symbolism to judge the environment. For example: when a
man wants to build a house, or wants to find a site for a grave, he has to think
about Feng-Shui, and has to call in an expert in Feng-Shui, because few Chinese
understand the system in its entirety though they make use of it. The Feng-Shui
expert works with a compass and makes calculations on the basis of certain
assumptions. One of the most basic concepts of Feng-Shui is the symbolism that
attaches to the points of the compass. The following theory practiced by the Fengshui experts is from Taoism “ South refers to summer and life; north - winter and
death; east - spring and harmony; west - autumn and harmony. (Chamberlain,
1983. p. 13). That is why, generally, the front door of a house or temple is always
assumed to be facing south.
Buddhism in its original form was a negative philosophy and religion,
aiming at the reduction of suffering. Confucians attempted to create a virtuous,
benevolent world where every person lives in accordance with rules and
proprieties. Taoism preached the natural way for a person to be harmonious with
nature. Chinese Popular religion was a folk religion mixed with Chinese people’s
beliefs.
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Traditional Festivals

All the traditional Chinese festivals are connected with various beliefs and
legends. All of them are celebrated year round according to the Chinese lunar
calendar. The Chinese New Year (Spring Festival), the most important and
exciting festival in a year, is the festival that rings out the Old Year and rings in
the New Year, which starts on the first day of the first lunar month according to
the Chinese lunar calendar (sometimes between January and February according
to the Western calendar). The western calendar has been used in China since
1911, though it was not fully adopted until 1949. In 1911, when the last imperial
dynasty of the Qing was overthrown, the new government decided to drop the
traditional lunar calendar. But while the days of the western calendar are
followed, the years are still numbered in the old way. So now both the traditional
Chinese lunar calendar and the western calendar are numbered in China. The
critique in this category referred to the traditional festivals in the sequence of
lunar months such as: The New Year; Lantern Festival; Ching Ming Festival;
Dragon Boat Festival; and Moon Festival.

Chinese New Year & Lantern Festival
Chinese New Year (Spring Festival) is the first day of the first month of
the lunar calendar. Chinese New Year is a national holiday, which lasts from
several days to about two weeks to the Lantern Festival. Generally, New Year’s
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Eve and New Year’s Days are considered as a family affair, a time of reunion.
Almost every Chinese family observes the traditional custom that the time before
the Chinese New Year comes is the right time to clear the house thoroughly, to
pay off all debts, and to prepare well for a prosperous year ahead. The little girl in
The New Year’s Dragon said: “When nainai (grandma) began to scrub every
comer of the house, I knew that soon it would be the New Year. Nainai says she
cleans everything so that no bad luck from the old year will follow us into the
new.” (p.2).
Chinese New Year has been celebrated with firecrackers, red color, and
lighted red lanterns. As with so many other common elements of Chinese culture,
there is a legend explaining why firecrackers, red color, and lighted lanterns are
so popular during the festival. In ancient times, there was a horrible monster
called nian, who always attacked human beings at the end of the year (Stepanchuk
&Wong, 1991). As the monster had three weakness-it was frightened by noise;
lighting; and red color, people set off firecrackers, decorated the doors and
windows of their house with red, and lighted red lanterns to frighten nian away.
The cultural information of the festival was represented in the book Lion Dancer.
The traditional ritual of the festival was given in honor of heaven gods,
and the family ancestors. Incense, food and wine were presented to ensure
continued blessings and good fortune. In certain country areas but not in the cities
of China, people used to worship the kitchen god before and during the Spring
Festival in order to make him feel happy. It was said that the kitchen god went up
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to heaven to report on the household before the Spring Festival. If his report was
good, then the family would be looked after well and would be lucky in the new
year (Stepanchuk &Wong, 1991). Sometimes the words on the long red strips
pasted on either side of the picture of the kitchen god in the kitchen room said
such things as: “When you go up to Heaven, report favorable” and “ When you
come back down to earth, bring good luck”. Many Chinese Americans still
observe the traditional custom in the United States. In the book Lion Dancer,
before having dinner, the three children worship the gods first by bowing at the
altar. Some foods were placed for the gods in front of the altar (p. 10). There were
Fu signs on windows, doors, and walls in houses for the New Year. In the book,

The New Year’s Dragon, it said: “ Fu is the Chinese word for good fortune or
wealth. People hang the fu upside down for extra good luck.” (p.10).
As Chinese New Year is celebrated as a family affair, a time of reunion, in
China today, people consider that it is a valuable and pleasant time for people to
be at home and share the New Year’s foods with their families together. Some
people, whose work places are far away, ask for a few weeks leave to travel home
to celebrate the festival with their families. On the first day of the festival, one of
the popular New Year foods in the north of China is the Chinese dumpling jiaozi.
As the book The New Year’s Dragon described: “Nainai made little pillows of
dough filled with vegetables and meat, called jiaozi. The Jiaozi are usually made
in northern China at New Year. To make jiaozi, you press the sides of the dough
together. They remind people about friendship and family togetherness.” (p. 10).
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But the people in the south of China are used to having rice and other dishes as
their New Year foods. The family in the book Lion Dancer has rice with other
dishes instead of Chinese dumplings. As it said on page 11: “There are oysters,
fishable, shrimp, chicken, pork, seaweed, lotus root, and of course, rice. What a
feast!”.
During the New Year when people, friends, and relatives meet together,
they often greet each other with the words GongXi Fa Cai (Happiness and Good
Fortune to You). Children often get money in red envelopes from their parents
and other adults. The children in the book Lion Dancer got red envelopes with
money in it from their Uncle Jimmy. During the festival, they go inside
restaurants and stores to bring good-luck blessings. Every place they go, people
give them red envelopes. The little girl in The New Year’s Dragon said: “ Just
like any other New Year’s Eve, the adults gave us children red and gold
envelopes with money inside, called hongbao. Hongbao means “red envelope” in
Chinese. The money is called “lucky money.” (p. 14). The other traditional
custom was also reflected in the book Lion Dancer, that the three children had to
wear their new clothes at the beginning of the festival. “When we get home, my
mother is waiting for us. She helps me put on my new clothes. Jenny helps
Warren with his. It is our custom to wear something brand-new for the New Year.
That way, the evil spirits won’t recognize us.” (p. 8).
About two weeks after the New Year, there is the Lantern Festival (the
fifth day of the first month). Between the New Year and the Lantern Festival,
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children have been excitedly playing with their beautiful silk or paper lanterns
which their parents or relatives bought for them. The Lantern Festival’s night is
the last and the most exciting night. All the children come out to the streets or the
community center to light their beautiful lanterns shaped like goldfish, birds,
animals or simply great round red globes. These lanterns are lit with a small
candle and carried through the streets. The beautiful enchantment of the bobbed
lanterns glowing in the cold dark winter night make everyone feel that they were
in a dream.
During the New Year and the Lantern Festival, adults and children like to
set off firecrackers, “possibly with the original intention of encouraging spring
rains to help the growth of early crops” (Wood, 1981, p.17). In the children’s
book The New Year’s Dragon, this cultural belief was explained “people once
thought that the dragon went to sleep in winter and woke up in the spring, just in
time to bring the spring rains. In New Year, people set off fire-crackers to make
sure the dragon did not sleep too long.” (p. 16).

Chine Ming Festival
The Ching Ming festival (Clear and Bright Festival) occurs on the 4th, 5th
or 6th of the fourth month of the Chinese lunar calendar. It is the day that people
honor their ancestors, going out to their ancestors’ graves, sweeping, weeding,
and setting up a picnic with wines, or burning paper money in front of the tombs.
Everything is organized well because ancestors are believed to live in an
afterworld that’s like the world of the living.
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In modem China, the Qing Ming Festival has officially become a day to
honor the revolutionary martyrs who fought and died for the revolution and
against oppression in the past. During the day, school children are often taken to
the graveyards of the revolutionary martyrs to get revolutionary education.

Dragon Boat Festival
The Dragon Boat Festival, one of the best-known traditional festivals, is
celebrated throughout China on the 5th of the fifth month of the Chinese lunar
calendar. During the festival, people eat sticky rice cakes which are made with
glutinous rice and sweet dates, red beans, or meat wrapped in bamboo leaves and
boiled or steamed. Both the boat races and the glutinous rice cakes are connected
in honor of the great Chinese poet and patriot Qu Yuan. In the year 288 BC, he
threw himself into a river in protest against corruption in the government. As he
was greatly respected, the local people threw rice into the water for the fish to eat
so that they would not eat Qu Yuan's body. The boat races in the south of China
might have their origin in a search for Qu Yuan’s body. For thousands of years,
both the glutinous rice cakes wrapped with bamboo leaves and the boat races have
been practiced by Chinese people.

Moon Festival
The Mid-Autumn Festival or the Moon Festival is celebrated on the 15th
of the eighth month of the Chinese lunar calendar. Generally, it is an occasion for
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outdoor reunions where friends and relatives gather together to eat the ‘moon
cakes’ and watch the moon. At no other time of the year, it is believed, is the
moon so round and bright as on the 15th night of the eighth month. One ancient
axiom said: “When Mid-Autumn comes, the moon is extraordinarily brilliant”
(Wong, 1967). The moon of the night is full, and shines brilliantly, and its
perfectly round shape implies the ideal symbol of familial harmony and unity.
There are many legends and stories about the Mid-Autumn Festival. The
following is one of them. It was said that during the Yuan Dynasty the Mongol
officials were sent out to every district, where they governed the Chinese with an
iron hand. It was decreed that every ten families in the district had to support a
Mongol official. This oppressive measure was detested by the people who dared
not speak out their minds. However, it was at the Mid-Autumn Festival one year,
the Chinese rose in unity to slaughter the Mongols on sight. Then the Chinese
people re-occupied China with Chu Yuan-zhang who was the first Emperor of the
Ming Dynasty (Wong, 1967).
Chang E, the lady who lives alone in the palace of the Moon in many

popular legends, is well known in China. Chang E had to live in the palace of the
Moon while her husband lived in the palace of the Sun. The two are said to meet
once a month on the 15th day, when the moon is full (Stepanchuk & Wong,
1991). Some people believe that at the Mid-Autumn Festival people on the earth
can send their most special wishes to Chang E (Stepanchuk, 1994). Amy Tan
described the belief in the novel The Jov Luck Club:
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In 1918, the year that I was four, the Moon festival arrived during
an autumn in Wushi that was unusually hot, terrible hot. When I awoke
that morning, the 15th day of the eighth moon ...“We are all going to Tai
Lake. The family has rented a boat with a famous chef. And tonight at the
ceremony you will see the Moon Lady.”
“The Moon Lady! The Moon Lady!” I said, jumping up and
down with great delight... I tugged Amah’s sleeve and asked: “Who is
the Moon Lady?”
“Chang E. She lives on the moon and today is the only day you
can see her and have a secret wish fulfilled.”
“What is a secret wish?”
“It is what you want but cannot ask,” said Amah.
“Why can’t I ask?”
“It is because... because if you ask it... it is no longer a wish but
a selfish desire,” said Amah. “Haven’t I taught you-that it is wrong to
think of your own needs? A girl can never ask, only listen.”
“Then how will the Moon Lady know my wish?”
“Ai! You ask too much already! You can ask her because she is
not an ordinary person.”
Satisfied at last, I immediately said: “Then I will tell her I don’t
want to wear these clothes anymore.”
“AJi! Did I not just explain?” said Amah. “Now that you have
mentioned this to me, it is not a secret wish anymore.”. (1989, P. 68)
In China, daily life is encompassed with the traditional festivals
(according to the lunar calendar) and the modem festivals (according to the
western calendar), because throughout the year, both the traditional and modem
festivals are celebrated in China. In addition to the major festivals discussed
above, there are still many other minor festivals or holidays such as Festival of the
Cowherd and the Weaving Maiden (July); Double Yang Day (Sep.) etc., and the
festivals of the minorities of China such as Water Splashing Festival (June, Dai);
Third Moon Fair (March, Bai); The Bathing Festival (early autumn, Tibetan) etc.
The modem festivals include New Year’s Day (Jan. 1); International Working
Women’s Day (Mar. 8); International Labor Day (May 1); Chinese Youth Day
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(May 4); International Children’s Day (June 1); Anniversary of the Founding of
the Communist Party of China (July 1); Army Day (August 1); and the National
Day (Oct. 1). Because only a few books mentioned the festivals of minorities of
China and the modem festivals of China, the critique was built on the major
traditional festivals.

Summary

The representations of Chinese culture in the works of fiction indicated that
Chinese people observe Chinese culture and customs no matter where they are. In
most of the books, Chinese culture was shown positively and authentically.
Misrepresentation and stereotypes were found in some of the books.
The doctrine of Confucius and the traditional ethics were part of the main
themes in many folkloric and historical books. Many dragons appeared in the
books. The misrepresentations of dragons distorted Chinese culture and so many
dragons were portrayed in the books that they became the overworked symbols of
Chinese culture. The style of clothes in many books was not accurate and
authentic according to Chinese history. The details about the styles of clothing in
Chinese history are as important as the details about the specific Chinese regional
foods which do not consist of only simple Chinese rice or dumplings.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The final chapter of the present study consists of the following sections:
(1) summary; (2) discussion and conclusion; and (3) recommendations.

Summary

Multicultural children's literature is a powerful means for children to learn
about an ethnic group and its people. Over the years, there have been many
children's books about China, Chinese people and Chinese-Americans.
Unfortunately, the findings of the present study indicate that the representations of
China and Chinese people in many books were not accurate and authentic.
Misrepresentations and stereotypes of Chinese people and Chinese culture were
found in the study. The following summary was derived from the findings of
character analyses and culture analyses, which included thirteen categories.

Chinese People’s Characteristics

Thirty-five books were analyzed to determine what images and
characteristics were attributed to Chinese people in children’s and adolescents’
fiction. In the study, the character analysis instrument was used to analyze the
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following areas: physical traits; status; attitudes; goals; plus-minus position;
characters’ identities; and personality traits. The evaluative category was used to
determine the persistence of stereotypes of Chinese in children’s literature.
Physical Traits: Physical traits of major Chinese characters were analyzed
according to the three areas: age, sex, and physical description. Totally, sixty-four
main characters were examined in the thirty-five books. The findings indicated:
(1) over 70% of the main characters were attributed to adults and old people,
which could not match the age for whom the books were written; (2) males and
females were not equally represented; (3) images with respect to physical
appearance were positive and appealing, but both positive and negative
stereotypes were found in certain books.
Status: Considering that status is an important characteristic about a
group, the images of Chinese characters’ status in each book were analyzed in
these areas: occupation, economics status, educational level, and social class.
Evidence of stereotyped occupations was supported by the findings that
the physical occupations represented in the fiction for Chinese characters were
limited to farmers and artisans such as: painter, stone carver, and silk weaver.
Most of the Chinese characters were portrayed as poor or wealthy. The
findings indicated that the poor and wealthy classes were represented more
frequently than the adequate and comfortable classes, because many books were
folktales which told stories about poor people, emperors and rich people.
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The findings about educational levels pointed to the fact that most of the
books did not involve anything about education. A few books mentioned
characters’ educational level. It was found that none of the main characters in the
modem realistic books were at a college level.
Though the findings with regard to social class revealed a general
impression of the lower and lower-middle class in the socialist society of China,
there was not an image of a completely middle class or upper class in any of the
modem realistic books. Meanwhile, many middle and upper class of the ancient
time were represented in folktales and historical fictions.
Attitudes: This category examined the four attitudes displayed by the main
Chinese characters in each book. The findings indicated that filial piety and
obedience were the most frequently occurring attitudes in interactions with family
members, ren, yi, xin, and loyalty were the more frequently occurring attitudes in
interactions with group members, peers and authority figures in folktales and
historical books than in modem realistic books.
Goals: The findings revealed that the most often represented goals were
good and evil, which took 38% of all the fictional books. The following ones were
achievement (14%), self-realization (11%), and economic advancement (11%).
Plus-Minus Position: The findings indicated that most of the main
characters’ status in the books were positive. Adults and children were often
afforded a plus status in the books with approval (38%), sympathy (17%), and
desirability (17%).
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Personality Traits: The findings showed that a noticeable number of
Chinese children and adults in the fiction were characterized with the positive
traits: ren (16%),^/ (14%), xin (16%), dutiful (11%), filial (11%), and helpful

(11%).
Evaluative Category: This category was used to determine the stereotypes
of Chinese in the fictions. Considering stereotypes as a persistent image of an
ethnic group, child and adult characters’ personality traits were evaluated
depending on the lists of verbal stereotypes made by Katz and Braly (1933), and
the stereotypes of Chinese from the three classic studies (Katz &Braly, 1933,
Gilbert, 1951, and Karlins & Coffman, 1969).
The findings indicated that the stereotypes of Chinese in the present study
were close to those in the three classic studies, which proved that the stereotypes
were persistent and continuous. The highest personality trait of child and adult
characters was Loyal to family ties (28%).

Chinese-Americans’ Characteristics

A total of twenty-two books were analyzed to determine what images and
characteristics were attributed to Chinese-Americans in children’s and
adolescents’ fictional books. In the study, the character analysis instrument was
used to analyze the following areas: physical traits; status; attitudes; goals; plusminus position; characters’ identities; and personality traits. The evaluative
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category was used to see the persistence of stereotypes of Chinese-Americans in
children’s literature.
Physical Traits: Physical traits of major Chinese-American characters
were analyzed in the three areas: age, sex, and physical description. Thirty-three
main characters were examined in the twenty-two fictional books. The findings
indicated: (1) over 46% of the main characters were attributed to adults and old
people; (2) the appearance of male and female was equally represented in the
fictions; (3) images with respect to female physical appearance were positive and
appealing, but the descriptions of males were not as positive as the descriptions of
females. Both positive and negative physical attributes showed a non¬
stereotypical view of Chinese-Americans as unique individuals.
Status: Considering status as one important characteristic about a group,
the images of Chinese-American character’s status in each book were analyzed in
these areas: occupation, economic status, educational level, and social class.
Evidence for stereotyped occupations was found supported by the findings
that 75% of the occupations represented in the fiction for Chinese-American
characters were physical jobs, which were limited to the areas of: farm, factory,
laundry, and restaurant etc.
The findings of economic status showed that Chinese-Americans were not
portrayed as affluent, seventy percent of the Chinese-American main characters
were classified as poor and adequate.
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The findings about the educational level pointed to the fact that many of
the books did not show characters’ educational level. The limited findings
indicated that Chinese-Americans in children’s and adolescents’ fictional books
were not portrayed as highly educated since only three characters were mentioned
as having attended college level.
The findings with regard to social class revealed that most of the ChineseAmerican characters were portrayed as lower class, even though a general
impression of the lower class and the lower-middle class was given by fiction.
Attitudes: This category examined the four attitudes displayed by the main
Chinese-American characters in each book. The findings indicated that filial
piety, obedience and respect were the most frequently occurring attitudes in
interactions with family members. Love, respect, faith and help were the more
frequently occurring attitudes in interactions with group members, peers and
authority figures in the fictional books, even though antagonistic attitudes toward
authority figures were found in a few books.
Goals: The findings revealed that the most frequently represented goals
was acceptance of one’s own culture (24%). The next were social advancement
(18% ), self-realization (15%), independence (15%), and achievement (15%).
Plus-Minus Position: The findings indicated that the status of most of the
main characters in the books was positive. Adults and children were often
afforded a plus status in the books with approval (39%), sympathy (18%), liking
(18%), and pleasantness (15%).
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Characters’ Identities: This category was used to identify the main
Chinese-American characters’ attitudes toward their racial, social, and cultural
identities. Both positive and negative attitudes toward racial and social identities
were found in a limited number of books. More books exposed the cultural gap
between generations that showed different attitudes toward Chinese culture.
Personality Traits: The findings showed that a noticeable number of
Chinese-American children and adults in the fictions were characterized with
positive traits: independent (30%), helpful (18%), filial (12%), brave (12%), and
beautiful (12%).
Evaluation: This category was used to determine the stereotypes of
Chinese-Americans in the fiction. Considering stereotypes as a persistent image
of an ethnic group, child and adult characters’ personality traits were evaluated
depending on the lists of verbal stereotypes made by Katz and Braly (1933), and
the stereotypes of Chinese from the three classic studies (Katz &Braly, 1933,
Gilbert, 1951, and Karlins & Coffman, 1969).
The findings indicated that the stereotypes of Chinese-Americans in the
present study were similar to those of the three classic studies, which proved that
the stereotypes were persistent and continuous. Though some stereotypes existed
in the fictional books, no one term was used to describe more than ten characters
or thirty percent of the total number of all Chinese-Americans to which a
stereotype was applied. The most frequent stereotype or the highest ranking
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personality trait that appeared in the fictional books was Loyal to Family Ties
(30%). The following ones were Courteous (27%), and Traditional Loving f24%Y

The Images of Chinese Culture

All of the fifty-seven fictional books were analyzed to determine what
images of Chinese culture were attributed in children’s and adolescents’ fictional
books. In the study, the cultural analysis instrument was used to analyze the
following areas: traditional philosophy and ethics; traditional customs; traditional
ritual customs; religious beliefs; and traditional festivals.
Traditional Philosophy & Traditional Ethics: This category included the
doctrine of Confucius and Mencius; gender valuing; respect and obedience; and
filial piety.
Some portrayals in the fictional books reflected the fact that individual
personalities were greatly influenced by the doctrines of Confucius and Mencius.
The most frequent negative description about an individual’s personality was too
courteous.
The gender value of Chinese, that males are more valuable than females,
was represented authentically and vividly though many of the fictional books.
The Chinese custom that old people were respected and young people
were loved, was shown authentically and vividly in many of the fictional books.
A few books reflected the other aspect of society that children were treated badly
due to the problems of their families.
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Self-sacrificing, one part of filial piety, was displayed through stories in
some of the fictional books. Though most of the stories represented this specific
Chinese culture authentically, one unbelievable description about the Chinese
culture appeared in one of the modem realistic fictional books.
Traditional Life Customs: This category included four parts: foods, drinks,
clothes, and Chinese herbal medicine.
Some of the fictional books misrepresented the culture of Chinese food
through their stories.
Tea culture was showed authentically in some of the fictional books.
The representation of Chinese clothes in many pictorial books was not
accurate according to Chinese history. Many misrepresentations were made by the
other-American authors and illustrators.
The culture of Chinese herbal medicine was shown in some of the
fictional books.
Traditional Ritual Customs: This category included birthday, marriage,
funeral, and ancestor worship.
A few books mentioned something about a baby’s birthday.
The culture of marriage in China was represented vividly in some books.
Different ritual customs of the funeral were displayed through stories in
some books. Chinese people in China practiced traditional ritual customs and
Chinese-Americans in the United States practiced the modem ritual customs,
influenced by Western culture.
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The culture of Chinese ancestor worship was represented in some of the
fictional books.
Religious Beliefs: The critique in this category focused on Buddhism,
Taoism and popular religion in China.
Some ideas of Buddhism, representing specific characteristics of
traditional Chinese culture, were displayed through the stories in many of the
fictional books.
The culture of Taoism was represented in a few books.
Though some misrepresentations of the popular religion were found in the
books, most of the representations of popular religion in China were authentic.
Traditional Festivals: All of the traditional Chinese festivals are connected
with various beliefs and legends. The critique in this category included the
following important festivals: The Chinese New Year, Lantern Festival, Ching
Ming Festival, Dragon Boat Festival, and Moon Festival.
Both Chinese people and Chinese-Americans observe the traditional
custom during the Chinese New Year and Lantern Festival. More vivid
descriptions and authentic traditional cultural representations of New Year were
observed by Chinese Americans in the fictional books than by the people in
China. A few books mentioned something about the Ching Ming Festival, the
Dragon Boat Festival and the Moon Festival.
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Discussions and Conclusion

The following discussions and conclusions are derived from the findings
of the present study with respect to the four research questions: (1) the images of
Chinese people and Chinese-Americans in the fiction, (2) the images of Chinese
culture in the fiction, (3) the stereotypes of Chinese people in the fiction, and (4)
authors’ presentations and their social backgrounds.

The Images of Chinese People and Chinese-Americans

Since the vast majority of the fictional books (77%) with China settings,
whether or not written by American authors, are either folktales or folkloric
materials, the protagonists were seldom children, but emperors and princesses
(14%), peasants (23%) and artisans (8%). What is surprising is that most of the
protagonists in the few modem realistic books (12%) were peasants, too. So,
perhaps, it is not difficult to draw the inference that the images of Chinese in most
of the folkloric books are laborious workers, either peasants or artisans. These
images objectively create the impression that Chinese people are hard working.
These over-outdated folkloric materials, whether retellings or adaptations of
folktales, reinforce stereotypes of Chinese people’s occupations and lifestyles.
There is evidence of occupational stereotyping in the findings since
seventy-nine percent of the paying jobs taken by Chinese-Americans were lower
wage jobs limited to farm, factory, laundry, and restaurant etc. When contrasted
with the three professional adults (one teacher, one saleman, and one office
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person) in the books, it appears to the reader that Chinese-Americans often take
lower wage jobs. Such an excessive presentation may convey inaccurate messages
about Chinese-Americans.
If the protagonists were children, most of them emerged as loyal and filial to
their parents. One image of children in many books is the loyal child who
sacrificed herself to save a member of the family. The representative books are
The Voice of the Great Bell, and A Letter to the King. The other image of
children in books is filial piety. Obeying parents, and taking care of parents, are
part of children’s personalities shown in some fictional books such as The China
Year, and The Ghost Fox, etc.
Otherwise, some negative descriptions about Chinese people were found in
some books such as: similar round faces, small slanted eyes and flat noses and
long fingernails. Physical descriptions of females were more positive and
attractive than those of males in books. Girls and young women in most of the
stories conformed to the stereotype “China Doll”. These young women were often
represented as pure, sweet, kind and beautiful figures in the stories. However,
most of the older women in the stories were portrayed as extremely bossy, picky,
and overbearing with others, especially with their children.
In brief, even though some negative portrayals and stereotypes of Chinese
people were found in some of the books, most of the characters in the works of
fiction were portrayed positively with individual’s unique and attractive physical
appearance.
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The Images of Chinese Culture in the Fiction

The representations of Chinese culture in the works of fiction indicated that
Chinese people observe Chinese culture and customs no matter where they are. In
most of the books, Chinese culture was shown positively and authentically.
Misrepresentation and stereotypes were found in some of the books.
The doctrine of Confucius and traditional ethics were part of the main themes
in many folkloric and historical books, such as loyalty, filial piety, and obedience
to parents; ren, yi and xin to friends, etc. “Good will be rewarded with good, and
evil with evil”, a point from Buddhism, was the main theme in many books. Since
the vast majority of the books were either folktales or folkloric materials, the
themes of the stories were limited to certain aspects of the traditional ethics.
Otherwise, too many dragons appeared in the books, even many titles of the
books were taken over by dragons. For example: about eight books (14%) used
the word dragon as part of their titles, such as Min-Yo and the Moon Dragon: The
Dragon’s Robe: April and the Dragon Lady; The Last Dragon; Emma’s Dragon
Hunt; Dragon’s Gate: and Chinese New Year’s Dragon. The dragons in the
pictorial books Min-Yo and the Moon Dragon and Emma’s Dragon Hunt did not
look like the Chinese dragon but like a kind of dinosaur. The characteristics of
Chinese dragons were misleading in the pictorial books, too. Of all the books,
Chinese New Year’s Dragon gave an authentic and accurate definition of the
characteristics of Chinese dragons. The misrepresentations of dragons distorted
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Chinese culture and so many dragons were portrayed in the books became the
overworked symbols of Chinese culture.
The style of clothes in some books was not accurate and authentic according
to Chinese history. The clothes in such books as Ming Lo Moves the Mountain.
The Future of Yen-Tzu , and A Grain of Rice, were not traditional Chinese
clothes at all. The findings of the study indicate that the representation of Chinese
clothes in the books gave illustrators a big challenge that children’s books needed
accurate and authentic cultural details to decorate the illustrations and match the
contents of Chinese history. The details about the styles of clothing in Chinese
history are as important as the details about the specific Chinese food of the
regions, which do not consist of only simple Chinese rice and dumplings. Correct
and accurate details in the illustrations would have made the stories more
authentic and powerful.

Personality Traits and the Stereotypes of the Present Study

Mainly based on Katz and Braly’s list, and the three classic studies, the
data on stereotypes and personality traits in the present study yielded information
with regard to Chinese people and Chinese-Americans in the works of fiction.

Chinese People
More positive than negative personality traits were applied to Chinese
people in the books. The highest ranking personality traits, based on Katz and
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Braly’s list, were kind (41%), brilliant (33%), loyal to family ties (28%), honest
(27%), and faithful (25%). The highest ranking personality traits in the additional
verb study, not on Katz and Braly’s list, were dutiful (11%), filial (11%), helpful
(11%), ren (16%), yi (14%), and xin (16%). Comparing the two groups’
personality traits, it was found that the meanings of the personality traits in the
two groups were similar, which showed that many main characters’ personality
traits evolved around the certain characteristics.
The stereotypic terms applied to Chinese people in the present study
showed that loyal to family ties (28%) was the highest rank, and the followings
were meditative (14%), courteous (14%), conservative (11%), and traditional
loving (11%). Comparing the present study to the three classic studies, it was
found that the data of the present study were close to the data of the three classic
studies. It was also found that the higher ranking characteristics in each study
concentrated on certain stereotypic terms. The findings indicated that loyal to
family ties was the highest ranking in all the studies except for Katz & Braly’s
study, and that traditional loving was the next highest ranking in the studies,
which showed that some of the stereotypes of Chinese were very persistent and
continual.

Chinese-Americans
More positive than negative personality traits were applied to ChineseAmericans in the books. Based on Katz and Braly’s list, the four highest
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percentages in the column of adult characters were loyal to family ties (40%),
conservative (26.5%), faithful (26.5%), and honest (26.5%). Likewise, the six
highest percentages in the column of child characters were attributed to
imaginative (50%), ambitious (39%), brilliant (39%), courteous (39%), naive
(39%), and pleasure-loving (39%). The findings indicated that stereotypes of
Chinese were found in adult characters, but could not be found in the child
characters. The highest ranking personality traits in the additional verbal study,
not on Katz and Braly’s list, were independent (30%), helpful (18%), beautiful
(12%), brave (12%), and filial (12%), which showed that fewer stereotypes of
Chinese were found in this group.
The stereotypic terms applied to Chinese-Americans in the present study
showed that loyal to family ties (30) was the highest rank and the next highest
ranking were courteous (27%), and traditional loving (24%). Comparing the
present study to the three classic studies, it was found that the data of the present
study were close to the data of the three classic studies. The study revealed that
some of stereotypes of Chinese people were very persistent and continual, even
though fewer stereotypes could be found in the study of Chinese-Americans’
personality traits. An important finding in the study is that fewer stereotypes were
attributed to Chinese people than to Chinese-Americans in the works of fiction.
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Insider and Outsider Authors’ and Illustrators’ Presentations
The researcher in the present study found that not only did other-American
authors and illustrators misrepresent cultural facts, stereotype or distort Chinese
people and Chinese culture, but a few Chinese-American authors and illustrators
also did some misrepresentations in their works.
Many other-American authors wrote about the Chinese dragon, but none
of them portrayed the Chinese dragons as reflected in the Chinese culture. Cai
(1995) stated “Cultural authenticity is the basic criterion in the sense that no
matter how imaginative and how well written a story is, it should be rejected if it
seriously violates the integrity of a culture.” (p.2-3). Hillman’s Min-Yo and the
Moon Dragon and Stock’s Emma’s Dragon Hunt misled cultural information.
Hillman’s dragon lived on the Moon and Stock’s dragon slept under a hill, but
according to Chinese culture, dragons never lived on the Moon or under a hill, but
always lived in the deep sea.
Authors and illustrators who portrayed Chinese people and culture to
children through literature should ensure to provide accurate and authentic
information. In fact, most of them stereotyped and distorted Chinese people and
Chinese culture in their works. Lobel’s Ming Lo Moves the Mountain distorted
Chinese people’s personality and Chinese culture, Drummond’s The Willow
Pattern Story stereotyped Chinese culture, and Morris’ The Future of Yen-Tzu
distorted Chinese culture. They failed to reflect Chinese people and Chinese
culture accurately and authentically in their books, because they did not do
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enough necessary research to change and improve their concepts of Chinese
people and Chinese culture. It is impossible for a person, especially if he had
prejudice against China, to write about China authentically.
Sometimes Chinese-American authors and illustrators may also stereotype
Chinese people and culture, and present inaccurate cultural facts. For Example:
Hong’s Two of Everything and How the Ox Star Fell from Heaven stereotyped
Chinese people’s physical traits. All the people in the books had the same round
face, small eyes, and flattened nose. Hong did not portray every individual with a
unique physical traits, maybe because of her artistic style. Yep’s The Junior
Thunder Lord misrepresented thunder god and dragons’ function according to
Chinese culture. He failed to reflect Chinese culture accurately because he was
negligent or maybe he did not do enough necessary research to support his
writing.
Authors and illustrators should be responsible to their young audiences for
portraying China and its culture accurately and authentically because they play a
part in children’s developing knowledge and attitudes. The present research
indicated that almost all of the Chinese-American authors and illustrators
represented Chinese people, Chinese-Americans and Chinese culture accurately
and authentically, and a few other-American authors and illustrators such as Demi
and Namioka etc. did very good representations in their works. It is really hard for
other-American authors and illustrators to present Chinese culture authentically,
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but if they have life experience in Chinese communities and do a lot of research
for their writing, they have the chance to be successful.

Recommendations

Based on the study, the following recommendations are submitted for
educators, publishers, authors & illustrators, and future research.

For Educators
Teachers and librarians in the school who provide students with the books
containing the information about Chinese people, Chinese-Americans, and
Chinese culture, should have the knowledge of Chinese history, Chinese culture
and the history of Chinese-Americans. If there are some Chinese students or
Chinese-American students in their class, teachers may need to talk with the
students or their parents about the information in the books, especially, if they
have questions about the information. This is the way to help teachers get more
authentic information about Chinese group, in addition to workshops, seminars,
and courses. Otherwise, such multicultural study in a whole language class will be
more helpful because whole language programs make a connection between the
languages, culture, communities, learners, and teachers (Goodman. 1986). In the
whole language class, students can gain more knowledge during the discussion
and communication, which will help students gain a better understanding of
themselves and others around them.
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For Publishers
Publishers should support and encourage collaborative efforts between
other-American authors / illustrators and Chinese-American, Chinese immigrant
authors /illustrators. This is the way to reduce stereotypic, inaccurate and
unauthentic information in children and adolescents’ works of fiction. Publishers
should also consider the growth of the Chinese population, the increasing interest
about China among the American society, and today the limited number of books
about Chinese people and China.

For Authors and Illustrators

Authors and illustrators who portray Chinese people and Chinese culture
to children through literature should strive to provide accurate and authentic
information, and should be responsible for their representations, because they play
an important part in children’s developing knowledge and attitudes toward their
group and other groups.
Based on the investigation, more books should be written about modem
life and contemporary life in China, which could help young readers get update
ideas about Chinese people and Chinese culture. Otherwise, many famous
traditional Chinese folktales are waiting to meet American young readers. It is a
pleasure for both Chinese people and American people to share the Chinese
heritage.
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For Future Study

This study is the only descriptive research focusing on the stereotypes of
Chinese, the characteristics of Chinese people and Chinese-Americans, and the
representations of Chinese culture in children and adolescents’ works of fiction.
The following studies should do the research every other five years or more to see
if there is any improvement regarding the images of Chinese groups in children’s
and adolescents’ works of fiction. It might be interesting to do more research
about authors’ representations and their racial background. It is hoped that the
present study will assist future studies to create more effective research.
1. How to handle negative stereotype and inaccurate messages and
information-critically and pedagogically.
2. Examination of 200 books (a some large number) to assess the
accuracy of the clothing, hairstyles, and settings...
3. Content analysis of realistic fiction to discuss accuracy and stereotypes
emerging from these books.
4. Comparison of situation in realistic fiction (economic class,
employment with reality...).
5. Images of Chinatown in children’s literature.
6. Develop new studies of commonly held stereotypes; compare with the
old ones and see how books convey these.
7. Explore publishing trends in producing literature on Chinese and
Chinese-Americans.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
CHARACTER ANALYSIS INSTRUMENT
Author/Illustrator: Chinese American_American _
Bibliographical Information:
Book Title__
Author’s Name__
Illustrator’s Name_
Publisher__
Publication Year_
Grade Level of Selected Books:__
Name of Major Character:_
Setting Place: China_U.S.A._
Setting Time: _
Literary Types/Genres:_
Characteristics:
1. Physical Traits:
Age_
Sex_
Description_
2. Status:
Occupation_
Economic Status_
Educational Level_
Social Class_
3. Attitudes Toward:
Family Member_
Members in his/her ethnic group_
Peers_
Authority Figures_
4. Goals:
Self /Realization/Independence_
Social/Economic Advancement_
Education_
Acceptence (Dominant Culture/Own. Culture)_
Achievement/Success_
Others
_
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5. Plus/Minus Position:
Approval/Disapproval_
Symathy/Hostility_
Desirability/Undesirability_
Pleasantness/Unpleasantness_
Liking/Disliking_
6. Characters’ Identity:
Biological and Racial Identity_
Social Identity_
Cultural Identity_
7. Personality Traits: (Additional- Not on Katz and Braly)

Evaluative Category:
1.
Unauthentic/Stereotypic Information_
2.
Inaccurate Description/Stereotypic (Verbal/Pictorial)
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APPENDIX B
CULTURE ANALYSIS INSTRUMENT

Author/Illustrator: Chinese American_American
Bibliographical Information:
Book Title_____
Author’s Name__
Illustrator’s Name
Publisher_
Publication Year_
Grade Level of Selected Books_
Name of Major Character: __
Setting Place: China__U.S.A._
Setting Time:
Literary Types/Genres:_
Cultural Categories:
1. Traditional Philosophy & Ethics:
The Doctrine of Confucius and Mencius_
Gender Valuing_
Respect and Obedience_
Filial Piety_
2. Traditional Life Custom:
Foods_
Drinks_
Clothes_
Chinese Herbal Medicine_
3. Traditional Ritual Custom:
Birthday_
Marriage_
Funeral_
Ancestor Worship_
4. Religious Beliefs:
Buddhism_
Taoism_
Popular Beliefs_
5. Traditional Festival_
Chinese New Year_
Lantern Festival_
Ching-ming Festival_
Moon Festival
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APPENDIX C

STEREOTYPES OF CHINESE FROM THE THREE
CLASSIC STUDIES

Attributes

Katz and Braly
(1933)
%
34
29
29
26
22
18
19
17
15
15
14
13

Gilbert
Karlins, Coffman,
(1951) and Walters (1969)
%
%
8
18
4
6
14
15
32
26
50
35
23
18
21
15
18
6
7
5
23
19
20
19
17
15

Superstitious
Sly
Conservative
Traditional loving
Loyal to family ties
Industrious
Meditative
Reserved
Very religious
Ignorant
Deceitful
Quiet
Courteous
Extremely nationalistic _
Humorless
Artistic

Adapted from Karlins, Coffman, and Walters (1969)
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APPENDIX D
KATZ AND BRALY LIST OF VERBAL STEREOTYPES
Personality
Traits

Male

Female

Personality
Traits

Totals

Aggressive
Alert
Ambitious
Argumentation
Arrogant
Artistic
Boastful
Brilliant
Conceited
Conservative
Conventional
Courteous
Cowardly
Cruel
Deceitful
Efficient
Evasive
Extremely nationalistic
Faithful
Frivolous
Generous
Gluttonous
Grasping
Gregarious
Happy-go-lucky
Honest
Humorless
Ignorant
Imaginative
Imitative
Impulsive
Individualistic
Industrious
Intelligent
Jovial
Kind
Lazy
Loud
Loyal to family ties
Materialistic
Meditative
Mercenary

Male

Female

Naive
Neat
Ostentation
Passionate
Persistent
Physically dirty
Pleasure-loving
Ponerous
Practical
Progressive
Pugnacious
Quarrelsome
Quick-tempered
Quiet
Radical
Reserved
Revengeful
Rude
Scientifically-minded
Sensitive
Sensual
Shrewd
Slovenly
Sly
Sophisticated
Sportsmanlike
Stolid
Straightforward
Stubborn
Stupid
Suave
Suggestible
Superstitious
Suspicious
Talkative
Traditional-loving
Treacherous
Unreliable
Very religious
Witty

Katz, Daniel and Braly, Kenneth. Racial Stereotypes of 100 College Students. Journal of
Abnormal and Social Psychology, 1933, 28, 280-290.
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Totals

APPENDIX E

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

Xia c.21st-16th century B.C.
Shang c. 16th-11th century B. C.
Weatem Zhou c. 11th century-771 B. C.
Eastern Zhou 770-221 B. C.
Spring and Autumn Period 770-475 B. C.
Warring States Period 475-221 B. C.
Qin 221-206 B. C.
Western Han 206 B. C. ~24 A. D.
Eastern Han 25-220
Three Kingdoms 220-280
Western Jin 265-316
Eastern Jin 317-420
Southern and Northern Dynasties 420-589
Sui 581-618
Tang 618-907
Five Dynasties 907-960
Northern Song 960-1127
Southern Song 1127-1279
Yuan 1271-1368
Ming 1368-1644
Qing 1636-1911
Republic of China 1911-1949
People’s Republic of China 1949-
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APPENDIX F

THE HIERARCHY OF WORK-GRADES

According to Kraus’ research (1981), The ordered neatness of China’s
work-grade stratification is shown in the chart following, which shows the range
of bureaucratic ranks and wages appropriate for government employees from the
head of state to the most menial service worker in a state organ (p. 187). These
wages were fixed in 1956, and varied only in minor ways before 1990’s, although
the grades 26 through 30 have been dropped from use.
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Rank

Wages3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

579.5
522.5
465.5
414
372.5
346
302.5
270
245
212
195.5
172.5
155.5
138
124
110.5
99
87.5
78.5
70
62
56
49.5
43
37.5
33
30
27.5
25.5
23

Central Cadres
Chairman

Provincial Cadres

County Cadres

Premier,
Vice-premier

Minister,
Vice-minister

Governor,
Vice-governor

Bureau chief.
Vice-chief

Department chief.
Vice-department chief
Department
chief

County Magistrate.
Vice-magistrate

Section member
Section member

Office worker
Office worker
Servant

Servant

“Monthly wage* in renmm hi (1956: 1 rmmin bi ■ USSO.42).
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APPENDIX G

THE BOOKS USED IN THE INVESTIGATION

(Chinese)
Bosse, M. (1994). The Examination. New York: Farrar Straus Giroux.
Brooke, W. J. (1993). A Brush with Magic. New York: Harper Collins.
Demi. (1990). The Empty Pot. New York: Henry Holt and Company.
Drummond, A. (1995). The Willow Pattern Story. New York:
North-South Books Inc.
Fang, L. (1995). The Chi-Lin Purse. New York: Farrar Straus Giroux.
Fritz, J. (1982). Homesick My Own Story. New York: Dell Publishing.
Guo, T. & Cheung, E. (1994). Er-Lang & the Suns: A tale from China.
Mondo Pub.
Hillman, E. (1992). Min-Yo and the Moon Dragon. New York:
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.
Hodges M. (1989). The Voice of the Great Bell. Canada: Little, Brown &
Company.
Hong, L. T. (1991). How the Ox Star Fell from Heaven. Illinois:
Albert Whitman & Company.
Hong, L. T. (1993). Two of Everything. Illinois: Albert Whitman &
Company.
Lattimore D. N. (1990). The Dragon’s Robe.

Harper Trophy.

Lee, C. Y. (1990). The Second Son of Heaven. New York: William
Morrow and Company, Inc. New York.
Lobel A. (1982). Ming Lo Moves the Mountain. New York: Scholastic Inc.
Louie, A. L. (1982). Yeh-Shen. New York: Philomel Books.
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Mahy M. (1990). The Seven Chinese Brothers. New York: Scholastic Inc.
Morris, W. (1992). The Future of Yen-Tzu. New York: Atheneum
Macmillan Publishing Company.
Neville, E. C. (1991). The China Year. New york: Harper Collins.
Packard, M. (1991). A Visit to China. Wisconsin: Western Publishing
Company.
Paterson, K. (1983). Rebels of the Heavenly Kingdom. New York:
Lodestar Books.
Pittman H. C. (1986). A Grain of Rice. New York: Hastings House.
Reddix, V. (1991). Dragon Kite of the Autumn Moon. New York:
Lothrop Lee & Shepard Books.
Russell, C. Y. (1994). First Apple. Pennsylvania: Boyds Mills Press.
Russell, C. Y. (1997). Lichee Tree. Pennsylvania: Boyds Mills Press.
Schlein M. (1990). The Year of the Panda. New York: The Trumpet Club
Special Education.
Tan, A. (1989). The Joy Luck Club. New York: Ivy Books.
Tan, A. (1991). The Kitchen God’s Wife. New York: Ivy Books.
Torre, B. L. (1990). The Luminous Pearl. New York: Orchard Books.
Va, L. (1991). A Letter To The King. New York: Harper Collins.
Wang, R. C. (1991). The Fourth Question. New York: Holiday House Inc.
Yacowitz, C. (1992). The Jade Stone. New York: Holiday House, Inc.
Yen, C. (1991). Why Rat Comes First. San Francisco:
Children’s Book Press.
Yep, L. (1994). The Ghost Fox. New York: Scholastic Inc.
Yep, L. (1994). Junior Thunder Lord. Bridge Water Books.
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Yep, L. (1993). The Shell Woman and the King. New York:
Dial Books for Young Readers.

(Chinese American)
Bunting, E. (1982). The Happy Funeral. New York: Harper Collins.
Carlson, L. (1994). American Eves. New York: Henry Holt and Company.
Chan, J. L. (1993). One Small Girl. Chicago: Polychrome Publishing
Corporation.
Coerr, E. (1988). Chang’s Paper Pony. New York: Harper & Row.
Goldin B.D. (1994). Red Means Good Fortune. New York:
Penguin Books USA Inc.
Jen, G. (1991). Typical American. Boston: Houghton Mifflin/
Seymour Lawrence.
Joe, J. (1982). Ying Ying - Pieces of a childhood. San Francisco: East-West
Publishing Company
Lim, G. (1982). Wings for Lai-Ho. San Francisco: East/West Publishing
Company.
Lord, B. B. (1984). In the Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson.
New York: Harper & Row.
McCunn, R. L. (1983). Pie-Biter. San Francisco: Design Enterprises
Namioka, L. (1994). April and the Dragon Lady. New York:
Harcourt Brace & Company.
Namioka, L. (1994). Yang the Youngest & His Terrible Ear. New York:
Dell Publishing Co.
Nunes, S.M. (1995). The Last Dragon. New York: Clarion Books.
Sing, R. (1992). Chinese New Year’s Dragon. Ohio: Modem
Curriculum Press, Inc.
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Stock, C. (1984). Emma’s Dragon Hunt. New York: Lothrop, Lee &
Shepard Books.
Tedrow,T. L. (1992). Land of Promise. Tennessee: Thomas Nelson
Publishers.
Waters K. & Slovenz-Low, M. (1990). Lion Dancer- Ernie Wan’s Chinese
New Year. New York: Scholastic Inc.
Yee, P. (1991). Roses Sing on New Snow. New York: Macmillan
Publishing Company.
Yee, P. (1989). Tales from Gold Mountain. New York: Macmillan
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